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Abstract
It is the purpose of the writer to present a study of the Akkadian hymns and prayers addressed to Sin. There has been no such work presented to date that goes into this much detail. Included in this work will be the transliteration, normalization, translation, and commentary on six texts. An original and important aspect of this dissertation is the collation of five tablets in text 1 and the collation of three tablets for text 2. Textual variants will be dealt with in the textual apparatus. The lexical and grammatical problems will be covered in the commentary. An attempt will be made to use the most recent scholarly material such as the lexicographical material in *The Assyrian Dictionary* and the *Akkadisches Handwörterbuch*.

The clearest and most significant motifs will be discussed. Of particular interest are the concepts found in the texts which parallel those in the Hebrew Bible and ancient Near Eastern literature. The writer seeks to show that an understanding of the Akkadian hymns and prayers gives direct insight into the hymns and prayers of the Bible. Oftentimes the Akkadian literary style, grammar, epithets, and idioms of these texts may be compared to other Akkadian literature.
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PREFACE

Purpose

It is the purpose of the writer to present a study of the Akkadian hymns and prayers addressed to Sin. There has been no such work presented to date that goes into this much detail. Included in this work will be the transliteration, normalization, translation, and commentary on six texts. An original and important aspect of this dissertation is the collation of five tablets in text 1 and the collation of three tablets for text 2. Textual variants will be dealt with in the textual apparatus. The lexical and grammatical problems will be covered in the commentary. An attempt will be made to use the most recent scholarly material such as the lexicographical material in The Assyrian Dictionary and the Akkadisches Handwörterbuch.

The clearest and most significant motifs will be discussed. Of particular interest are the concepts found in the texts which parallel those in the Hebrew Bible and ancient Near Eastern literature. The writer seeks to show that an understanding of the Akkadian hymns and prayers gives direct insight into the hymns and prayers of the Bible. Oftentimes

1A. Leo Oppenheim, editor, The Assyrian Dictionary (Chicago: Oriental Institute, 1956-).

2Wolfram von Soden, editor, Akkadisches Handwörterbuch (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1959-).
the Akkadian literary style, grammar, epithets, and idioms of these texts may be compared to other Akkadian literature.

Necessity

This study is necessary now because previous works are becoming outdated. Also earlier works are very limited in scope usually giving attention to translation, in some cases there are transliterations followed by translation. Only sporadic attention is given to the consideration of grammar, literary style, textual problems, and religious concepts. This dissertation will endeavor to update the study in these areas. Also a number of tablets have come to light in the past few decades which are duplicates or partial duplicates of the major texts studied in this work. It is imperative that all the textual material be correlated and evaluated to gain a better understanding of each composition.

Method

The syllabic or logographic value of each sign will be given in the transliteration. Five dots.....will indicate that the text is in broken condition in that place. Where lacunae occur in these texts conjectures or restorations will sometimes be given; these suggested readings will be based primarily upon similar lines in these or other texts. Conjectural additions will be placed in square brackets. The normalization and translation will follow the transcribing of the signs. The normalization will be an approximation of the grammatical forms intended by the signs. When possible, a
literal translation will be made of the texts; however, occasionally the Akkadian idiom may be rendered best by a free translation.
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INTRODUCTION
Delimitations

The materials covered in this dissertation are the Akkadian hymns and prayers directed to Sin. Six texts will be the particular object of concentration. There are five duplicate tablets under consideration in text 1; three of the duplicates are from Sultantepé--STT 57 rev., 57-84, STT 59 obv., 1-28, and STT 58 rev., 25-51. The remaining duplicates of text 1 are LKA 52, obv. 2-21 and rev. 1-21 and VAT 13681 which corresponds to EMS 6, lines 36-69. Text 2 deals with the following tablets: K.155, B.M. 78432, and Si. 18. Text 3 is a study of Rawlinson IV, 9, a Sumerian and Akkadian bilingual prayer. Two fragments (K.3794 and Ki.1904-10-9, 157) are joined to form text 4. In text 5 (Rm.288) only seventeen lines have been preserved. Lastly, text 6 (K.10151) contains eleven lines addressed to Sin. A more detailed description of each text is given in the introduction to each chapter.

The Names of the Moon-god

The name Sin is the Semitic form of the Sumerian prime logogram dZU.EN, meaning "the lord of knowledge". Many Sumerologists have incorrectly read this name dEN.ZU. That

1Sin is spelled phonetically (zu.in, zu.en) in Cappadocian, however, in a few cases it is written EN.ZU; Ferris J. Stephens, Personal Names from Cuneiform Inscriptions of Cappadocia (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1928), p.3.
dZU.EN is the correct reading\(^1\) is indicated by an epithet applied to IŠTAR.DUMU.SAL. ZU.EN.NA.A. This is also clear from the readings in text 2:28B: \(dZU.EN.NA.KAM\) and 2:28C \(dZU.EN.NA.[KAM]\). The Sumerian ideogram ZU means "to know"; ZU is also compounded in AEBZU (apsu) "fresh-water ocean."\(^2\) Possibly in the derivation of the name as well as mythology there is suggested the association of the moon with knowledge, tides, and primeval waters.

Early scholars searched for a Semitic derivation of the name Sin. Oppert compares Sin to the root \(\gamma \theta \psi\), "to change."\(^3\) \(\gamma \theta \psi = tu(y)\), which seemingly invalidates that argument. Halévy makes the doubtful suggestion that the name Sin is from a root \(\gamma \theta \eta\) "to fix, determine," from which comes isinnu, "feast."\(^4\) Jensen suggests the following etymology: "Annahme einer Verwandtschaft von \(\delta \omega \), šattu, etc. mit Šin, \(\gamma \theta \), insofern ursem. šan(a)tu urspr. bedeuten könnte ein einzelnes Mond'jahr".\(^5\) A strong argument in favor of the Sumerian origin of the name Sin is that Semites designate the moon by terms such as \(\Pi \gamma\)\(^6\) and \(\Psi \gamma\), which are explained


\(^4\)J. Halévy, "Notes Assyriologiques," *ZA*, IV (1889), 64f.

\(^5\)P. Jensen, "Aga -\(\phi \kappa \)," *ZA*, VII (1892), 177, n.1.

\(^6\)Theo Bauer, *Die Ostkanaänäer* (Leipzig: Verlag der Asia Major, 1926), p.91, refers to the Semitic Moon-god \(\Pi \gamma\).
by Semitic roots. The name Sîn, on the other hand, cannot be explained by Semitic etymology. Sîn is a name essentially Sumerian in origin which had been borrowed by the Semites.

Many writers suggested that the name Sinai was derived from the Sumerian ZU.EN and the Akkadian Sîn. This explanation has been given in an effort to show that Yahweh may have been a modified Moon-god. Such an etymology cannot be correct since the mounting material from ancient Canaan and Syria gives no clear record of a Moon-god named Sîn. Also, the Canaanite name for the Moon-god was Yerah, not Sîn. The name Sinai may be associated with the place named Sîn in the plain of Sinai as well as an ancient city of Syria. Also in the northeastern Delta of Egypt there was a city by the same name.¹

The name given to Sîn most frequently in the six texts of this dissertation is dBA. This name is written with the sign $\bigstar$, "thirty."² The use of the number thirty coincides with the invention of an organized system for the gods following a series of numbers where Enlil the chief god is dNINNU (50)³ and Ea is written dNIMIN (40)⁴. The use of this ideogram is possibly Semitic in origin since it does not occur in the earlier texts. It was Sîn who governed the passing of the months by his waxing and waning. The lunar month consisted of thirty days; the number of days in a complete lunar

¹William F. Albright, From the Stone Age to Christianity (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1957), p.263.
²Labat, op. cit., p.211, no.472.
³Ibid., p.213, no.475. ⁴Ibid., p.213, no.473.
cycle became a synonym for the name, Sin. The moon through its appearance and disappearance at precise intervals served as a basis for a calendar. Since some ventures were happy, while others met with difficulty, the hypothesis was formed by the Babylonians that there were favorable and unfavorable periods for action.

The name Nannar, "illuminator," occurs frequently: 1:1; 2:1; 3:2-9; 4:1, 7, 14, 16; 5:1; and 6:1. Nannar is written in two different ways in these texts. Most frequently the name is written with the following signs: "Nannar." In text 6:1 the name Nannar is written U₄.SAR.

The Sumerian name, Nanna, which does not occur in these texts, probably is not related etymologically to the name Nannar. The name, Nanna, may be a more personal and intimate name of the Moon-god. In time, the name Nannar replaced the name, Nanna, in the Akkadian texts. ¹ It was as Nannar, "the illuminator," that he was mentioned especially in the hymns. This is the name which applies especially to the new moon. However, in a Sumerian hymn² to the Moon-god, there is graphic description of the empty rivers and marshes being filled with water brought by Nannar. In earliest times, Nannar may have been a water-god.³

Another name of the Moon-god is written dAŠ.İM.UD,

¹Dhorme, op. cit., p.83.
²Tablet 13930 in the British Museum, published in CT XV, pls. 16 and 17, 25-28.
³Frederick A. Vanderburgh, Sumerian Hymns from the Cuneiform Texts in the British Museum (New York: Columbia University Press, 1908), p.44.
"Namrašēt." This name occurs in three places: texts 2:19; 5:9; and 6:5. The name Namrašēt is a compound of namru, "bright," from namaru, "to shine," and sētu, "shining." This name means literally "bright shining." ¹

The Moon Cult

Sumerian mythology forms the backdrop for this study of moon-worship in ancient Mesopotamia. Beneath the polytheistic adornments, the Sumerian texts present a rationally formulated cosmogony. In the following manner, the Sumerians tried to explain the beginning of the universe and the existence of gods and men.

The first substance was the pristine sea personified as the goddess Nammu. The Sumerian texts do not mention her creation or birth; it may have been assumed that the primeval sea was eternal. Nammu engendered the cosmic mountain composed of heaven and earth joined together. Heaven was represented by the god, AN, and the earth by the earth goddess, KI. From the union of AN (heaven) and KI (earth) was begotten Enlil (air). Heaven and earth were separated by the air-god, Enlil. From the union of Enlil and his wife Ninlil, the air-goddess, Nanna, the Moon-god was born. The moon was to brighten the heavens; he in turn begot the sun-god Utu, who outshined his father. ² Here it should be noted that the motif of the son, the begotten, becoming stronger than his father occurs a number

¹See Tallqvist, Götterepitheta, p.378; text 2:5 commentary.
of times in ancient Mesopotamia.  

Sin played a more important role in earlier times than he did just prior to the fall of Assyria. The decline in popularity of the Moon-god is apparent from the disuse of the name Sin as a theophoric element. Moreover, historical inscriptions of the early Middle-Assyrian period show that Šamaš-worship was more popular than that of Sin. Perhaps the militant nature of Šamaš was more attractive to the Assyrians than the mild-mannered Sin. Furthermore, Sin is not mentioned as often in the hymns of later times. More frequently Assyrian kings addressed their oracles to Šamaš rather than to Sin.

Some of the general attributes emphasized are his supremacy, holiness, and lordship, while the personal element and terms of affection are limited. The worship of Ištar, the daughter of Šin, gained in popularity in the latter phases of Assyro-Babylonian religion. Ištar took to herself some of the attributes of Sin in her rise to prominence, meanwhile, the worship of the Moon-god was falling into comparative obscurity.

---

1 Enlil, the air-god, surpasses his father An. Marduk becomes more powerful than his father, Ea.
4 In reference to the ferocious nature of Šamaš, see Fine, op. cit., p.106, n.31.
5 On the meek characteristics of Šin, see Knut Tallqvist, Akkadische Götternennitheta (Helsingforsiae: Societas Orientalis Fennica, 1938), pp.442ff.
6 Dhorme, op. cit., p.57.
The worship of the moon was common in the ancient pagan cults of Palestine and Syria.¹ Sacrifices to him are mentioned in the texts from Ras Shamra (1.14; 5.11, 14).² The popularity of the moon-cult among western Semites is attested by the use of personal names bearing the name of the Moon-god.³ By the name Sahar the moon was worshipped in Arabia⁴ and Syria. Under the name Kusu₅ moon-worship is attested in Hurrian (Horite) texts from Ugarit (4.16).

Worship of the heavenly bodies was opposed in the Old Testament (Deut. 4:19; 17:3). Nevertheless, ancient pagan worship of the moon was officially adopted by Manasseh (II Kings 21:3, 5). Other kings and the people generally continued the apostate rites (Jer. 8:2), even though Josiah prohibited moon-worship in 621 B.C. (II Kings 23:5). Two characteristics of moon-worship are alluded to in the Bible: the worship of the moon on roof tops (Jer 19:13; Zeph. 1:5) and the custom of reverently saluting the moon (Job 31:26-27).⁶

In ancient Iranian mythology the moon was invoked be-

³ Gaster, IDB, III, 436.
⁶ Gaster, op. cit., 436.
cause of its beneficial power (Yast, vii. 1-7). The phases of
the moon were noted specifically in a number of texts (e.g.
Yasna, xlv.3; Yast, vii.2-4). The Iranians observed a relation-
ship between the moon and tides, while eclipses were sup-
posedly brought by the intervention of two heavenly bodies that
orbit below the sun and moon.1

The moon did not hold an important position in ancient
Egyptian religion; it was associated with Thout, the white
ibis-god, who served as the judge of god and man. The moon
was sometimes called the weaker eye of the heavenly god, a
reappearance of the sun in weaker form at night. Furthermore,
the Moon-god was sometimes portrayed as riding a heavenly ship
across the sky.2

The Cult Centers

The connection of Nannar with Ur is similar to the re-
lationship of Šamaš to Sippar. Ur was so closely identified
with the Moon-god that it was called the city of Nannar. The
worship of the Moon-god was not limited to Ur, but it was there
that moon-worship gained the greatest fame and importance. The
theophoric names which employ various names of the Moon-god
bear witness to the widespread observance of moon-worship.

The remains of the ancient city of Ur are found be-
tween Eridu and the banks of the Euphrates. This widespread

1 A. V. Williams Jackson, "Sun, Moon, and Stars," Ency-
clopedia of Religion and Ethics, edited by James Hastings,
XII, 85-86.

2 Wilhelm M. Müller, The Mythology of All Races, edited
by L.H. Gray, XII(Boston: Marshall Jones Co., 1918), pp.33f.
settlement is one of the southernmost in Mesopotamia. After others made a number of earlier efforts, Sir Leonard Woolley began the first systematic excavations of this site in 1922. This location provided a valuable collection of historical tablets, legal and business documents, and the dramatic discovery of the famous royal tombs. Scholarly and literary texts were uncovered which include tablets almost as old as those from Djemdet Nasr to those tablets as late as Persian and Seleucid times. Ur is one of the few cities of Mesopotamia which encompasses the entire known history of the area.

Next to Ur, Harran is the place most famous for its moon-worship. Situated in Upper Mesopotamia, Harran was first attested in tablets from Bogazkoy, later in the Old Testament, and especially in the royal inscriptions of Assyria. Harran, which means "road, highway," was situated upon one of the main caravan routes from Mesopotamia to Syria and the Mediterranean coast. Harran become the route for migrations toward Syria because it was easier to detour by the north than to cross the desert. When the Assyrian Empire expanded westward, Harran


4W. F. Albright, "Abram the Hebrew; a New Archaeological Interpretation" BASOR, No.163 (1961), 46.

5Oppenheim, op. cit., p.395.

6Albright, op. cit., 44.
was conquered and it became one of the most important cities in Assyria. Near the end of the Assyrian Empire, a coalition of the Babylonians and Medes routed Ašuruballit and his allies, driving them across the Euphrates River. Ḫarrān was sacked and its tremendous collection of treasure was carried away. The temple of Sin, Ehulhul, the chief shrine of Northern Mesopotamia, was left a smoldering heap by the barbarian invaders.¹

Few attempts had been made in the past to excavate in the plain of Ḫarrān; the history of the area depended upon little incidental references. This lack of information has been remedied largely by the excavation of Sultantepe and the publication of a collection of tablets by O. R. Gurney and J. J. Finkelstein.²

Very early in the history of Mesopotamia both Ur and Ḫarrān were basically similar religiously and politically. Likewise, in a corresponding period in Egyptian history, two kingdoms co-existed which were known religiously as "followers of Horus."³ In these and corresponding cases of ancient history the similarities may be due to the immigration of peoples of common origin. The migrations of the Hebrew patriarchs were connected with political changes in Babylonia.

They travelled from Ur to Ḫarrān; there appears to have been

¹Ibid.
a cultural and historical kinship existing between the two cities. It was no accident that the Moon-god was the patron deity of both places.¹

Nabonidus (555-539 B.C.), the last king of Babylonia, showed the greatest interest in moon-worship. His birth in Harrân, as the son of a priestess of this god, may have affected his preference for the cult of Šîn. After the death of Nebuchadnezzar there was political turmoil, ² Nabonidus seized the opportunity to usurp the throne. There is an element of vagueness and mystery which accompany some of his acts; such as his long stay in Tayma, Arabia, rather than in Babylon, his co-reign with his son Belshazzar, and his extensive archaeological and rebuilding work while the Medes and Persians were massed at his borders. ³ Nebuchadnezzar was a builder of palaces, laid out wide streets, erected immense walls; Nabonidus gloried in the restoration of ancient shrines from the foundation stones to a magnificence exceeding the earlier days.⁴ Reference to the restorations and worship by Nabonidus was preserved on cylinders found at the four corners of the temple of Šîn in Ur in which he said: 

šar ilânipl. ša šamâ Elo eresetim ilânipl. ša ilânipl. ša ilânipl. asib

¹ Ibid., 483.
² V. Scheil, "Inscription de Nabonide," RT, XVIII (1896), 18ff.
⁴ Oppenheim, op. cit., pp.400f.
⁵ V. Scheil, op. cit., 21ff.
samēe rabûtípl. ana biti šuati ėądīš ina erēbīka damgātípl. 
Esağila Ezida Egišsîrgal bitâtípl. ilûtîka rabîtíti liššakin 
šaptukka ū puluhti ilûtîka rabîtí libbi nišêpl. -šu šuškinma lä 
iḥattū ana ilûtîka rabîtíti kîma samēe išdâšunu likûnû jâti 
dNabû-na'id šar Bâbilîki ina bitu ilûtîka rabîtíti šûzibannîma 
balâtu ūmû rûqûti ana širikti šûrka. "O Ŝîn, lord of the 
gods, king of the gods of heaven and earth, god of gods, in-
habiting the great heavens, when thou enterest joyfully into 
that house, let the good done to Esagila, Ezida, and Egišsîr-
gal, the temples of thy great divinity, be upon thy lips. And 
the fear of thy great godhead place in the heart of its people, 
let them not sin against thy great divinity, let their founda-
tion be well founded, like the heavens.

As for me, Nabonidus, king of Babylon, deliver me from 
sinning against thy great divinity. Grant unto me long life 
as a gift."¹

Nabonidus regarded the revival and restoration of the 
moon-worship as the surest way to secure favor and stability 
from Ŝîn.² Some look upon the efforts of Nabonidus as an 
attempt to establish monotheism, of which there is little 
evidence, rather it was a movement to make a religious unity 
for all his subjects. It may be assumed that the efforts of 
Nabonidus were well received by a large percentage of his sub-
jects since there were many Western Semites in both the Western

¹Nabonidus, No.5, Col.II, 3-23 in Stephen Langdon's 
Neubabylonische Königsinschriften, translated by Rudolph 

²H. Saggs, The Greatness that was Babylon (N.Y.: Haw-
and Eastern part of his empire. However, not everyone was content; the established Babylonian priesthood bitterly opposed the reforms of Nabonidus. In its severity and opposition, the condemnation of Nabonidus has no parallel in Akkadian literature (BHT, pp. 83ff., pls. v-x).  

Representations of the Moon-God

Pictorial evidence demonstrates that the crescent was the symbol of Sin. Some of the earliest crescent figures are seal impressions from Ur; sometimes the moon itself may be represented, and at other times the crescent impression must have been used for the deity. At Tell-el-Obeid a copper head of a calf was found; it was similar to others in the area except that a crescent in relief was in its forehead. More significant is the discovery of a reclining man-headed, bearded bull of diorite, for its body was inlaid with crescent-shaped shells. At Ur a fragment was found which may be part of the Stela of Ur-Nammu. The fragment portrays the head of a seated deity in the top register. The god is possibly Nannar since he wears a crown with four pairs of horns topped by a knob.

---

1 Gadd, op. cit., 88f.  
and a crescent.¹

A simple crescent is found on a few cylinder seals from the 9th and 8th centuries B.C.² The crescent has been found on weights. Some scholars suggested that Šu' ruled in matters of weights and measures. Van Buren suggests that the crescent decoration may have been used on the weights to indicate that they belonged to the temple of the Moon-god.³ A collection of Neo-Babylonian seals portray archaic ziggurats with crescents above them.⁴

In the Early Babylonian period Šamaš, Šin, and Ištar are represented artistically by three discs: the sun by a four-pointed star, the moon by a crescent, and Ištar by an eight-pointed star.⁵ The crescent is found often on the kudurru stones,⁶ royal stelai,⁷ and amulets.⁸ The crescent on a necklace with amulets shaped like discs may belong to the

¹ Leon Legrain, "The Stela of the Flying Angel," Museum Journal, XVIII (1927) p.80, fig. p.82.
² Cyrus H. Gordon, "Western Asiatic Seals in the Walters Art Gallery," Iraq, VI (1939), 31,pl.XIII, Nos. 104.5.
³ Van Buren, op. cit., p.62.
⁵ Van Buren, op. cit., p.62.
⁸ Layard, op. cit., pls.25, 82, b.
Kassite period or possibly earlier.  

The מ"ח, "crescent" was an amulet mentioned in the Bible. It was worn on chains tied around the necks of camels. The crescent was a popular amulet worn by people of Western Asia. It was worn by the Midianite kings and by Hebrew women. A relatively modern representation of the lunar disc may be seen in Egyptian jewelry. The הילל is a crescent of diamonds set in gold or silver; it is worn by women on the front or side of the headdress. In shape the הילל is similar to an early phase of the moon; it is narrow, and its circumference is approximately half a circle. Jewels in the form of discs and crescents must have had a prophylactic value, perhaps against moon-stroke, the evil eye, and demons. On the other hand, the crescent may have represented the strength and protection of the waxing moon.

Documents discovered at Boğazköy mention that bread and other pastries were kneaded into crescent forms called armannis for use in certain rites.

A few seals show a bearded god with a horned cap emerging from the inner curve of a crescent. Possibly one of the

---

1Van Buren, op. cit., p.63.
2Judges 8:21.
3Judges 8:26.
4Isaiah 3:18.
7Ferdinand Sommer, "Aus Hans Ebelolf's Nachlass," ZA, XLVI (1940), 7-37, cites many of the relevant texts.
earliest was a cylinder seal of chalcedony found at Al Mina, Syria, which may be dated around the 9th or 8th century B.C.\(^1\) Another stamp-seal shows a deity standing erect with a staff in hand and riding along in a crescent-shaped boat.\(^2\)

The crescent on post may have been the special symbol of Šăna at Harrân.\(^3\) Pictographic clay tablets from Uruk IV display this symbol.\(^4\) A seal impression belonging to the frame above a temple door portrays the crescent and post ascending above two bulls lying back to back, but their heads turned and looking toward the symbol.\(^5\) A seal from the time of Ur I depicts horned-animals running around the base of a crescent on a short post.\(^6\) A fragment of incised black pottery was designed with a boat bearing thirteen crescents on posts; these standards possibly represented the year.\(^7\)

The crescent on post was used frequently in the Early Babylonian period. This symbol is found three times on an unusual cylinder seal from Ur. On the right side of the field the symbol is depicted above two crossed bulls, a crescent on a tall post marks the middle, and on the left a symbol appears

---


\(^2\)Layard, Monuments, II, pl.69, No.5.

\(^3\)Harper, ABL., V, No.489, Obv.4-8.

\(^4\)Adam Falkenstein, Archaische Texte aus Uruk (Leipzig: O. Harrassowitz, 1936), Zeichenliste, No.305.

\(^5\)Leon LeGrain, Ur Excavations. III; Archaic Seal-Impressions (University Press, 1936), p.37, pl.20, No.391.

\(^6\)Gordon, op. cit., p.7, pl.II, No.3.

\(^7\)Leon LeGrain, The Culture of the Babylonians. PBS, XIV (Philadelphia: University Museum, 1925), pp.64f.
between a god and a nude hero, each carrying an overflowing vase. At the base of the scene is the sprawled out body of a Gilgamesh.\(^1\) The crescent on post is sometimes shown between a god and a supplicant, or between two gods, in some of the seals one of the gods touches the post.\(^2\) More frequent are the seals which depict the crescent on post behind the center of attention. The symbol can be supported on the back of a bird or a cow; sometimes the crescent was mounted on a base, or supported on the back of a duck.\(^3\) The references to the crescent symbol are numerous; the examples given here are representative of the variety of art symbols used.\(^4\)

A relatively modern representation of the lunar disc is the mahmal which was displayed at public festivals in Egypt. Designed to be carried on the back of a camel, the mahmal had a square-shaped base of wood, with a pyramidal top; it was covered with a black brocade beautifully designed with inscriptions and gold embroidery. The upper front displayed a view of the Temple of Mecca and the cipher of the Sultan. Near the top of the mahmal are fastened two copies of the Koran, one is a scroll, and the other in the form of a book. At each of the four corners of the base and on the pinnacle of the top there is a ball of gilt silver topped by a crescent.\(^5\)

---


\(^5\) Lane, *op.cit.*, p.444.
In 1927 Legrain wrote that there were two outstanding relics of Sumerian art: the Stela of the Vultures and the Stela of Ur-Nammu. The latter records the achievements of the reign of King Ur-Nammu from around 2112 to 2095 B.C. During this time he restored cities of southern Mesopotamia which had fallen into ruin under the Gutians. He had temples and ziggurats built; he honored the Moon-god, Nanna, with the well-known ziggurat of Ur. He established law and put down tyranny; one of the earliest known legal codes comes from his time.

The stela of Ur-Nammu is a limestone slab carved on both sides with scenes in relief. In Ur, a fragment of a relief was found which may belong to this stela; the top register portrays the head of a god, possibly Nannar, because his cap has four pairs of horns with a knob and a crescent on top. There were probably five registers on each side of the stela; a number of the scenes show beautiful girlish beings floating down from heaven with overflowing bottles of precious water in their hands. The flying angels are repeated at least four times to represent the four winds, or possibly to attract all of heaven to the well-being of Ur.

The overflowing bottle is a motif which had been in use earlier by stone carvers at Lagash. Sometimes these

---

3Legrain, op. cit., 80. 4Ibid. 5Ibid., 77.
sculptors fashioned a network of overflowing vases interconnected by their streams. In some of the spouting vases a green sprout grows. Some of the interlacing streams have fish swimming in them.\(^1\) The quest for rain water and irrigation water was a perennial problem in Mesopotamia. The waters from above and the springs from the deep were controlled by the gods, especially the Moon-god.

The ŠU.IL.LÁ Prayers

Texts 1, 2, and 3 belong to the Akkadian ŠU.IL.LÁ prayers. This form of prayer is used particularly by the individual worshipper. Strangely enough this prayer bears the superscription šiptu "incantation" and the Sumerian subscription ŠU.IL.LÁ.KAM "lifting of the hand." This form of prayer was probably developed in the Cassite period around 1400 B.C. All copies of such prayers that have been preserved must be dated after 800 B.C. The structure of the ŠU.IL.LÁ is usually regular; the poetic form may be interrupted by certain formulae. Usually an offering of very simple character accompanies each prayer. Some thirty-five deities are invoked in the ŠU.IL.LÁ prayers. However, Marduk, Šamaš, and Sin are most frequently addressed.\(^2\)

The etymology of ŠU.IL.LÁ, Akkadian nisgāti, "Lifting up of the hand" suggests that originally this character-


istic gesture of prayer was used in adoration of the deity. Alongside of qātā naṣū should be mentioned the synonymous idiom qātā dekû, "to lift up the hands."¹ This idiom is used in supplication to deities: qātā ana Ištar ana muḫḫi [bēl]-īya adek[ki], "I shall pray to Ištar of Uruk on behalf of my lord" (YOS 3 194:37). The same idiom may be used to beseech the king: qātā ana šarri bēlīya addiki rēmēnū attā, "I beseech the king, my lord, for thou art merciful" (ABL 137r.9). Such acts of worship are represented in many glyptic seals where the supplicant raised his right hand with palm inward and forearm parallel to his face.² The praying figures on the seals probably represented the owners as they prayed before the gods.³

The Hebrews undoubtedly used the Semitic attitudes depicted on Assyrian, Babylonian, and Aramaic seals. Israel has preserved no artistic or archaeological evidence on gestures used in prayer, but there is vivid expression given in the Hebrew Bible. Moses said: "I will spread my hands before the Lord."⁴ Abram said to the king of Sodom: "I have lifted my hand to the Lord."⁵ The psalmist made reference to the lifting of hands as a gesture in prayer: 

¹A. Leo Oppenheim, "Idiomatic Accadian," JAOS, LXI (1941), 269f.
⁴Exodus 9:29.
⁵Genesis 14:22.
"Let my prayer be offered as incense before thee; and the lifting up of my hands as an evening sacrifice." In I Kings 8:22 it is said that Solomon stood before the altar of Yahweh and spread out his hands to heaven. Surely this Semitic position emphasizes the reception of blessing from God.

The Semitic open-hand pose is the one also employed by the Greeks and Romans when supplicating sky-gods. It is the so-called supinæ manus of the Romans; coclo supinas si tuleris manus, "If thou liftest unto heaven thy hands bent backward," says Horace to the rustic maid Phidyle (Odes, Bk. iii, 23, 1). The same attitude was prevalent in Greek religion, where a number of expressions for lifting the hands (ἁρατείνεις τὰς χεῖρας) are common from Homer onward. Here, as in Assyria, the open-hand attitude may be assumed before statues, and the idea may be expressed by holding out only one hand in this attitude, derived from the custom of employing the other hand to present a cup of libation to the statue or sacred object.

Dalglish suggests that the Sumero-Akkadian psalms of lamentation may have influenced the Hebrew Psalms especially through the ŠU.İL.LÁ prayers. To a lesser extent, the Sumerian erschachunga and dingirschadibba imparted an influence on the basic structure on the penitential Psalms of the Old Testament. Furthermore, the Hebrews may have come under the influence of theGattung of the Sumero-Akkadian penitential psalms

1Psalm 141:2.

2The following examples of Greek usage are taken from Henrico Stephano, Thesaurus Graecoe Linguæ, I, Pt.2, 580:
Isth. 5, 38: ὃ δὲ ἁρατεῖνας ὑπαράθειες τὰς χεῖρας ἔχειοι; Diod. 14: 29: τοῖς θεὸις ἁρατεῖνας τὰς χεῖρας ἑφεξεῖτο αὐτῷ; Aristot. De mundo[c.6]: ἀνατέθαις ἁρατεῖνερ τὰς χεῖρας ἐκ τοῦ ὑπαραθέον, εὐχας ποιούμενον.

3Langdon, op. cit., p.543.
either through literary penetration or through the cultural mediation of the Canaanites. It should be observed, however, that the Hebrew inheritance from the Sumerians, Akkadians, and the Canaanites will in no wise account for the total nature of the Old Testament Psalms of lamentation. The originality and creative genius of Hebrew religion must be taken into account.


2 G. E. Wright, "How Did Israel Differ from Her Neighbors," BA, VI (1943), 6.
TEXT 1

STT 57, 58, 59; LKA 52 and BMS 6
TEXT 1

**STT** 57, 58, 59; **LKA** 52 and **BMS** 6

Introduction

Text 1 is based upon a collation and study of five duplicate texts. Three duplicates of text 1 may be found in the work by O. R. Gurney and J. J. Finkelstein, *The Sultantepe Tablets*, 1957. These tablets were excavated by a joint expedition of the British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara and the Turkish Department of Antiquities in 1951 and 1952. The most important part of this collection are the literary texts now housed in the Archaeological Museum at Ankara. It is generally believed that these tablets were the work of students in a temple school. The literary texts bear dates ranging from 718 B.C. to the fall of Nineveh in 612 B.C.; these dates, however, do not indicate when a particular literary work originated.

**STT** 57 rev., 57-8 ¼, is called A in this work because it is the fullest and most reliable text. B is **STT** 59 obv., 1-28; and **STT** 58 rev., 25-51 is called D. A is used as the basic text in this study; B shows the greatest agreement and kinship with A, followed by D which is also of the Sultantepe collection. It appears to be quite significant that these three duplicate texts were excavated from Sultantepe, the old Harrān, a religious center in northwest Mesopotamia.
which was second only to Ur in moon-worship.

The peculiarities of the Sultantepe tablets can be studied under two headings: textual variants and grammatical variants. Included in the textual variants are errors of omissions, insertions, and misreading of signs. This variety of errors occurred because the scribes who wrote these tablets in the first place were often not masters of their art. The scribes produced grammatical variants by irregularly substituting Late Assyrian forms for those of Standard Babylonian. Thus the Sultantepe tablets are a mixture since the insertion of the Late Assyrian forms are only infrequently used.\(^1\)

A duplicate of text 1 is found in plate 52 of the work by Ebeling, *Literarische Keilschrifttexte aus Assur*, 1953. Obv. 2-21 and rev. 1-21 in plate 52 are referred to below as C. Also, Erich Ebeling in *Die akkadische Gebetesserie "Handerhebung,，“* 1953, pp. 44-47, gives a transliteration with many suggested restorations for this text.

Text 1 corresponds to King, *Babylonian Magic and Sorcery*, 6, (1896), pp. 30-37 and plates 11-12. King collected and joined together twelve small fragments of the Kouyunjik Collection to form his text. Fragments joined by King are the following: K2106 + K2384 + K3605 + K3393 + K6340 + K9576 + K9688 + K11589 + K8983 + K12911 + K13792 + K13800. King noted that the text contains five prayers addressed respectively to Anu, Nuzku, Sin, Ba’u, and Šamaš.

This study is on the very broken lines 36-69 which are addressed to Šīn; this duplicate text is called E.

Text 1 may be outlined as follows:

I. Address
(a) Invocation of Šīn, with honorific titles 1-3
(b) Praise of Šīn 4-15

II. Prayer
(a) Lamentation 16-19
(b) Prayer 20-27

III. Thanksgiving 28

In this Akkadian ŠU.ÍL.LÁ the address may be divided into the (a) invocation of Šīn with honorific titles and (b) praise of Šīn. In the invocation found in lines 1-3 the various titles of the Moon-god are extravagantly enumerated, the supplicant does not always limit himself to orthodox theology. Kunstmann¹ suggests that this amassing of hymnic praise was not simply flattery to move the deity into a favorable reception of his requests, but sincerely expresses the faith of the suppliant in the ability of his god. In the Akkadian ŠU.ÍL.LÁ the praise of the deity of the address finds a fuller expression than that found in any of the Sumero-Akkadian psalms of lamentation.²

After the hymnodic appeal, there is the praise of Šīn in lines 4-15. Particularly the worshipper praises the


divine characteristics of goodness and righteousness. An analysis of this theme shows the following lines of thought: Sin restores the dispersed and weak; he sees that justice is done; he gives help in social problems; he protects the barren and childless; he secures judgment with justice; and he guards and helps in the hour of human need.

The invocation of the address in Hebrew Psalms occurs regularly near the beginning of the first verse; however, the invocation may recur a number of times throughout the song. Generally the Akkadian psalms pile up the honorific titles and the praise of the deity at the beginning, while the Hebrews scatter the praise of the deity throughout the song. It should be noted that the later Hebrew prayers conform more closely to the Sumero-Akkadian form.

Generally the ŠU.ÍL.LÁ prayers may be divided into three parts: (1) the lamentation, (2) the transitional formula and (3) the prayer proper. The first two are not always present. In text 1 the transitional formula is omitted. Lines 16-19, the lamentation portion of this prayer emphasizes the alienation of the protecting deity and the complaint regarding various evils. Reference is made to bribes, expenses, losses, destruction, distress, and disease—a varicolored picture of evil.

1 Ps. 51:12a, 16a, 17a, 19a.
2 Dalglish, op. cit., p.260.
The structure of the *lament* demonstrates a variety of forms in the Sumero-Akkadian psalms. There are songs in which the lament is without confession of sin, while other compositions have interwoven the lament and confession. There are songs in which the lament has been replaced by the confession, while some lamentations do not mention sin.\(^1\) The Hebrew psalms manifest a similar variety of laments; however, the majority of the Hebrew Psalms of lamentation record a lament without any confession of sin.\(^2\)

This text, as mentioned above, omits the transitional *formula* which goes before the prayer proper. This formula is introduced with the word *assum*, "because" followed by a repeated praise formula. This formula is related to the suppliants access to his god. Oftentimes the transitional formula mentions offerings associated with the prayer.\(^3\) References to the Hebrew use of the transitional formula are found in Psalm 5:4; 141:2; and Sirach 38:8-11.\(^4\)

The prayer proper is filled with poetic feeling and delicate taste; it avoids specific reference to problems, but, nevertheless, eloquently pleads for help. Some of the needs mentioned here had been alluded to previously in the lament. The most important elements of this prayer are as follows: (a) The reception of the prayer mentioned in lines

\(^1\) For a detailed classification see Dalglish, *op. cit.*, pp.261f.


\(^3\) Kunstmann, *op. cit.*, pp.24f.

\(^4\) Dalglish, *op. cit.*, p.262.
20-21. This request for the gracious look is a search for the favorable answer from Šîn. (b) The reconciliation of Šîn is dealt with in lines 22-27. The Moon-god having been alienated by some sin has withdrawn his help from the supplicant. The welfare of the supplicant rests upon reconciliation; the repeated pleas show desperation. Sometimes in similar prayers, other powerful deities are called upon to intervene.

In the thematic compass, in lyrical quality, and in the emancipation from stereotyped formulae, the ŠU.ÍL.LÁ prayers bear the greatest resemblance to the prayer formula of the biblical individual psalms of lamentation.\(^1\)

The third main division of the ŠU.ÍL.LÁ prayer stresses the thanksgiving and benediction formula. The thanksgiving formula is distinguished by the words: "I will declare thy glory," "Praising, I will praise thee" or something similar. This is the formula represented in line 28. In some instances the thanksgiving is enlarged beyond the usual line or two into a brief hymn; cf. the following from a hymn to Ištar:

\[
\text{ēmirūaina süci lûšarbû zikirki} \\
\text{u anâku ana salmat qaqqadî ilûtki u gurdîki lûšâpi} \\
\text{dIšarma širat dIšarma šarrat} \\
\text{dbâltûma širat dbâltûma šarrat} \\
\text{dîrînî mārat dŠîn caritti māhîri lâ tîšu,} \\
\]

"May the ones seeing me in the street magnify thy command. As for me, may I glorify thy divinity

\(^{1}\text{Ibid., p.266.}\)
and might to mankind.

As for Ištar, she is exalted;
as for Ištar, she is queen.

As for the Lady, she is exalted;
as for the Lady, she is queen.

Irnini, valiant daughter of Šin, has no rival.¹

The *thanksgiving formula* is usually brief² in the individual psalms of lamentation of the Bible. The Biblical formula bears no polytheistic concepts, nor is there mention of an incantation priest. In some cases the *thanksgiving formula* is lengthy expanding sometimes to include a complete psalm of thanksgiving.³ The *benediction formula* is usually represented thus: "May the great gods bless thee." The *benediction* and *thanksgiving* formulas rarely occur in the same prayer.

¹ *STC* II, pl. LXXV. 101-105.
Transliteration

1. EN dBA dNANNAR ba-ru AN²[AN]e
   be-lu ga-šir [DINGIRMES] GAL[MEŠ]

2. [LUGAL kib]-ra-a-ti a-bi DINGIRMES [ú a-me]-lu-tum

3. [SAG]-KAL AN² u KOrim nu-úr dI.GI₄.GI₄ nap-Šar
   g[i]-mi[r] a-pa-tam

4. AŠ ba-li-ka ul u[p]-taš-ša-ra UKU²MES
   sa-ap-[ša]-ti

5. a-šar at-ta ta-qab-bu-ú na-di-tum.....

6. ma-aq-tú tu-[še-et]-ba ta-Šab-bat qa-a[s-s]u

7. di-in kit-tú u mé-šá-ri tu-šar-šá tu-Šam-šar en-šá

8. šá DUMU.ÜŠ la i-šú-ú tu-šar-šá-a DUMU-[ÜŠ]

9. la a-nil-tum AŠ ba-li-ka NUMUN u me-e-re-e ul iš-šab-bat


11. šá a-na ka-a-šá it-ka-1[u-ka] tu-ka-an iš-di-[šú]

12. la [a-li-ki pa-na] tu-[šá-aš-bat
   1]a-a le-`a ta-šak-kaDI r[e-e-še

13. šá is-sa[-bel]-r[u]-ka ta-ra-áš-ši [re]-e-m[e]

Textual Apparatus

1 AN² restored according to B C: [gaš]-ru AŠ DINGIR
   D: EN ga-šir DINGIRMES E: na-[.....] ga-šir AŠ

2 C: LUGAL kib-rat AD C: EN N[AM] D: be-el End restored
   according to BM 78219,2: bānāt at ili šarri u amēlūti, "Creat-
   ress of god, king, and mankind" 3 Beg. restored according
   to D C: a-šá-red B: [a-š]á-red C: ZĀLAG d.....ša nap-
   Šar DINGIRMES D: dI.GI.GI D: gi-mi[r] 4 C: NU-[ME.A]-
   ka B: up-taš-ša-ra D: UKKIN sap-ša E: [b]a(?)-ra-a

5 C: taq-b[u]-u 6 B: ma-aq-ta šá i-ni-šu E: ma-aq-tum
   C: i-ni-šú tu-[še-et]-ba restored according to VAT 13631,6:
Normalization

1. šiptu dSîn dNannar bârû šame' [šamê']
bêlu- gašir [ilâni\textsuperscript{pl}.] rabûti\textsuperscript{pl}.
2. [šar kir]âti abi ilâni\textsuperscript{pl}. [u amê]lûtum
3. ašared šame' u erṣetìmim
   nur digigi napçu [i]mi[r] apâtam
4. ina balîka ul u[p]taḫharâ nišê\textsuperscript{pl}. sap[ğä]ti
5. ašar attâ taqabbû nadîtum.....
6. maqtu tu[ṣet]ba taṣabbat qâ[ss]u
7. dîn kittu u mêsâri tuṣarṣa tuṣamḫar enṣa
8. ša apla lâ ğisû tuṣarṣa ap[la]
9. lâ ālîmm ina balîka zîra u mërê ul iṣṣabbat
10. ša iṣteni'ûka u[l] ḫâṭṭi dum[q]u
11. ša ana kâša itkalû[ka] tukân išdî[šu]
13. ša iṣsa[h]r[u]ka tarašši [rē]m[e]

Textual Apparatus

muṣatbi enṣi "who causest the weak to rise." 7 B: kit-ti
D: kit-t[e] u membr-ra 8 E: ap-la D: end DUMU.Ūš C:
NU 9 B: a-lit-ta C: mem-ne-[e] 10 E: ša C: iš-
te-[i-k[a] D: iš-ta-na-û-[ka] 11 C: ša DIŠ E: ša
ka-a-šâ B: it-ka-lu C: tak-lu D: it-ta-ka-lu-[ka]
[ka] restored according to D C: t[u]-kan B: iš-di-[s]u
C: is-di-šû [šû] restored according to C 12 Beg.
restored according to D C: a-lit-tû ár-[hi-iš] B:
a-[l]i-kâm (text-i) pa-na E: [l]a a-ḫi[ru.....] B:
end re-e-ši 13 C: is-ḫu-ru-ka ta-na-âš-ši re-es-su B:
re-e-[m]ē E: end -e-ma
14. šā sa-ap-hi tu-paḥ-ḥa-[ra] KI.NE-šú
šā ār-ni i-šu-ú ta-paṭ-ṭar ār-ni
15. šā DINIr-šu ze-nu-[ú] it-ti-šu tu-sal-lam ar-[n]a
16. e-nu-ma DINIr.MU z[e]-nu-ú KI-ia dIŠDAR taš-bu-ús UGU-ia
17. iš-tu ul-ša-a a-lat-ta-at DINIr[MEŠ]
ṭa-a-ti i[š]-ku-nu UGU-ia
18. ši-tum ḥu-lu-u[q-q]u-ú bu-tuq-qu-ú
19. nu-šur-ru-ú ma-saša šak-nu-nim-m[a]
i-ta-šu-uš liš-bi [ik]-tu-ru na-piš-ti
21. ki-niš nap-li-sa-an-[n]i-ma [ši]-me tas-li-tum
22. ta-a-ra-ta [dEBA] i-na DINIgER[MEŠ] as-ḥur
23. [e-ṭi]-re-ta dEBA KAR[ir] ZI[ti]
25. [ša la maš-e-e] dEBA la ta-maš-ša-an-ni si-lim KI-ia
26. [DINIR.MU u dIŠDAR.MU ze-nu-ti šab-s]u-ti ū kit-mu-lu-ti

Textual Apparatus

ma DINIR  C: it-ti-MU ū dIŠDAR.MU ze-na-at KI-ia  B: dIŠDAR né-sa-at  E: [n]e-sa-[at]  D: end [UGU]MU  17 A:
iš-tu[texts -te]  C: ul-tu ul-la-a ŠE.[B]I.DA né-er-tú
ṭa-tú taš-ku-na UGU.MU [ana]-ku BUL.BUL A BUL.BUL šá DINIr-
šú BUL.BUL dIŠDAR-šú BUL.BUL-tú  E: ul-tu ū[1.....]-at
né-er-tú  B: DINIR[MEŠ] pir-da-a-ti  18 E: ši-i-ti  C:
ši-i-tú ḥu-lu-uq-qu-ú  E: bu-tuq-tu[m.....] GAR-nu-nim-ma
14. शा साप्ति तुपाह्ना[रा] इश्तिशु शा शरि इषु तपात्तर अर्न
15. शा इषु जनु इतिशु तुसल्लम अर[न]ा
16. एनुमा इली [जे] नु इत्तिया इश्तर ताश्बुस इत्तिया
17. इश्तु उल्ला अल्लात इलानी[प्ल.] ता’ती इशू कुनु इत्तिया
18. शितुम अलु[ qq] अु बुतुक्कु
19. नुशरू मगाल शक्नुनिम[ा]
   इताशुस लिब्बि [1क] तुरु नपिश्ति
20. अलीका बेल[ुम] दसिन चरेब शामे एलुतिप्ल.
21. किनिश नाप्लिसान[ी] अप[ी] में तास्लितुम
22. ताययाराता [दसिन] इना इलानी[प्ल.] अश्हुर
23. [एतिरेता दसिन एतिरिर नपिश्ति]
24. [ग्य्यमालाता] दसिन इना इलानी[प्ल.] गिमिल[।ला] [शुक्ना]
25. [शा ला माशे] दसिन ला तामश्सानी सिलम इत्तिया
26. [इली उ इश्तरि जनुति शाबसुति उ कित्तुलुति

Textual Apparatus

19 C: GAR-नु-निम-मा C: एnd [tag]-तम-रु जितिम B:
   1क-तु-र[ु] E: जितिम 20 B: बे-लुम इना छे-रेब अने
   रेस्टोरेड अन्दाने B: नाप-लिस-सन-नि-मा — B: तास-लि-ति 22 रेस्टोरेड अन्दाने B
   D: डिश 23 रेस्टोरेड अन्दाने C E: एति-राता 24
   B: गा-अम-मा-ला-ता E: गाम-मा-ला-ता D: डबा गिमिल-[।ला]
   एंड ऑफ ए हास किना: कॉरॅक्ट तुशुकना अन्दाने B 25
   B: शा ला मा-शे-े C: इत-[ति-ला] 26 रेस्टोरेड अन्दाने
   to C B: डिंगिर uदिॅधार जे-नु-ति E: इली u इश-ता-रि
   C: u कु-उम-मु-लु-ति D: [श] एब-सु-u u[।ला](?)-मु-लु-ति
27. [i-lut-ka GAL\textsuperscript{ta} KI-ia s]ul-li-ma-am-[ma]


Textual Apparatus

27 Restored according to B C: DINGIR-ut-ka GAL\textsuperscript{tam}

C: su-ul-li-ma-a[m] E: KI-[a.....]ma-am-ma

28 Restored according to E
27. [ilūtka rabīta]ā ittiya s]ullimam[ma]
28. [narbīka lūšāpī] dalīlika ludlul
Translation

1. Incantation:  O Sin, O Nannar; who watches over the sky, lord, strong (among) the senior [gods].

2. [King of the world, father of the gods [and mankind],

3. Foremost in heaven and earth, light of the Igigi, the totality, all the people.

4. Without thee dispersed people would not be gathered.

5. When thou speakest the one thrown down......

6. As for the fallen one [thou causest him to rise],
thou takest his hand.

7. A judgment of truth and justice thou providest,
    the weak thou restorest to equality.

8. Whoever does not have an heir,
thou acquirest an heir for him.

9. Without thee, the childless woman cannot conceive (from) semen and become pregnant.

10. The one who seeks thee does not miss good fortune.

11. As for the one who trusts thee,
thou strengthenest [his] foundation.

12. [Thou makest a leader of the lame],
thou placest the powerless at the head.

13. As for the one who turns himself to thee,
thou grantest mercy.

14. As for the dispersed, thou gatherest his fire,
    whoever has sin, thou forgivest the sin.

15. The one whose god was angry with him,
thou reconcilest the sin.

16. When my god is angry with me,
(my) personal goddess was angry towards me.

17. From of old, the begetters of the gods placed a bribe upon me.

18. Expenses, damages, losses,

19. Diminutions were severely inflicted upon me,
   my heart was distressed, my life was shortened.

20. I have called thee, Lord, O Sin,
   in the midst of the bright heavens.

21. Truly look upon me, hear (my) prayer.

22. Thou art ever-forgiving, [O Sin],
   I turned (to thee) among the gods.

23. Thou art a savior, O Sin, save my life.

24. Thou art always showing mercy, O Sin, among the gods,
   [show] favor.

25. Sin is not forgetful, do not forget me,
   be reconciled with me.

26. [My angry, furious, and irate [god and goddess]

27. Reconcile with me,

28. And [I will make thy greatness manifest]
   and declare thy glory.
Commentary on Text 1

L. 1. The reading AN° AN° partially represented in A and clearly in B is probably dittoography.

The Akkadian word šiptu, "incantation" appears in texts 1:1; 2:1; and 6:1. Technically, šiptu is the word that is used to introduce the recitation.

Gašru "strong" is used as an attribute of gods and kings. The most frequent use of gašru is in reference to the gods; also the earliest examples apply to the gods mentioned in texts from OB on. A few examples which were said of the gods are the following: binti dNannari gašratum, "Daughter Nannar, the strong one" (ZA 10 296r.25); ṚTU u dIM 11āni gašrūtu, "Šamaš and Adad, the powerful gods" (Hinke, Kudurru IV 15); and gašīrtum ša šārūrūša ušnammarum eklēti, "(Ištar) the strong, whose splendor illuminates the darkness" (Perry, Sin, pl. 4:5); cf. CAD, V, p.57. Gašru is used of human beings, especially Assyrian kings: gašru la pādû, "(Tiglath-pileser) the strong (and) merciless" (KAH 2 73:3); ša ultu ullā....Šipsu gašru la İdû, "(Countries) which had never known a strong ruler" (OIP 2 64:20 Senn.).¹

Dannu also is sometimes translated "strong"; however, dannu can have a much wider variety of meanings than gašru--meanings such as "solid, heavy, massive, binding, savage, serious, harsh, etc."²

L. 2. Texts C and D obviously have a different reading possibly bēl šîmāti, "Lord of destiny." This epithet is

¹ Cf. CAD, V, p.57. ² CAD, III, pp.92-98.
attributed to Ea, Maqlû VI 57; Enlil, Išmedagan UPX 2, 14, 10; Šamaš, KAR 32, 22. Bēl šīmāt māti, "Lord of the destiny of the lands" is said of Šamaš in K 2106, 112; cf. 3:17.

The title šar kibrāti, "king of the world," is first applied to royalty in the Sargonic period as Sumerian LUGAL AN.UBDA LIMMUBA which equals Akkadian šar kibrātim arba'im, "King of the world." The Akkadian kibrātim "edges" is a translation of AN.UB.DA which technically means "upper corners and sides."¹ It is difficult to determine whether this title occurred first in Sumerian or Akkadian since both forms are first attested under Nārām-Sīn of Akkad. The Sumerian title is found only once in a limestone disc from Nippur: NA.RA.AM dEN.ZU LUGAL A.GA.DE₄ Ki1 LUGAL AN.UB LIMMU.BA URU.NA.UG₅.GA SANGA dEN.LIL ARAD₂.ZU.² The title in the Akkadian form used by Nārām-Sīn is written šar kibrātim arba'im. The nominative form occurs on Nārām-Sīn's stone tablet from Nineveh: [k1]b-rātim arba'um istēn[iš ihanisūma], "The four 'edges' [pressed on him] together."³

The epithet šar kibrāti, "king of the world,"⁴ is used in reference to the heavenly regions of the gods and the earthly territories of royalty.⁵ šar kibrāti erbettī is used

²PBS, XV, 81.
⁵Delitzsch, HWB, p.315.
of Esarhaddon in BIN, II, 28, 8. Further, the expression šar kibrāti erbetti is used of Nabonidus in VR 64, 2a and of Cyrus in VR 35, 20. Delitzsch, EWP, lists numerous examples like the above. A similar epithet is referred to the goddess Ištar: šarrat kibrāti, "Queen of the (four) corners of the earth" (AGH 126, 47). A semantic counterpart to šar kibrāti is possibly found in the vision of Isaiah 6. The Lord is described as the true king who fills the whole earth with his glory,

The title abi ilāni, "father of the gods" was frequently assigned to Sīn in some of the early Sumerian compositions. It may be that as chief luminary of the night he became "father." Also it is possible that the title abi ilāni may reflect the local worship of Sīn in his home location before he became supreme. In this context of Oriental language "father" may be used as a synonym of leader and chief. Sīn is called abi ilāni, "Father of the gods." Below are a few references in which this epithet is ascribed to other gods: Anu (CT 25:50, 6; KAR 168, I 26); Anšar (En.ef. II 92); Aššur (OIP II 117, 4); Enlil (RA 27:14, 3). The similar epithet abi ilāni rabûti, "Father of the great gods," is used of Sīn and Šamaš (KAR 184, Rs.44). Also closely related concepts are abu ālid ilāni rabûti, "Father, begetter of the great gods" Enlil (KAR 25, III, 32) and abu tānu ilāni,

1 Cf. Seux, Epithètes, p.308.
2 Delitzsch, op. cit., p.315.
3 B.M. 13930, published CT XV 17.
4 Cf. text 3:16.
"Father, begetter of the gods" ŠIN (Nabist., 1, II 31). ¹

"Father" is a title used often in reference to the relationship between mankind and divine beings. The following quotations demonstrate this use: attāma kīma abi u umme ina pī niši tabašši "People speak of thee (Marduk) as if thou wert father and mother (to them)" (BMS, 12:34); dNana...... ša kīma AD rēmēnî nashuršu tāb, "Nana, whose pardon is as sweet as that of a merciful father" (VAS 1 36 I 16), and passim in Akkadian. ²

In the Old Testament there is a similar motif; God is the father who lovingly guides and watches over His people. Note especially Deuteronomy 32:6: ḫUR P.KAN LÎN, "Is not he thy father, who made thee," and Malachi 1:6: ḪUR

"If then I am a father, where is my honor?" Therefore in the light of the Old Testament, God as the ḪUR performs a dual activity, firstly, as generative-creative, secondly, as authoritative-ruling. The Father is unquestionably omnipotent, the source of all power, while communicating and imparting authority.

L. 3. The epithet nur Igiši, "Light of the Igiši" is similar to the following epithets attributed especially to Šamaš, [n]UR īlānī rabûti nur īrētī, "Light of the senior gods, light of the earth" Šamaš (EB I, 25, 1); dŠamaš nur īlānī rabûti, "Šamaš, light of the senior gods" (OECT VI, 49, 22); [d]Šamaš nur īlānī, "Šamaš, light of the gods" (EB. I, ¹Tallqvist, Götterepitheta, pp.1f.
²CAD, I, Part I, p.69.
In like manner, Ištar is described: dipār šamē [.....] tu dišigi nūr mā[ṭātu], "Torch of heaven,.....of the Igigi, light of the la[nds]."²

Ašaridu, "chief, foremost" occurs from O. Akk. and OB on; it occurs as an epithet of both gods and kings. References to deity are given in the following passages: dUTU SAG.KAL.DINGIR.RE.E.NI KE (KID): dišamaš ašarid illī, "Šamaš, the foremost among the gods," Šurpu VII, 83f., and passim in such phrases; ašarid bukur Enlil, "(You are) foremost, son of Enlil," JRAS Cent. Supp. pl. 6 i 4 (OB);³ and māru rešṭū ašaridu ša Enlil, "Firstborn son, foremost (son) of Enlil," (Streck Asb. 40 IV III). Ašaridu as an epithet of kings occurs in the following lines: ašarid kal malkī, "foremost of all princes," (OTP 2 23 i 8,⁴ and passim in Senn.); and ašarid šarrī, "foremost among the kings," (CH IV:23).⁵

L. 4. Lines 4-14 illustrate the special identity of the "social" ideology of the god with that of the king in Mesopotamia. The epithets attributed to both god and king are so striking that they cannot be explained as a limitation of the language. Some say the similarity of the epithets may be found in the developing of the epithets out of the hymns for the gods. Other scholars take the opposite view regard-

¹Cf. Weir, Lexicon, p.253. ²King, BMS, 39, 8f.
⁵Cf. CAD, I, Part 2, p.417.
ing the epithets as transferred from king to god. Engnell suggests that the similar epithets show the identification of the king with the god. ¹ Sometimes the king was a near avatar of the god. The same numinous qualities that were ascribed to deity were often attributed to him.

In lines 4-14 there is the admonition to show kindness to those who are in need. This theme is very old as shown by the attention given to the weak, the widow, and the orphan in the Sumerian texts. ² Note the description of the goddess Nanshe:

Who knows the orphan, who knows the widow,
Knows the oppression of man over man,
is the orphan's mother,
Nanshe, who cares for the widow,
Who seeks out(? ) justice(?) for the poorest(?)
The queen brings the refugee to her lap,
Finds shelter for the weak. ³

The social concern of Nanshe for the needy and unfortunate is further revealed in the following:

To comfort the orphan, to make disappear the widow,
To set up a place of destruction for the mighty,
To turn over the mighty to the weak.... ⁴

The Akkadian Counsels of Wisdom which is a collection of some one-hundred-sixty lines of precepts and admonitions reiterates the importance of showing kindness to the needy. Lines 56-65 state that if a man is downtrodden one should

¹Engnell, op. cit., p.195.
²Urukagina (Cone B XII. 23-25); Gudea (Cylinder B XVIII. 6-7; Statue B VII. 42-43); and Urnammu (Or. N.S.23.43, 162-3) all speak of care for widows and fatherless.
⁴Ibid., p.106.
show kindness to him, give him food and drink, and Šamaš will bless. However, if one is unkind or insulting to the fallen and weak, Šamaš will punish. A similar interest in social injustice is expressed by the Theodicy and the Advice to a Prince exorts the ruler to govern rightly to secure the blessing and protection of his gods.

There is just as much concern for the needy in the Hebrew Bible. The expression "The stranger, the fatherless, and the widow" occurs repeatedly as though it were a formula in the Bible and especially in Deuteronomy. The New Testament discontinues the above formula except in James 1:27 where it is said that true religion is the visiting of orphans and widows in their affliction. However, the widow alone is mentioned often in sermons, parables, and in exhortations to practical religion. III John says that it is good to help the brethren, especially those who are strangers.

The reading of this line is enhanced by comparison with the following lines of almost identical expression:

mupēḫštir GN saphī, "Who gathers the dispersed of GN" (Sargon Cyl. 31); and ana puḫḫur nišī saphāti ša Akkadī, "Who causes the gathering of the dispersed people of Akkad" (VR 62, 39a. b). Similarly the Bible speaks of dispersion as an awful

2 Ibid., pp.110-115.
3 Deut. 14:29; 16:11,14; 26:12,13; 27:19.
4 Cf. Delitzsch, EWB, p.520.
judgment. It is God who makes possible deliverance and regathering. Many passages could be quoted here; Psalm 68:7a is most appropriate: "God gives the desolate a place to dwell."

L. 5. Though a difficult word, "nādītum" was translated: "The one thrown down" since the next line mentions a "fallen one" maqtu/a. Cf. the similar thought in the following: A IM.RI.A MU.UN.ŠUB ŠU.GID BA.AN.NI.ĪB: "Help him who is thrown down in a swamp" (4 R 10r. 37f.). There are possibly three signs at the end of this line which are unintelligible.

L. 6. The reading of the word after maqtu, "fallen," is very difficult. This word might be looked upon as a conflate reading of uzuzzu "to stand" in the š form and zāgāpu "to set up"; the signs would be read tu-uš-zu-pa. Possibly a better reading would be š form of tebā "to rise up": tu-še-et-ba = tušētba, "Thou causest to rise." Cf. mušatbi enšī, "Who causes the weak to rise" (VAT 13631, 6 = Ebeling, Handerhebung, p. 32, 1.6).

The reading maqtu/a ša īnīšu, "As for the fallen one who is weak" is almost completely preserved in texts B, C, and D; this reading may be the best representation of this line in the earliest forms of this prayer.

Oppenheim lists three different meanings for the idiom gāta sabātu:¹

(1) to seize the hand of somebody, to assist, to help;

¹A. Leo Oppenheim, "Idiomatic Accadian," JAOS, LXI (1941), 270.
(2) to seize the hand of somebody while asking for his help, to grasp his hand; (3) to seize (the hand of) a thing or (of) somebody who is ill and unable to walk; to conduct, to convey.

The reading at the end of this line is probably correct since sabātu "to seize" is used in idiomatic phrases with gātu "hand" meaning "to help, to assist a person." This use is illustrated by the following examples which refer to the assistance of gods: Assur u ilka gātī isabtu ma astilim, "Assur and your personal god helped me, and I got well" (CCT 4 14b:9); Zababa šar tāhāzi ina tāhāzi qāssu lā’ isabbat, "Zababa, the king of battle, should not assist him in battle" (BBST. No.8 iv-24); and mursi lā’ idu gātī sabtī, "Help me (with this) unknown disease" (KAR 73 r.20, and passim in SB prayers).¹ The semantic equivalent in the Hebrew Bible is expressed by the words: אֶתָהוֹן的手, "to strengthen their hands" (Ezra 6:22).²


Tusamhar is difficult to translate; in the š form it probably means "to make equal," "to redress the balance."

L. 9. Cf. dSin nādin zēra niši raphātī, "Sin gives seed to the widespread people" (OTT 57:38; 58:11) and dSin nādin aplī u zēri, "Sin who gives an heir and seed" (ZDMG 74, 183, R.6).

L. 10. A preference for the a vowel is very noticeable in the Sultantepe tablets. Note that the reading

¹ Cf. CAD, XVI, pp.31f.
² Cf. Job 4:3; Neh. 6:9; I Sam. 23:16; II Chron. 29:34.
is-te-ni'-u-ka is written is-ta-na-ú-ka in D. Lambert lists further evidence for the preference of the a vowel in the following: 15,7 arki-na (arkini); 15,14 na-tu-lu (ni-it-tu-lu); 15 rev. 6 lal-la-a-a (lalêa); 15 rev. 8 nam-mar (numru); 65, 40 an-šu (ensû), and passim.1

Above is the translation: "The one who seeks thee does not miss (is not deprived of) good fortune." The reading of the end of this line is difficult since the left side of the last sign is missing. This rendering is further complicated since examples cannot be found where hatû "to fail, to trespass, to sin" is used precisely like this.

L. 12. There is considerable variation from text A in C: lā ālittu arhiš tušasbat, "Thou causest the barren woman to give birth soon." Moreover, E differs from all the others: [l]ā āmi[ru........], "The bli[nd......]."

Lā'â from lâ'û, "to be able," is probably related to the Ugaritic word lâ'v meaning "to prevail."2 Note the frequent use of this word especially in Aliyn B'I, "Puissant Baal."

L. 13. C bears a variant reading: ša ishurûka tanasši rëssuy, "As for the one who turned to thee, thou art exalting him."

L. 14. C bears the following: ša saphi tupahhar[a ga]nunṣu, "As for the dispersed, thou gatherest his family."

Sa arni īṣu tapattar arni, "Whoever has sin, thou for-


givest the sin." There was no general word for sin in Akkadian; however, the Akkadian language differentiated between light sins and serious misdeeds. No attempt was made to list the sins in categories; all sins were transgressions against the god.¹ Since the gods did not place constant sufferings and punishment upon man, there must have been a willingness to show mercy. When the righteous suffered he might conclude that he was being punished for some unconscious sins, or he was suffering for unforgiven sins of ancestors who might have angered the god.² If a sufferer saw a real villain enjoying health and wealth, then he could not help but doubt the righteousness of the gods. In Ludlul II: 36, the poet, evidently a high official, acknowledges that man cannot know what is right in the eyes of the gods: aju tem ili pl aqereb samê ilammad, "Who can know the will of the gods in heaven?"

L. 15. Ša ilšu zenû ittišu tusallam ar[n]a, "The one whose god was angry with him, thou reconciltest the sin." Zenû is often opposed to salâmu. This opposition is demonstrated by the following two passages: ilišu zenûtu ittišu ana sullumi, "In order to reconcile with him his angry gods" (4 R 55 No. 2:12); and ilû zenûti itti amêli isallimû, "The angry gods will be reconciled with the man" (VAB 4 288 XI 21).³

L. 16. Enûma ili z[el]nû ittiyâ, dištar tašbus èlîya, "When my god is angry with me, (my) personal goddess was

¹Lambert, EWL, p.4. ²Ibid., pp.10f. ³Cf. CAD, XXI, pp.84f.
angry toward me." Kramer suggests that as early as the middle of the third millennium B.C. the Sumerian family head worshipped a personal god. The Sumerian praised his personal god with special prayers and sacrifices, and in turn expected the personal god to intervene for him in the councils of the major deities of the pantheon. By 1000 B.C. there is evidence of increasing reference to the personal gods who could protect the individual. Though the personal god was of necessity a small god, he was able to intercede for the individual before the greater gods. The important part that the personal gods played may be demonstrated by the following quotations:

"The sins of him who has a personal deity are scattered, he who has no personal deity commits many mistakes" (BA 5 394 ii 42f); ina libbi ili u dšēdi ša šarrī bēlīva ibtalāt, "He got well through the aid of the personal god and the šēdu - spirit of the king, my lord" (ABL 204 r.12); and ilu nāsirka rēk demiotīkā likīl, "May the deity who protects you provide you with good things" (CT 4 28:3).

The personal god and goddess are oftentimes mentioned together, they can bring good or evil to their clients: ila alsīma ul iddina pānīšu usalli dštarī ul ušaggā rēšīša, "I called to my personal god, but he did not turn to me, I prayed to my personal goddess, but she did not raise her head"


(Lambert BWL 38:5; Ludlul II); and ul irûsa ilu dāti ul isbat ul irîmanni Ištar idāva ul illik, "(My) personal god has not come to the rescue by taking me by the hand, nor has my personal goddess shown compassion on me by coming to my side. (Lambert BWL 46:113; Ludlul II). ¹

If the individual were to receive the help of the personal gods, it was presupposed that the worshipper must fulfil their demands. The demands of the gods were not limited to offerings and cultic rites, but the requirements extended to right behavior towards his neighbor. The one who fell short of these demands had sinned and he was in danger of being forsaken by his god; he could be given over to the evil demons.²

In lines 15, 16, and 26 the supplicant calls upon Sin to help restore him to favor with his personal gods.

The use of the third person feminine t in the verb tašbus, "She was angry" is a Late Assyrianism.

In the place of some form of zenû "to be angry," B reads nesât and E preserves [n]esâ[t] from nesû, "to depart, to remove." These three passages show that nesû is sometimes used in contexts similar to line 16: DINGIR.BI Á.BI BA.NI.IN. BAD AMA dINNIN.A.NI SU.NI.TA BA.NI.IN.Sû.Sû: ㅄุ phetamine ittesi dištaršu ina zumrišu irtēq, "His personal god departed from him, his personal goddess left him" (CT 17 29:25ff); DINGIR.A.NI. SU.A.NA BAD.DU: 男神 ina [zu]mrīšu ittesi, "His personal god departed from him" (Šurpu V/VI 11f.); ušessi ili


²Lambert, op. cit., pp.14f.
u ištarī ınă SU.MU, "She caused my god and my goddess to depart from me" (Maqlû III 16).

L. 17. The phrase ištu ulla ălattāt ĭlānīpl, "From of old, the begetters of the gods," is very difficult to translate even though tablets A, B, and D from Sultantepe show general agreement in the transliteration in the first half of the line. Nevertheless, the concept of the gods begetting other gods does occur in Akkadian literature as in the following: eli abi ēlidīka ṃEa šūturāta, "Thou (Marduk) art greater than Ea, thy father and begetter" (Scheil, Sippar 7:15) and guššur ma'dīš ana ālid abīšu Anšar, "He is greatly superior in strength to Anšar, his father's begetter (En.el I 19).1

C differs from the other texts not only in some of the wording but in the addition of part of an old formula used often in prayers: ultu ulla ħīta ńērtu ṭa’tu taškuna elīya [anā]ku annanna ăpil annanna ša ilṣu annanna dištaršū annannatu, "From of old, punishment, murder, bribe thou hast placed upon me. I, so-and-so, whose personal god is so-and-so, whose personal goddess is so-and-so"; cf. text 2:12.

L. 18. Ḥulugû represents lost merchandise or losses sustained especially in commerce. Butuatu is a variant of butuqû, "deficiency, loss."

L. 19. The restoration of ikturû from karû "to shorten" is made certain by text B and napšāti/napištašū LUGUD MĒŠ (TDP 76, 62; 84, 32).2 Also the reading ıktu-ru

---

1 For additional examples see CAD, I, Part 1, pp.340f.
demonstrates vowel harmony and shows the substituting of the Late Assyrian dialect in the Sultantepe tablets.

L. 20. The thought of this line is often repeated in Akkadian literature in this nearly stereotype form.¹

L. 21. Kīniš, "truly," is from kānu with the adverbial ending which is a characteristic of the hymnal epic dialect. Kīniš is used frequently with the verb palāsu "to see."² The verb palāsu occurs only in the N stem; it must always have an object. The verb amāru means "to glance, to see superficially." On the other hand, natalu suggests a durative action "to analyze, to penetrate in a look." The word in this line palāsu means "to gaze, to examine, to contemplate." Two passages which show that palāsu means more than a casual glance are Gilgamesh XI, 92: ūmu ana itaplus1 puluhta īši, "To look at the weather, I was afraid." And the second passage is Gilgamesh XI, 132: appalamsa tamata šakin qūlu, "When I inspected the waters, silence set in."

The second clause šime taslitum, "Hear (my) prayer," is used frequently.³ The reading tasliṭī "my prayer" in B is the preferred reading. Tasliṭī is derived from sullû, "to pray."⁴ Moreover, the thought given in this line occurs often in Hebrew without necessarily using cognate words. Compare Ps. 4:2: הַֽיְשָׁרַיִם יְשׁוֹבָּמָה יִשְׁחֲדָה לָֽהֶם, "Be gracious to me and hear my prayer." Note also Ps. 39:13 מְשַׁמַּה נְשָׂא יִשְׁתְּחָה לָֽהֶם. ¹ Weir, Lexicon, p.336. ² W. von Soden, AH, VI, p.480. ³ Weir, Lexicon, p.365. ⁴ Cf. CAD, XVI, p.239.
"Hear my prayer, O Lord." 1

L. 22. Tayyāṛata is a stative of the noun form gattālu; this form is used for occupations or to express customary traits. 2 Cf. the following example: āṣum tayyāṛata ēšte'[ka], "Because thou art always forgiving, I have sought [thee]" (King, EMS, 27, 16).

L. 23. Lines 23 and 24 present the parallelism of ēṭēru "to save" and gamālu "to save." A classic example of the Akkadian sequence ēṭēru, gamālu, šūzubu is the following: ēṭēru gamālu Šūzubu bullutu būlu u kirū šumu u balāṭu Sī.Šā, "Saving, sparing, rescuing, curing -- bringing prosperity to cattle and orchard, progeny and health" (RA 16 71 No.5). 3

Ēṭēru "to save" is spoken of the activity of the gods in the following passages: mukīl abbūti KARIr napisītim ra'im kīnātī, "(Išum) the intercessor, who saves life, who loves justice" (ZA 43 17:56); nasīru napisīti andul damāl KAR nisī, "(Nabû) protector of life, who shelters the human dwellings, who saves the people" (EMS 22:7); and ēṭirat gamilat napisītiya, "(Gula) who saves and spares my life" (YAB 4 128 IV 38) and passim. Moreover ēṭēru "to save" is used of kings especially in warfare: ēṭirū aṣīstašu aṣmil, "I saved him and spared his life" Tīgl. I (AKA 43 11 53); malkī...ša ana nīr bēlūṭiya iknušūma ēṭēru napisassun, "The rulers who had submitted to my rule and thus saved their lives" Sar. (Winckler

1 Cf. Fss. 54:4; 86:6; 143:1.
2 Von Soden, GAG, par. 55 m, o.
3 Cf. CAD, IV, p.425.
pl. 38 iii 38); āla šuātu ētir, "I spared that city" Tigl. I (AKA 76 v 79) and passim.¹

Lines 26 and 27 are difficult to translate. Cf. the similar lines in Ebeling, Handerhebung, p.22, lines 10-14 and p.82, lines 111-12.

The words Īlūṭka rabītata, "thy divine power," probably should not be translated in this line. Cf. the quotations of similar lines without translation given in CAD, VII, p.106.

L. 28. This is part of the thanksgiving formula found at the close of ŠU.ĬL.ĬA prayers. A close parallel to this line is Schollmeyer, p.139 VAT 5r. 23ff: nartīka lušāpi dalīlīka lādlul āmīrua ana dārātu dalīlīka lidlulu, "I will make thy greatness manifest and proclaim thy glory, and those who see me will (also) proclaim thy glory forever."

¹Cf. ibid., pp.402-3.
TEXT 2

K.155, B.M.78432, and Si.18
TEXT 2

K.155, B.M.78432, and S1.18

Introduction

Text 2 is a study of three duplicate tablets. A (K.155) comes from the library of Asurbanipal, king of Assyria, 668-627 B.C.; it consists of the upper part of a large tablet of which more than half has been destroyed. The tablet contains three prayers: the first part (1-28) records a prayer to Sin on the occasion of an eclipse of the moon; the second section (29-35) preserves the opening lines of a prayer to Istar; and the third portion (36-51) preserves the conclusion of a prayer to Tasmetu, also like the first, it is directed against the evils of lunar eclipse. 1 A (K155) does not preserve any rituals; it is likely that it belonged to the bit rimki series in which some of the rituals were written on separate tablets. 2 Tablet A has been transliterated and/or translated in the following works: King, Babylonian Magic and Sorcery (1896), pp.3-16; Perry, Hymnen und Gebete an Sin (1907), pp.12-15; Combe, Histoire du culte de Sin en Babylone et en Assyrie (1907), pp.103-106; Zimmern, AO, XIII/1 (1911), 4-5;


Duplicate tablet B (B.M. 78432) was brought to light by Langdon; it duplicates A at lines 7 through 8 and in lines 19 through 28. In addition B preserves a ritual which is given below in lines 29 through 36. Langdon suggests that text B is a Babylonian text coming from the south even though the script is Assyrian. This portion of a prayer to the Moon-god was adapted for the use of Šamaš-šum-ukīn, brother of Aššurbanipal and viceroy of Babylon under his brother.

C (Si.18), which comes from Sippar in Babylonia, duplicates A at line 8 and lines 19-28. The end of C (37-41) records a ritual bearing some similarities to the ritual found at the end of B. A brief description of C was given by V. Scheil in his reports on excavations at Sippar. A copy of the cuneiform of this tablet was furnished by him to E. Combe. During a visit to the Museum of the Ancient Orient, Istanbul, Dr. Jacob Klein took photographs of this tablet and made the prints available for use in this dissertation.

---

1Langdon, op. cit., 104-11.
2Ibid., 106, n.8.
3Ibid., 104.
4V. Scheil, Une saison de fouilles à Sippar, (Mémoires publiés par les membres de l'Institut Francais d'Archéologie Orientale du Caire, I (Cairo, 1902), No.18.
In the broadest way, text 2 may be outlined in the following way: the address, 1-18, is composed of two main parts; (a) the invocation of Sin with honorific titles, 1, and (b) praise of the Moon-god, 2-18. Within this part of the prayer there is an eclipse-formula in lines 12 and 13. The second main division, the prayer proper is found in 19-26. This section of text falls into three parts: (a) reception of the prayer, 19-22; (b) reconciliation of the personal god and goddess, 23-24; and (c) forgiveness, 25-26. The remaining divisions of the prayer are thanksgiving, 27; identification as a ŠU.IL.LÁ prayer, 28; and two rituals at the end of the text: 29-36, taken from tablet B, and 37-41, the last lines of tablet C.
Transliteration

1. ÉN dBA d NANNARRU šu-pu-ú.....
2. dBA ed-dis-su-ú mu-nam-m[ir.....]
3. ša-ki-in na-mir-ti a-na UKUMEŠ.....
4. DIŠ UKUMEŠ sal-mat SAG.DU uš-su-ru GAR.....
5. nam-rat UD.DA-ka AŠ ANE.....
6. šar-hat di-pa-ra-ka GIM dBIL.GI hī.....
7. ma-lu-ú nam-ri-ru-ka KIta DAGA[Ita]
8. šar-♭a UKUMEŠ ug-da-ša-ra DIŠ a-ma-ri ka-[a-ta]
9. da-num ANE šá la 1-lam-ma-du mì-lik-šū ma-a[m-man]
10. šu-tu-rat UD.DA-ka GIM dUTU bu-uk-ri-[ka]
11. ká-m-su IGI-ka DINGIRMES GALMES
    EŠ.BAR KUR.KUR GARin AŠ IGI-[ka]
12. AŠ HUL AN,MI dBA
    šá AŠ ITI NENNI UD NENNI GAR[na]
13. HUL AMES IGI.DUMES HULMES là DU10MES
    šá AŠ E.GAL.MU u KUR.MU GÁL
14. DINGIRMES GALMES 1-šal-lu-ka-ma SUMin mil-ka
15. GUB.BU pu-ṭur-šu-nu uš-ta-mu-ú AŠ KI-ka
16. dBA šu-pu-ú šá É.KUR 1-šal-lu-ka-ma
ta-mit DINGIRMES SUM[ín]
17. U4.NÁ.ÁM UDum ta-mit-ti-ka pi-riš-ti DINGIRMES GALMES
18. UD USU.GAM i-sin-na-ka UDum ta-šil-ti DINGIR-ti-[ka]
19. dAŠ.IN.UD e-muq šá la šá-na-an
    šá la 1-lam-ma-du mì-lik-šū ma-a[m-man]

Textual Apparatus

1 B: dSin askaru šūpû, variant noted but not hand copied on plate by Langdon, op. cit., 106. 8 C: ......-ra DIŠ B: End
Normalization

1. šiptu dŠîn dNannaruš šûpu....
2. dŠîn eddisû munamm[ir.....]
3. šâkin namirti ana nišepl.....
4. ana nišepl. salmât qaqqadi uššuru šâkin.....
5. namrat sêtka ina šamêe.....
6. šarḥat dipâraka kîma girri ḥi(?).....
7. malû namrirrûka erṣeta ta rapa[ṣta ta]
8. šarḥa nišepl. ugdâssarâ ana amâri kâ[ta]
9. dAnum šamê ša lâ ilammadu milikšu ma[mman]
10. šûturat sêtka kîma dŠamas bukri[ka]
11. kamsû majarka dilânipl. rabûtipl.
   purussê mâtâti šakinîn ina pânî[ka]
12. ina lumun attalê dŠîn
   ša ina arḫi annanna ūmi annanna šakna[na]
13. lumun idâtipl. ittâtipl. lemmêtipl. lâ tâbâtîpl.
   ša ina ekâlliya u mâtîya ibassâ
14. dilânipl. rabûtipl. isallûkâma tanaddînîn milka
15. izzazzû puḫuršunu uštâmû ina šaplîka
16. dŠîn šûpu ša Ekur isallûkâma tamît ilânipl. tanaddînîn
17. bubbulu ūm tamittîka pirištî ilânipl. rabûtipl.
18. ūmu 30 kam isinnaka ūm tašîltî ilûtî[ka]
19. dNamraṣēt emûq lâ šanan ša lâ ilammadu milikšu ma[mman]

TEXTUAL APPARATUS

according to B 15 GUB.BU emended to uš-bu in CAD, I, 2, p.392b
17 ta-mit-ti-ka emended to ta-šîl-ti-ka-in CAD, II, p.299a
19 B and C give two lines B: mam-ma B adds after L.19:
    ....MU.GI.NA ERUM-ka C adds: DIȘ-ku dGIȘ.ŠIR.MU.GI.NA LU[GAL]
20. as-ruq-ka ši-rik GÍG el-lu
   aq-qi-ka re-eš-ta-a ši-kar [da-áš-pa]
21. kam-sa-ku az-za-az a-še'-ka ka-[a-šá]
22. INIM.GAR dum-qi u me-šá-ri GÁun UGU-[iá]
23. DINGIR.MU ū dIS DAR
   ša is-tu UDum ma-du-ti iš6-bu-su [UGU-iá]
24. AŠ kit-ti u NÍG.SI.SÁ lis-li-mu KI.MU
   ur-hi lid-mi-iq pa-da-ni [li-šir]
25. u-ma'-ir-ma AN.ZA.QAR DINGIR šá MAŠ.GE6[MES]
26. AŠ šat GÍG DUGMES ār-ni-MU lu-uš-me
   šér-ti lu ta-a[b-ka-at]
27. DIS della-ti lud-lul dálí-li-[ka]
28. INIM.INIM.MA ŠU.IL.LA dZU.EN[NÁ.KÁM]

[.....GÁran 12 NINDA ḫa-ṣe-e 12 NINDA ŠE.GIS.İ
30. .....an NÍG.İ.DE LÁL ı.NUN GARan
31. .....šit-ṭu(?) AŠ SAG GISNÁ-šú DIS AN.ZA.QAR
32. .....AN.ZA.QAR na-āš-pár-ti ḏNANNAR.....
33. .....MA UD NUN(?)MES BADMES KA(?)

Textual Apparatus

20 B and C divide into two lines    B: mu-šši el-la     End
restored according to B     B adds after L.20: .....ši MU-ka
az-kur......AŠ qé-reb AN6 KUMES     C adds: AŠ GIS......qu-du-ši
MU-ka az-k[úr] al-si-ka be-li AŠ qé-reb AN6 kú...... 21 B:
a-še' ka-ašá 22 B: mé-šá-ri šu-kun UGU-iá  23 B: UDMEŠ
ma'-du-tú iš6 -bu-su UGU-iá     C: UD-mu  24 B and C divide
into two lines     C: mé-šá-ri     B: li-is-li-mu KI-iá     B:
pa-da-nu li-šir     C: Last half of line destroyed  25 B:
20. asruqka širik mûši ellu aqqîka reštâ šikar [dašpa]
21. kamsâku azzaz ašêka kâ[ša]
22. egirrê dumqî u mêsari šukun\un elî[ya]
23. ili u diştar ša ištu ūm mădûti išbusû
24. ina kitti u mêsari lislimû ittiya
urğ lîdmiq padâni [lišir]
25. uma'' irma Anzaqar ilu ša tabrât mûši\[pl.]
26. ina sât mûši puṭtur\pl. arniya lušme šërti lû ta[brat]
27. ana dârâti ludlul dalîli[ka]
28. amât nîš qâti dšîn

29. [tašak]kan\an 12 akal ḥâše 12 akal šamaššamû
30. ....\an mirsa dişpa ḥimêta taşakka\an
31. ....\ittu(?) ina rëš išeślišu ana Anzaqar
32. ....Anzaqar našparty dNannar.....
33. ....

Textual Apparatus

DINGER\MES Šá MÁŠ\GE6\MES C: This line and remaining lines
on reverse of tablet 26 B: This line and remaining lines
on reverse of tablet B divides into two lines C: [mu-š]i-
im li....\i-\i-\i-ra..... B: [ár]-ni-\i-a.....DIŞ-ku 27 C:
[da]-ra-a-ti lud-lu-la End restored according to B 28 C:
dZU.\EN.NA[KÂM] B: ZU.\EN.NA.KÂM 29 B: Cf. 12 NINDA ḥa-še
in C 37 30 B: Cf. \NUN in C 39 31 B: Cf. AŠ SAG in C
40 B: Cf. DIŞ AN.ZA.[QAR] in L.39 32 B: Cf. AN.ZA.QAR
na-aš-par-ti dNANNAR in C 41 33 B: Transliteration of
unintelligible.
34. .....da ŠU-šú GĪR-šú ǔ-šaḫ-ḫat-ma
35. .....gur-ru-da-kám
36. .....LAG KA TILLA AŠ TŪG SĪG-šū ŠER
37. .....GĪŠŠINIG GAR[an] 12 NINDA ḫa-šē
38. .....SAR.....ZŪ.LUM.ZID(?) EŠA DUB
39. .....Į.NUN DIŠ NE.SAG(?) DIŠ AN.ZA.[QAR]
40. [AŠ] SAG MAŠ(?) NĪG NA GĪŠŠEM.LI [GAR[an]]
41. AN.ZA.QAR na-āš-pár-ti dNANNAH
34.  الْقَطْسُ الْمُفْتَرِضُ عَلَى الْعَفْقَةِ الْفَضْلِيَّةِ
35.  الذَّي قُرِّنَ عَلَيْهِ الْحَجَّةُ
36.  الْكُرْبَانِ الْمَرْجَعِيَّةُ مَا نَصْبِهَا بِالْمَعْلُومِ الْمَعَادِلِ

37.  إِلَّا مَا يُتَرَكْ بِالْكَوْلِ الْمَبْعَثِيَّةِ عَلَى الْأَقْلَ فِي الْكَلِمَةِ الْمَجْمُوعِةِ
38.  الْأَطْبَاقَ الْمَطْهُورَةِ مَا نَصْبِهَا بِالْأَقْلَ فِي الْكَلِمَةِ الْمَجْمُوعِةِ
39.  الْهُمْطُ الْمَجْمُوعِةِ الْمُكْلِفَةِ مَا نَصْبِهَا بِالْأَقْلَ فِي الْكَلِمَةِ الْمَجْمُوعِةِ
40.  الْتَصَـدِّيِّقَ الْمُبْطِعَةِ الْكَوْلِ الْمَجْمُوعِةِ
41.  أَنْذَارُ الْمُكْتَبِيَّةِ الْمُكْلِفَةِ الْكَوْلِ الْمَجْمُوعِةِ
Translation

1. Incantation: O Sin! O Nannar! Glorious one.....
2. Sin, ever renewing, who makes bright.....
3. Who furnishes the light for the people.....
4. To guide mankind aright, dwelling.....
5. Bright is thy light in heaven.....
6. Majestic is thy torch like fire.....
7. Thy brightness has filled the bro[ad] earth.
8. The people are proud;
   they vie with one another to look at th[ee].
9. O Anu of the heaven whose purpose no [one] will learn,
10. Unsurpassed is thy light
    as that of Šamaš [thy] firstborn.
11. The senior gods bow down in [thy] presence,
    the decision of all the lands is set before thee.
12. On account of the evil of an eclipse of the moon
    which took place in such and such a month,
    on such and such a day,
13. On account of the evil of the powers and signs,
    evil and not good,
    which have happened in my palace and my country.
14. The senior gods inquire of thee,
    and thou givest counsel,
15. They stand in their assembly,
    they debate one another underneath thee;
16. O Sin, glorious one of Ekur,
    when they inquire of thee,
    thou dost give the oracle of the gods.
17. The dark of the moon is the time of thy oracle, 
the mystery of the senior gods, 
18. The thirtieth day is thy festival, 
the day of [thy] celebration. 
19. O Namraṣet, unequaled in power, 
whose purpose no [one] can fathom. 
20. I have offered thee a pure nightly offering; 
I have poured out for thee the best, [sweet] beer. 
21. I am kneeling; I am standing; I am looking to th[ee]. 
22. Grant [me] a happy and optimistic mood. 
23. May my god and (my) goddess, 
who for many days have been angry with [me], 
24. By Truth and Justice be reconciled to me; 
may my way be propitious; may my path be straight. 
25. He has sent Anzaqar, the god of dreams. 
26. During the night may I hear of the forgiveness of my sin; 
let my guilt be [poured out]. 
27. Forever let me proclaim [thy] glory. 
28. Utterance—with raised hand to Sin. 
29. [Thou shalt] place 12 loaves of spice bread, 
12 loaves of sesame bread, 
30. .....marmelade, honey, and ghee thou shalt set forth. 
31. .....sleep(?) at the head of his bed to Anzaqar. 
32. .....Anzaqar, the messenger of Nannar..... 
33. ..... 
34. .....of his two hands and his two feet 
he shall strip off.
35. ..... 
36. .....a clump (of earth) from the outer gate 
thou shalt bind in his coat.

37. .....tamarisk thou shalt set forth, 
12 loaves of spice bread,
38. .....dates, flour thou shalt pour.
39. .....ghee to offer to Anza[qar]
40. [In] the chief offering(?) 
[thou shalt set forth] juniper incense,
41. Anzaqar, the messenger of Nannar.
Commentary on Text 2

L. 1. A number of restorations have been suggested to complete the first line. Perry restores [lu ellu namru].¹ The restoration according to text 3:1 (IV R 9:1), etelli ilāni, deserves some consideration. Ebeling suggests the reading ina [samâ elliṭi].² Though von Soden does not give a transliteration, he probably follows the restoration of Ebeling in his translation "[am reinen Himmel]".³

Sumerian ŠUM equals Akkadian šiptu, "incantation, entreaty." A word with a similar meaning is the Sumerian TU, a loan word in Akkadian, written ṭû "spell, incantation."⁴

For the meaning of d-par ḫuNANAR⁵ see the names of the Moon-god in the introduction.

With ŠUPU, "glorious one," cf. texts 2:16; 1:28; and 3:7. In addition to these passages attributed to ŠIN, one passage was found pertaining to Nabonidus: lulīmu ŠUPU, "Glorious prince" (VAB 4, 252.I.6).⁶ The related Hebrew verb יָצָה, "to shine," occurs only in the Hiphil, note especially יָצָה in Dt. 33:2 and Ps. 50:2 where use does not seem causative.

⁴En-el. I, 62; En-el. VII, 33-34.
L. 2. Translators are divided between the following two words: eddesû meaning "constantly renewing itself, ever brilliant," and edissû "aloneness." On the basis of the examples cited in CAD, IV, p.23, eddesû should be read in this line: Sin eddesû, "Sin ever renewing," (Borger, Esarh. 79:5) and Girru eddesû nur ilâni kajânu, "Ever renewing fire god, steady light of the gods!" (Maqlû II, 192).

There are a number of restorations which might fittingly complete this line: Delitzsch, HWB, p.31b restores müši;¹ Ebeling² suggests šamê u ersetim;³ and Perry, Hymnen, p.23, restores ekleti on the basis of IV R 26, 40a.

L. 3. Rapšâti is a possible restoration for the end of this line. The following passage lends support to the restoration of rapšâti in this text: nišê rapšâti salmât caggadi idallalû (idallalâ) gurdîka, "The widely scattered, blackheaded people praise thy power" (OECT VI, 82, 7); cf. Weir.⁴ Even more plausible is the word apâti, "numerous."⁵ Weir presents an example where apâti as a f.pl. adj. is used as an epithet of nišê, "people"; ana nišê apâti (Bab. III, 25, 33). Sometimes nišê is omitted but understood as in Ludlul II: ëkêma ilmadâ alakti ili apâti, "Where are the mortals that compre-

²Ebeling, Handerhebung, p.6.
³Cf. dSin munammir šamê u ersetim, "Sin, who makes bright the heavens and the earth" (ZDMG 69, 96, 19).
⁵Cf. text 1:3.
handed the way of a god?"; cf. Lambert BMNI, 40:38.

L. 4. With 𒇺𒌋, "dark," compare the Hebrew נ' פתס "darkness; deep darkness" and Ethiopic 𒇺𒌋, "black." Salmāt 𒇺𒌋 is f.pl. form agreeing with the word 𒇺𒌋, "people." Salmāt gaggadi, literally, "the dark-headed," is a poetic expression for "mankind."¹ L. 4 may end with the same words found at the end of L. 11: 𒉺𒌋 𒉿𒊩𒈷𒉼.

L. 5. See the distinction made between 𒇺𒊩, "light, shining appearance of the sun, moon, and stars, sultry weather, air, open air, open sun, sickness" and 𒇺𒊩 meaning "rising, birth, offspring, expenditure" in CAD, XVI, p.153. Note also that 𒇺𒊩 is written syllabically and with UD.DA,² while 𒇺𒇺 is written syllabically, also with 𒈩 and ZI.GA.³

L. 6. Dipāru, "torch," which occurs in OB, Mari, SB, and NB, is the word for torch used generally and most frequently. The light of Sin is here likened to a torch, dipāru. Similar references are made to other gods: namīrtu 𒇺𒊩 𒉺𒊩 𒉺 𒌋, "(Ištar), brilliant torch of heaven and earth," (STC 2, 75:35); 𒇹Šamaš dipārkakatinmātātī, "O Šamaš, your torch lights (lit. covers) the lands," (KAR 32:33); atā 𒇺𒊩 inatālu nūrka, "You (Išum) are the torch, they look upon your light," (Gössmann Era I 10). Sometimes the Anunnaki bear torches that illuminate the land (Gilg. XI:103); cf. CAD, III, pp.156-57.

Passages using dipāru as an epithet of royalty cannot be found; however, similar epithets ascribed to kings are found

¹ CAD, XVI, p.75. ² CAD, XVI, pp.150f. ³ Ibid., p.215.
in Sumerian and Akkadian: GIBIL BAR, "brilliant flame," is attributed to Šulgi (MBI 27:6); nablu surruhu, "mighty flame," is said of Tigrat-pileser (AKA 33); also nablu hamtu "burning flame," which is ascribed to Tigrat-pileser (AKA 72). ¹ Girru, "fire," is written three ways: syllabically and logographically with dBIL.GI and dGIS.BAR.² Here it is written dBIL.GI.

One or two signs at the end of the line have not been transliterated. Perry makes two suggested readings: first, šár-[ru-ru], "brightness," which is used frequently as an epithet of deities. Second, r[uš-še-e], "bright rays, splendor," is also used of the gods.³ Ebeling probably makes the best restoration with hi-[mi-it-ka], "thy glowing."⁴ Cf. the use of the word hamātu in Gilg. XI, 104: Anunnaki issu dipārāti ina namrirrišunu uhammatū mātu, "The Anunnaki signaled (their) torches, with their glaring light they cause the lighting up of the country."⁵

L. 7. A close parallel is found in the Šamaš Hymn 20: namrirrūka imlû sihip mātāti, "Thy brightness fills the extent of the land." Another similar passage is in the Šamaš Hymn 177: mumarratka ezziti mātum saḥbat, "Thy awe inspiring radiance covers the land." A final example of similar expression may be taken from Gilg. XI, 104: namrirrišunu uhammatū mātum, "With their glaring light they cause the

¹Engnell, op. cit., p.187. ²CAD, V, pp.93-94.
⁴Ebeling, Handerhebung, p.6. ⁵CAD, VI, p.65.
lighting up of the country." All these passages emphasize the breadth of land illuminated by the gods. A similar concept is applied to royalty: puluhtm melam šarrūtīya pāt šamē u ersetim lū iktum, "The fear of the majesty of my kingship hath covered the bounds of heaven and earth" (Samsuluna, Līh 3, 203).

L. 8. Ugdāššarā is a Dtn form of gašāru, "to become powerful." The translation of ugdāššarā, "they vie with one another," expresses reciprocal action. The  of the verbal infix becomes  under the influence of the g.

L. 9. Ilmāmu, from lamādu, "to learn" is an habitual present which lends a note of absoluteness to the entire statement.

Here Sin is identified with Anu the highest god of the triad Anu, Enlil, and Ea. The ending ma-a[m-man] may be restored on the basis of Jensen, 128, 39: ša lā ilmāmu milikša mamman.

L. 10. Šuturat sēṭka, "Unsurpassed is thy light." Sin possessed the mysterious property of light which extends to great distances, yet he appears undiminished and unchanged. Sin and the gods in Mesopotamia are described by awe-inspiring terror and blinding brilliance. Brightness in varying degrees


2Cf. text J:2 commentary.

3Weir, Lexicon, pp.178-79.

of intensity is shared by the gods and by all beings considered divine and holy, even the king himself. Many terms are used in the hymns and prayers to describe the fear-inspiring experience of the divine.¹ In the Near East and in other religions the ineffable is expressed by supernatural luminosity radiating from the god. In the following quotation, Gaster shows how the glory of the gods is depicted among many peoples:

The description of the theophany is based on the conventional portrayal of the sun-god (Shamash) in Mesopotamian art, e.g., on cylinder seals. He rises between twin mountains, with rays issuing from his shoulders or sides. The glow betokens the approach of a god or otherworldly being. In Mesopotamian belief, gods were enrolled in a sheen, called "luster" (melammu) or "terror" (puluhtu), or were said to be "clothed in light." In the Epic of Creation, Marduk is described, indeed, as invested with the luster of ten gods. The Hittites too envisaged their gods as wreathed in a nimbus called "terror" (hatugatar); and a characteristic of Iranian deities was their khvarenu (Old Persian, farnah), or brilliant radiance. In the Old Testament itself this is evidently what is meant by "the glory of Yahweh," and it is significant that the divine being whom Ezekiel describes as having been cast out of the divine assembly is said to have been distinguished not only by wisdom and beauty but also by "the sheen of a rising sun" (Heb.:; y efah). Greek gods too were signalized by a dazzling brightness, though in sculpture this is portrayed only after the fifth century B.C. Jambllichus (c. A.D. 250-325) preserves the ancient tradition in the statement that "when archangels appear, certain portions of the world are thrown into convulsion and at their approach a light precedes them, but divided (i.e. forked)." The divine light, it should be added, is not merely a sign of inner radiance; it symbolizes also the bedazzlement of men at the sight of that which is otherworldly. It is therefore also a divine weapon, appropriately known as "the terror."²

¹Suturat, "unsurpassed," is a 3 f.s. stative from (w)atāru, "to exceed, to surpass"; compare the Hebrew root


Cf text 3:14.
The š- in Akkadian, when not a part of the root, is not confined to the causative stem. The š- combined with some adjectives and stative verbs suggests the meanings of "more, most, especially," e.g. šurbû, šūtuqû, šupšuqû, šumrusu.¹ Some attributive uses are the following: Marduk [bēlu] kabtu šūtuqû, "Marduk [the lord], puissant, surpassing" (BA V/3 349.21); and šūtuqû tâšu, "The surpassing spell against him" (En.el. I, 62). Predicative examples are: šūtur lânsu, "Surpassing was his stature" (En.el. I, 99); ēnūssu lū šūturat, "His lordship is indeed surpassing" (En.el. VI, 106); and ul ibašī ina gimir ḍIgīgī ša šunuḫu balīka, "There is none among all the Igīgī who toil hard but thou" (cf. Lambert BWL 128:45). Constructs and similar compounds of these š- forms bear the elative meaning: šūtur uzni, "Surpassing in wisdom" (En.el. I, 59); and šūturu ḍasîsu, "Surpassing in understanding" (King, SCT I, 205.6). These š- forms are especially used in epithets ascribed to the great gods; men and animals are not praised as highly with the epithet atar-ḥasīs without the š- form.²

From the end of L.10 one sign appears to be missing; bu-uk-ri[ka] is a probable restoration.³ Bukru, "firstborn," is used in reference to many of the gods; one example is the following passage from En.el. I, 15: Anšar ḍAnum bukrāsu

²Ibid., p.474.
umāṣīlma, "As for Anšar, Anum his firstborn was indeed a replica of him."  

L. 11. The legal usage of purussû, "decision," and dīnu, "judgment," should be mentioned at this point. "In the strictly legal part of the laws dīnu alone means the act of judging or judgment." 2 Note the following examples: ša šerri mār ilišu dīnu dīnu pursāšu pu[rus], "Render judgment pertaining to the king who has a protective deity, give a decision concerning him" (Schollmeyer No. 1 ii 6f.) and dīnu tēnisēti tadinni attī nāru rabīti, "Thou, great River, render judgment for the people" (STC 1 201:7). 3 A dīnu in a civil case was not always final; in some instances, it determined how the arguments in a case were to be substantiated. 4 However, dīnu might also be the final verdict of a case, for example: kanīk dīnim ẓamrī bēl awatīšu lišēzibû, "Make his accuser issue a record of the final decision" (PES 7 78:14), and īštūma dīnam ušāhizukāma dīni lā temū, "After I placed your lawsuit to litigation, you did not accept my decision" (VAS 16 96:4f).

The expression, purussâm parāsum, literally "to decide a decision," means "that the judge has come to a decision after finding the facts of the case." 5 Hammurabi proclaims his purpose in setting up his code: dīn mātim ana dānim purussē mātim ana parāsim, "To judge the judgment of the land

---

1 Cf. Weir, Lexicon, p.61.


3 Cf. CAD, III, pp.100ff.

4 Driver and Miles, op. cit., p.73.

5 Ibid., p.74.
(and) to determine the decisions of the land" (CH xxiv 6, 70-72). Also, when it is said that the judge purussâm iprus, it means that he has determined the facts in the case and his decision upon them.¹

1. 12. The word for eclipse is here written AN.MI. The Akkadian for eclipse may be written with attalû, antalû, antallû, namtallû, or nantallû. Years ago the origin of attalû was explained as derived from AN.TA.LU, which in turn was understood as adâru ʾa Sin "obscuration of the moon."² A better explanation may be the suggestion that AN.TA.LU was a learned Sumerian etymology to render the Akkadian antalû.³

The formula given here was intended for the use of the king, for no ordinary citizen could call upon his god with these words:

On account of the evil of an eclipse of the moon which took place in such and such a month, on such and such a day, on account of the evil of the powers and signs, evil and not good, which have happened in my palace and my country.

Probably the formula only, and not the more inclusive prayer itself, was composed for the eclipse. The eclipse-formula like the one quoted above occurs in A, but is omitted in duplicate tablets B and C; thus, the eclipse-formula could be included or removed at will. There is further evidence that the eclipse-formula was not an essential element in this text because it interrupts the meter of the lines preceding and following it.⁴

²Albrecht Goetze, "Akk. antalû and namtallûm 'Eclipse'," JCS, I (1947), 251-52.
³CAD, I, Part 2, p.509.
⁴King, EMS, p.xxvi.
Oftentimes the eclipse of the moon\(^1\) was an evil omen; this statement is supported by the following from ABL 337: 4. 11-12: attal\(^1\) dSîn annî ša iṣkûnûni màṭâṭi ultappit, "This eclipse of the moon which took place has destroyed the lands." And, macâṭ šarûrî ana attal\(^1\) da'na ittâsû laptat adanniš, "The decrease of light is dangerous with respect to an eclipse, this is indeed an unhappy sign" (ABL 1134:17). Note also the following informative passage: ša attal\(^1\) lumûnšû ana adî arhi adî ūmu adî massartu adî taṣrîtu aṣar uṣarrû u aṣar Sîn attal\(^1\)šu īṣahḥatûma inassûkû, "The evil influences of an eclipse (depend) on the month, the day, the watch of the night, the places where it starts and where the moon draws away and sheds its darkening" (ABL 1006:3f.).

Occasionally, the eclipse of the moon signified favor and blessing: ina attal\(^1\) kakkabSAG.NE.GAR izzizîz ana šarri šulmu, "If Jupiter is present during an eclipse, it signifies good health for the king" (ABL 46 r. 10). The occurrence of an eclipse may indicate evil for the enemy but good for the king and his country as in this example: ūmu 14 kam attal\(^1\) dSîn īṣakkan lemutti ša māṭ Elamtû u māṭ Amurri demûti ša šarri, "(If) the moon is eclipsed on the 14th day; evil for Elam and Amurru, good luck for the king" (Thompson Rep. 273:1f.). Other references to the appearance of the moon are similar: when the crescent of the moon surrounds the constellation Scorpio, it foretells the invasion of Assyria by a destructive swarm of locusts,

but at the same time it foreshadows possibly greater evil for Elam (ABL 1214: 4. 11-14).

Various apotropaic rituals and acts were performed to ward off the evil effects of eclipses as in the following: šipti ša atṭalī ša arāḫDu'zi kī asūša, "I performed the incantation against the eclipse in the month Tammuz" (ABL 276:13). Sometimes there was singing for protection: annā ša ana Sīn ina atṭalī izzamir, "This is what was sung to Sīn during an eclipse" (BRM 4 6:14). It was believed that shouting could ward off evil during an eclipse: adī atṭalī izakkū isassūū, "They shout until the eclipse disappears" (BRM 4 6:41). Occasionally after an eclipse, the king had to observe certain rites: šarrū TA atṭalī uttammuru ana šūti uškēn, "The king prostrates himself toward the south as soon as the eclipse disappears" (CT 4 5:7).¹

L. 13. Ittu, "sign, omen," is written syllabically and also with the logograms GISKIM, also A.MES, Ān.MES (SB only).²

The facts that ittu and *idatu show identical semantic ranges and that the logogram GISKIM renders both, suggest that the word ittu (from id-tu) had two bases, itta- and idat-, as is shown by the two forms of the construct state. From the former the pl. itṭātu was formed, attested from the OB period on, and from the latter the pl. idātu, appearing only in late (SB, NB) texts.³

Jacobsen suggests that ilānī rabûti "great gods"

² CAD, VII, p.304
³ Ibid., pp.309-10.
might better be translated "senior gods." En.el. III, 130 mentions them: "All the senior gods, the determiners of fates." Again in En.el. VI, 80f: "The fifty senior gods sat down, and the seven gods of fates fixed fates for Marduk." 

L. 15. Oppenheim writes about the "assembly" of Babylonia in pre-Hammurabi times. In the formation of the assembly there were "elders" and "noblemen" which came together for the purpose of ruling the land. This assembly gathered at certain times at the town gate under the chairmanship of the "ruler of the assembly". The power relationship between "assembly" and "ruler" was probably dependent upon the personal abilities of the one or the other, or possibly the political or social condition of the commonwealth.

In almost every particular the world of the gods reflects earthly conditions. The "assembly" was usually held in a large court called uḫšuukkinna. When the gods arrived, there were greetings and then a banquet with plenty of food and drink. After the banquet, when everyone was in good spirits, Anu, or as in this text, Sin would lead the assembly. Proposals were discussed by "asking one another" as the Babylonians expressed it—thus issues could be

---

1 Thorkild Jacobsen, "Primitive Democracy in Ancient Mesopotamia" JNES, II (1943), 168.

2 A. Leo Oppenheim, "Zur Keilschriftlichen Omenliteratur" OR., N.S., V (1936), 227-28; Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia, pp. 95, 111f.
cleared up and the gods could give their opinions.¹

Final authority did not rest with a single god, but in the representative assembly. The puḥru "assembly" served as a safeguard against despotism. Even the highest gods in the pantheon respected the power to choose the head of the hierarchy, to determine destinies, and to restrict the length of reigns. The assembly was the highest source of authority among the gods; this fact stressed the importance of the counterpart in earthly government. In a similar manner, earthly rulers had to satisfy the proper governing body, and, at the same time, give answer to the gods for the direction of affairs committed to them.²

The verb puḥru in expressions as ina Ṽaḥar dligi (STC II:19) gives the idea of the "totality, assembly."³ Note also Ṽaḥar salmāt qaqqadī, (STC II:24) "The assembly of the blackheaded people" where there is not a political body, but stress is upon the totality of the people. Furthermore, the Akkadian puḥru "assembly" should be studied with the Ugaritic phr "totality, assembly." Consider especially the expressions phr m̄zd̄, "fixed assembly" or "assembly of the fixed place" (137:14, 20, 31) and phr ilm (UM text 17:7), also p[hr] bn ilm, "the assembly of the gods" (51:III:14). Note the parallelism of mḥr with ḫdr, "assemblage, habitation"

¹Jacobsen, op. cit., pp.167-68.


(10:2-3); cf. הָשִׁיט with Hebrew, וַ(period, generation, dwelling." On the basis of Ugaritic it has been determined that וַ(period, generation, dwelling." In Hebrew sometimes means "assembly, council" (Ps. 14:5; 49:20; 24:6; 53:6; 73:15; 112:2; Jer. 2:31)."

The verb וַקְצִיט is probably a ס. form of אָנָה "to speak." This verb should not be confused with גֹּמַע "to swear." The phrase וַקְצִיט "underneath," suggests that the senior gods were of lower rank than סְבִינ.

L. 16. Ekur is from the Sumerian Ekur "mountain temple," a temple of Enlil at Nippur and the most important temple in Sumer. Šarkališarri built this temple for Enlil, the leading god of the Sumerian pantheon, in Nippur; Nāram-Sīn also calls himself the builder. Ur-Nammu rebuilt this temple, (CT XXI, 4, 90802). Later Hammurabi restored Ekur, (CH I, 62). With the supremacy of Babylon, Nippur and its temple fell into the background. Many legal and business tablets show that Ekur remained rich and well-known down through Babylonian history."

There are two possible explanations for the mention of Ekur in this text: first, the reference to Ekur may be an allusion to ancient Sumerian mythology. Nanna and other gods of the Sumerian pantheon sought the blessing of Enlil by visiting Ekur in Nippur. The patron deities of major cities,

---

such as Eridu and Ur, are described in poetry as journeying in a boat to Nippur with gifts of trees, plants, and animals for Enlil. A similar practice was observed in India where deities made elaborate ceremonial visits to other deities. For such an important occasion, a large vehicle with ornate stone wheels served as the conveyance. Above the chassis was a skillfully carved box-shaped structure of wood. Second, there is the possibility that the temple of Ekur was the place where the original or an early version of this poem may have been written.

L. 17. Bubbulu means "flood, day of the disappearance of the moon." In astrological texts the disappearance of the moon was noted with particular significance; the dark of the moon was believed to be a time when evil spirits were particularly dangerous. In German and Scottish folklore there are similar beliefs. In the waning light of the moon operations involving separation or disintegration were performed. Thus it was hoped that marriages could be annulled, houses pulled down, and pestilences stopped in the waning phase. Sometimes the sick patient would look to the waning moon and pray that as the moon decreases, so let his pains dwindle. The new moon was an auspicious time for entering into marriage; it was also

---

1A poem entitled, "A Journey of Nanna to Nippur" of about 313 lines was reconstructed from many tablets; see Samuel N. Kramer, Sumerian Mythology: a Study of Spiritual and Literary Achievement in the Third Millennium B.C. (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1944), p. 47, n. 50.


3CAD, II, pp. 298f.
the best time to move into a new house.¹ Hair and nails were cut at the new moon so they would grow.²

The word piristī "secret, mystery" shows how the t will influence the preceding sibilant to be a š. This change is observed in miḥistum which is written miḥistum and maraštum which becomes maruštum.³ A well-known passage illustrating the use of piristu is Gilg. XI, 186-87: anāku ul aptâ piristī ilī rabūti Atrahāsis ūnāta usabrīsumma piristī ilī AMESPACE. "It was not I who revealed the secret of the senior gods; but as for Atrahāsis I caused to dream, so that he understood the secret of the gods."

L. 18. Ūmu 30 kam isinnaka,⁴ "The thirtieth day is thy festival" is attributed to Šīn. Note that a number of festivals are associated with deities: ina isin dŠamaš ina Sippa, "On the religious festival of Šamaš in Sippa" (PBS 7 73:5); Ūmu 23 kam isinnu ša dŠamaš u dAdad, "The twenty-third day (of the intercalary Elulu) is the festival of Šamaš and Adad" (4 R 33 iii 15); and Ūmu 18 kam isinnu ša Šīn u Šamaš, "The eighteenth (of Simānu) is the festival of the moon and the sun" (unfavorable day, K.4068 - 1125). Also Nammu, Anu, Ištar, and Ninurta are honored by certain festivals identified

¹Jacob Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, translated by James S. Stallybrass, II (London: G. Bell & Sons, 1883), pp.73ff.
²See notes and bibliography on this subject by Gaster, Thespis, p.352.
with them.  

L. 19. Expressions such as emūl šanān, "Unequalled in power," and mannu šanān, "Who can compare?"² are ascribed to Sin. Moreover, these epithets are used of other gods.³ A related Akkadian expression is the following: mamman ina ilāni ul šanān ittiḵa, "There is no one among the gods who compares with thee" (Ebeling I, 25, 6). Similarly, šanān is used of royalty; Seux⁴ refers to rubū šanān, an epithet attributed to Sennacherib by Sin-šar-īšun, (cyl. A, Bohl, Chrest., p.35, 15, KAH, II, 128, 14). Engnell quotes: šānišu šā ša, "Who has no rival" (Aššurnaṣirpal, AAA 19: 108, 3).⁵ The same concept may be expressed in Akkadian by māhira šā šā, "Who has no rival" (Esarhaddon, PA 3:232.6) and by Sumerian EN GAB.RI NU.TUG, "The lord who has no rival" (Ningirsu, SAKI 98). This epithet was originally attributed to the gods. This usage is particularly frequent as applied to Assyrian kings who ruled around the seventh century B.C.

L. 20. Von Soden translates asruqka širik mūši ellu thus: "Ich habe dir ein reines nächtliches Schüttopfer dar-gebracht."⁶ It may be possible to read the first word az-riq,-ka, from zarāya, "to sprinkle."

Šikaru, "beer," is a common Semitic word probably found

₁Cf. CAD, VII, pp.195ff.  ²Cf. text 3, r.5 commentary.  
⁵Engnell, Divine Kingship, p.179.  
⁶Falkenstein and von Soden, SAHG, p.317.
earliest in Akkadian. In the King James Version of the Bible, is usually translated "strong drink." Deut. 14:25 suggests that "strong drink" was permissible in a sacrificial meal. Isa. 19:10b is read in the Septuagint as follows: Kai Παρτές ο ἔτη Ἱσσάρον Πολεγράτης, "All those who prepare barley drink." The LXX translators probably understood this line to have "strong drink," rather than "hire." Sikaru is transliterated in the New Testament by σικάρα, "strong drink" (Lk. 1:15).

L. 22. The meaning of INIM.GAR, from which agirrā is derived, is "utterance"; it is an utterance which is sometimes recognized as favorable or foreboding by those that hear it. Texts show a development of meaning in three main directions. First agirrā refers to utterances of acceptance or rejection. The utterance may be the blessing of a friend or the curse of an enemy; such utterances reflect upon the social acceptability or reputation of a person. Also the word sometimes refers to the ways in which an interceding deity can speak for or against a worshiper before an important god. Second, there are utterances of somewhat undetermined order possibly accidental in nature such as in dreams or hallucinations. In such cases the audible sounds are believed to be given by the gods as an answer to petitions or as warnings. In a third sphere of meaning, agirrā describes the mood of the individual as expres-


2 CAD, IV, p.45.
sed by others or as revealed by his own remarks, such as groans, sighs, and interjections.\(^1\) It is in this sense that \textit{egirrû} is used in this passage. The translation of L.22 is based upon a rendering given in \textit{CAD}, IV, p.44.

L. 23. The protection of patron deities is important to an individual. This is true since there are many references to worshipers appealing to their personal gods for restoration to favor. When some sin has caused the patron gods to withdraw their guidance and support, the supplicant does not depend upon his own attempts to appease their anger, but calls upon some more powerful god to serve as mediator.\(^2\)

L. 24. It is difficult to translate the first part of this line literally. \textit{Kittu} often translated "truth, righteousness" represents a "correct, normal status;" it suggests an equality or leveling of social standing. \textit{Mêşaru} from \textit{esêru}, "to be straight, direct," has to do with leveling by releasing debts, amnesty.

Mesopotamia has provided a vast amount of material relating to legal practice, but very little pertaining to legal theory. The king did not compose the laws, but he was the agent who had to apply and keep them as exemplified in the following two quotations: \textit{sê}...\textit{ina mêşar} \textit{hattišu ultešeru nîšê u dadmō}, "Who through the righteousness of his scepter administers justice to people and communities" (\textit{KAH} 2 60 i 16); and \textit{ana nassar kitti u mêşari šutešur lâ le'î lâ ḫabál ensî}, "To


\(^2\) Cf. text 1:15 commentary.
guard law and justice, to see that justice is done to the powerless, not to wrong the weak" (Lyon Sar. 8:50). 1 A ruler must administer, revise, and make up-to-date compilations of the law. The governors, judges, and various other officials must enforce the law equitably. The process by which the law is made to function justly may be called mešarum. 2

There are a number of passages where kittu, "truth," and mešaru, "justice," are used together. 3 These two words are ascribed to Nabu: ra'ım kittu u mešaru, "Who loves truth and justice" (Cf. Schollm. 58:2). 4 Similar words are bestowed upon the king Nebuchadnezzar (VAB 4.100.12.5). Another reference to royalty is the following: ana kitt u mešarim basa' uznaye, "To truth and justice were my two ears" (Nabopolassar, VAB 4.66.4.7).

The Babylonian pantheon includes several names which are abstract nouns. Kittu, "Truth," and Mešaru, "Justice," are among the most familiar. Contenau suggests that these abstract theological conceptions were included in the cult of Šamaš and the Babylonian pantheon sometime during the first half of the second millennium B.C. 5 Kittu and Mešaru appear in the lists of gods as sons and ministers (sukkally) of Šamaš. The list K.171 has NIG.ZI.DA and NIG.GI.NA = Kittum, while NIG.SI.SA = Mešarum. In CT XXIV and XXV there are two large lists which have NIG.ZI.DA, "Minister of the right hand;" NIG.SI.SA, "Minister of the left hand" and NIG.GI.NA, "Minister of Šamaš.

plus Kittum, son of Šamaš (CT XXIV 31 II.74ff., XXV 26, II.9ff.).

In the Sumerian text concerning the deification of Lipit-Istar, there is mention of Truth and Justice as divine hypostases: NIG.GI.NA ZA.E LU.BI HE.ME.EN A DAH ZU HE.A NIG.SI.SA ŠAG.TA E.A. ME.EN DBABBAR.GIM GUB.BA, "Truth, be thou its man, be it thy helper, Justice going forth from the heart, while thou art standing like the sun-god" (Zimmern, Lipit-Ištar's Vergöttlichung, col. II 11.45f.); cf. Ringgren, Word and Wisdom, p.54. NIG.GI.NA and NIG.SI.SA (Kittu and Mēšaru) are represented as protective deities which help Šamaš exercise truth and justice during his rule.

Kittu and Mēšaru appear as lower gods in hymns and prayers to Šamaš. The following quotation is taken from a bilingual hymn:  

\[\text{šamaš ultu šame ellūti ina ešēka... kitti lizziz ina imnīka mēšari lizziz ina šumēli̇ke,}\]

"O Šamaš, when thou comest forth from the shining heavens, may Truth stand at thy right side, may Justice stand at thy left side." Though the names Kittu and Mēšaru are here written without the DINGIR-sign, it is clear that Truth and Justice are hypostases, messengers of Šamaš.

In an inscription of Nabonidus, prayer is made to


2Engnell, op. cit., p.40.


4Cf. Ringgren, op. cit., p.53.
Šamaš for help against his enemies, wherein Kittu and Mēšaru are referred to in the following manner: dikittum dnušari u dDajjānī ilāni āšib mahrika..... harrān šulum u mešē uruh kitti u mēšari lišaškina ana šēpēya, "May Truth, Justice and the Judge, the gods sitting before thee (Šamaš).....prepare for my feet a way of welfare and wealth, a path of truth and justice."

Mēšaru is a wider conception than our "righteousness." It is in fact "the right order in the cosmos." When it prevails, the rain falls at the right time and the harvests become abundant. Then the right order reigns in the community, so that the widow and the orphan do not suffer any injustice. Obviously this mēšaru comprises everything in the cosmos, nature as well as men. As a representative of mēšaru the king is the incarnate law in the cosmos. This law has, of course, its primitive origin in the highest good.

We notice that mēšaru and Kittu are sometimes conceived only as qualities of the sun-god, or as gifts granted by him, and sometimes in a more concrete way as personal beings, even independent deities. This is a very characteristic feature, typical of what we call hypostases.

Oesterley and Box say that an hypostasis is a "quasi-personification of certain attributes proper to God, occupying an intermediate position between personalities and abstract beings."

The Phoenician gods Misor and Sydyk are mentioned by Philo Byblius: ἀπὸ Τοῦτων ἐνέφθαν Μίσωρ καὶ Συδύκ Τοῦ ἔνθα ἐνέλυτον καὶ Δικαίον. Οὔτε τὰς τῶν ἀλῶς

---

1 Nabonidus No. 6, Col. II 11. 29, 31f., VAB, p. 260.
2 Ringgren, op. cit., p. 58.
Xρηστήρ et Sophia, "From them were born Misor and Sydyk, i.e. 'easily freed' and 'righteous.' They discovered the use of salt." 1 Here the similarity to the Akkadian Kittu and Mēšaru is apparent.

Hypostases occur in the O.T. representing qualities and functions of Jehovah. Divine characteristics are depicted as personal entities, messengers of God. The following passages demonstrate hypostases:

\[
\text{Faithfulness and Truth are met together,}
\]

\[
\text{Righteousness and Peace kiss each other.}
\]

\[
\text{Truth springeth up from the earth,}
\]

\[
\text{And Righteousness hath looked down from the sky.}^2
\]

Another example of hypostasis occurs in the same Psalm, v.14:

\[
\text{Righteousness goeth before Him.}
\]

\[
\text{It shall steadily march in His footsteps.}^3
\]

Sedeq and Mišpat uphold the throne of Jehovah:

\[
\text{Righteousness and Justice are the foundation of Thy throne;}
\]

\[
\text{Faithfulness and Truth go before Thee.}^4
\]

These hypostases are certainly pre-exilic since Psalm 89 is a royal psalm.

The end of line 24 is difficult. Probably it is best to restore lišir; cf. Pinck. 10, 59: pa[danî] lišir. 5

---

L. 25. Umaširma from the doubly weak verb wâru
"to set out, to begin" has the meaning "to commission, to
send" in the D stem. Ungnad, who has written on wâru, sug-
gests that ŋâsâru is a synonym which shares a similar transi-
tion of meanings, "to send, command, order." ¹

Anzaqar was sent to the supplicant by the personal
god mentioned in L.23. This passage is difficult to trans-
late, von Soden reads: "Ich beauftragte den Zaqar, den Gott
der Träume, dass er im Verlauf der Nacht meine Sünden lösen
möge." ²

The name of the Mesopotamian Dream-god dAN.ZA.QAR
or dAN.ZAG.GAR is an Akkadian loan in Sumerian.

This Sumerian word (as well as its Akkadian equiva-
 lent: dimtu) denotes a tower, a signal post, even a
pillar. It is, in fact, a loan from an Old Akkadian
word which is not attested in that language but can be
connected with two possible roots: z.k.r. "(to be)
male" and z.k.r. "to remember." And both can be made,
rather easily, to yield a not too implausible etymology:
An.zaqar might have been a masseba-to use a Biblical
term-or a stone pile (Greek: herma(x), and also a memo-
rial pillar or the like. The use of the determinative
DINGIR characterizes the word as a numinous term.

But why is the "God Pillar" the god of dreams? We
can hardly be tempted to think of the Greek god, Hermes,
the personified hermax (cf. L. Deroy, "La sandale aileé
et l'origine hittite du dieu Hermes," Athenaeum, NS 30:
59-84, 1952) i.e., pile of stones, who happens to be
likewise the dispenser of sleep (Iliad 24:343, 445;
Odyssey 5, 47) and the leader of the host of dreams
(oneirodromos).³

² Adam Falkenstein and W. von Soden, Sumerische und
akkadische Hymnen und Gebete (Zurich: Artemis-Verlag, 1953),
p.317.
³ A. Leo Oppenheim, The Interpretation of Dreams in
the Ancient Near East (Philadelphia: American Philosophical
There are a number of pertinent texts which use the name AN.ZA.QAR or the variant AN.ZAG.GAR.RA. In CT XXIV 32:110f. (K.4349) there are the following lines: AN.ZA.QAR = DINGIR.MA.MU.DA.KI4, "Anzaqar the God of the Dream(s)."

Another text DT 46 which is a fragment in the British Museum says: AN.ZAG.GAR.RA = dEN.LIL sa MAS.GE[NEŠ]; "Anzaqar the Ellil with regard to dreams." Finally, among the equations of a Sumero-Akkadian vocabulary there is mention of a nocturnal demon attacking the traveler (Ist. Tabl., CT XVIII 48 r.I 30). 1

The last passage mentioned above demonstrates the demonic nature of the Dream-god; the god is described as lurking in the night among various evil spirits. On the other hand, the Dream-god ministers divine grace, especially bearing messages from the luminary gods Šamaš and Šîn as in text 2.

The Sumerian name of the Dream-god is dMA.MU. This name was formerly read incorrectly as dMA.HIR. The god dMA.MU is mentioned in the inscriptions of Aššurnaṣīrpal II (VAS VII 27:17) and a fragment of a catalogue of divine names mentions dMA.MU along with the other associates of Šamaš (KAV 63). The name dMamu means literally "God Dream." 3

The third name of the Dream-god is Zaqīqu which means simply "soft blowing wind." Etymologically, zaqīqu is derived from the verb zâqu "to blow." Thus, the word zaqīqu refers to the swift, intangible nature of the Dream-god.

---

1 Oppenheim, op. cit., p.233.  
2 Ibid., p.233.  
3 Ibid., pp.232-33.
Zagi may designate a special kind of wind in many respects comparable to Hebrew יָּגֶּה and Greek πνεύμα.¹

The Sumerogram MÁŠ. GE₆ is rendered into Akkadian by tabrât muši, a poetic synonym for "dreams." Tabrátu is related to burru, "to indicate, announce"; hence, tabrât muši means primarily "night revelations."²

The usual word for "dream" in Akkadian is šittu, derived from a root which has given that language the word for "sleep," i.e., šittu. This well-known semantic situation is duplicated in Akkadian itself in the case of the word munattu. The term, derived from a root n.u.m (in Arabic nám "sleep," in Ethiopic also "dream") means in Akkadian texts, in most instances, "early morning," but there are some references which require the translation "sleep" in the sense of "dream." There exists, furthermore, an unpublished Sumero-Akkadian vocabulary fragment (series ERIM.HUS II:257-9), which arranges its entries in semantic groups, where the words šittu, hiltu, and munattu are linked together as synonymous expressions for "dream."³

There are two Sumerian words for "dream": MA.MÚ and Û. The Hittite language has borrowed both Sumerian words as logograms beside the Hittite term tešhaš, "dream." The root hlm, "dream" is found in Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic, and Ugaritic.⁴

Dreams are usually "seen" in Akkadian: the seeing of dreams is expressed often by verbs, such as, amaru, natâlu, and a few times by naplusu. The revealing of a dream may be given by šubrû "to cause to see." In some cases, however, dreams are "brought," abâlu,⁵ by some messenger to the sleeper.⁶

---

¹Ibid., pp.233-34. ²Ibid., pp.225f. ³Ibid., p.225. ⁴Ibid., p.226. ⁵Ibid. ⁶For the importance of dreams in the Bible, see I. Mendelsohn "Dream; Dreamer," IDE, I, 868f.
L. 26. Tablet C has mu-ši-im......ti-ra......; one may expect here some form of šērū, "to take away, save."

Note the use of šērū in a similar context: ina šērti šērū, "To save from sin" (Šurpu IV 37).

Pataru, means "to cancel, pardon, release"; this word is often used in reference to cancelling sin: e'ilī putri putri arni šērti gillati u hititi, "cancel my sin, my offense, my misdeed, and my negligence" (STC II, 26187, 80-81). Compare the following: patār i'ilte uzzu libbütu u nikilti, "To cancel sin, wrath, anger, and witchcraft" (OECT pl. 12:22).

Note also arni putur šērti pušur šūtiq gillatima hititi rumme, "cancel my sin, forgive my offense, pass over my crime, forgive my fault" (BMS 2, 39). The concept of pardon is evident in the following: ellessina tapattar, "Thou art pardoning their transgression" Šamaš Hymn (Lambert EWL, 136, 163). Removal and release from punishment is apparent in the following: elli enniti putri, "O my god, remove my punishment" (OECT 6 pl.20, K.4812.11 f.) and ennessu lippatir aransu linneasih, "May his punishment be removed, his sin eradicated" (4 R 17, 57 f.).

The cognate in Biblical Hebrew יָפָר, means "to separate, remove, set free." Note especially יָפָר יָפָר יָפָר (P) פָר (I Chronicles 9:33; cf. II Chronicles 23:8).

It should be noted that "in the Accadian schu’lla and Hebrew psalms there is a pronounced subjectivism; the

1For other examples see Weir, Lexicon, pp.265-67.
suppliant is the focus of attention; it is he who is to be cleansed, purified, compassionated, forgiven.¹ In ancient Egyptian literature there are relatively few references to the penitent seeking divine mercy and forgiveness since the individual usually denied that he sinned.² However, an exception may be found in the prayer of thanksgiving made by an outline draftsman of the Theban necropolis. Apparently Nakht-Amon committed an impious act respecting a cow owned by the god Amon-Re and became seriously ill. After recovery came, the father of the afflicted gave thanks for the mercy of Amon-Re:

Though it may be that the servant is normal, in doing wrong, still the Lord is normal in being merciful. The Lord of Thebes does not spend an entire day angry. As for his anger—in the completion of a moment there is no remnant, and the wind is turned about in mercy for us..... As thy ka endures, thou wilt be merciful.....³

The end of line 26 is destroyed: Ebeling restores ta-a[b-ka-at]⁴; Perry restores ta-a[p-5ur].⁵

L. 29. For a close parallel to the rituals given at the end of this text, see ABL 450, 5-12; cf. Kunstmenn, op. cit., pp.69f. In most cases rituals accompany the prayers which are to be completed before the suppliant is to offer his petition.⁶ At the end of texts 2 and 3 the required rituals are partially preserved. These rituals were for the

¹ Dalglish, op. cit., p.98. ² Ibid., p.94.
benefit of the praying individual or the officiating priest; the manual of instruction was necessary to bring the best results from the prayer. The burning of incense was the most common of all the instructions concerning the ritual. Some of the terms used in the ritual are words which occur often, such terms as libation, pure water, best beer, meal, flour, juniper, and perfume. Portions of the rituals are difficult to translate because the technical terms used in them occur infrequently. Nevertheless, proper interpretation of the religious act requires an examination of the rituals and the prayers.

12 akal ḫaṣš 12 akal šamassammi, "12 loaves of spice bread, 12 loaves of sesame bread" was a twelfe-fold offering to Sin. Langdon suggests that the twelfe-fold offering is related to the twelve lunar periods of the year. Gaster has pointed out that twelfe-fold offerings occur a number of times in ancient rituals:

Thus, for example, in the funerary ritual preserved in KUB XXX 15, it is expressly prescribed (111) that "twelve ordinary loaves" be placed beside the cremated corpse, and at a subsequent stage of the proceedings (1 23-24) the fleeces of twelve unblemished sheep are dedicated to the gods as part of an apotropaic and propitiatory offering. Similarly, in a ritual designed to expel pestilence (KUB IX 32 - Friedrich, AHS ii 12), provision is made for the presentation of twelve large vessels and twelve loaves of bread (34); while in another (KBo IV 2 = Friedrich, op. cit., 14) for the removal of evil spirits from a place twelve loaves of ḫuri-bread and twelve of some other kind are likewise


presented. We may suppose, therefore, that the division of the incantation into twelve formulae corresponds to the accompanying performance of some twelvelfold act of the presentation of some twelvelfold offering, characteristic of purgatory rituals.

Nor was this twelvelfold offering confined to the Hittites. In the homeric Hymn to Hermes 128, the sacrifice is divided into twelve parts. Twelvelfold sacrifices are also mentioned specifically by Eustathius on Iliad vi 93 (p. 1386.48); cf. also Sophocles, Trachiniae 760 f. Twelve also played a prominent role in Israelitic ritual (cf. Numbers 7:87; 29:17; 1 Kings 7:44; 11:30; Ezra 8:24, 35; II Chronicles 4:4).1

L. 31. The phrase, *ina rēs 1šersīšu ana Anzaqar* "at the head of his bed to Anzaqar," suggests that offerings were oftentimes placed at the head of the sick.2 In this text an offering is placed at the head of the bed because the Dream-god usually stood in that position to disturb the sleeper. Oppenheim quotes from the Sumerian "Stela of the Vultures" VI: 25-27, which dates from the end of the third millennium B.C.: NA.A.RA.....SAG.GÁ MU.NA.GUB, "For him who lies (there).....he (the appearing deity) took his stand at his head." In the Akkadian poem, *Lullul bēl nēmedi*, occurs the expression *Irubamma itazziz*, "He (the dream deity) entered and took his stand."3 Consider the Egyptian parallel in the so-called "Hunger-Stela" in which the god, Chnum, is pictured by the royal dreamer as follows: "standing over against me."4 In 1 Samuel 3:10 the appearance of the Lord to Samuel in a dream is described thus

\[71\overline{7} N' Ê\overline{7}\]

---

1Gaster, Thespis, pp.306-7.
3Oppenheim, Dreambook, p.189. 4Ibid., p.189.
And the Lord came and stood." The term epistanaikata, "to stand over the head" is found in the dream-records in the Greek dramas. This idea continues through the middle ages into relatively modern times, cf. e.g. Milton, Paradise Lost, 8, 292: "when suddenly stood at my head a dream." In these references to the deity standing at the head of the sleeper one sees a motif related to both East and West.

L. 32. Naṣṣartyu, "messenger" may sometimes be translated "messagery" or "means of communication." This term shows that the Akkadians considered the dream as a means to convey messages. Similarly they recognized the šīpir maḥhe, "performances of the ecstatcs" as though it were a naṣṣartyu. When man is ecstatic or mad, god may reveal his will, or the will of god may be given in a dream.

L. 33. Kurbānī bāb kamî, "a clump (of earth) from the outer gate," was probably used in this ritual to remove the contamination of an evil dream by placing the body in contact with a clump of earth. The contagion was supposed to be absorbed by physically mixing the evil clinging to the body of the dreamer into the clump. The clump of earth was destroyed oftentimes by throwing it into water, so also the evil of a dream was considered as disintegrated and melted away. Consider the following passage from KAR 252 III: 37-38: kurbānī ša bāb piğ̄ ileggi šiptu ana muḫḫi 3-šu imanni

2 Oppenheim, Dreambook, p.233.
lemnuṣu ipattar, "He shall take a lump (of earth) from a closed gate, he shall recite three times the incantation over it . . . . . his evil will depart." At this point note the great difference between the Akkadian ŠU.IL.LA prayers and the Hebrew Psalms. The one makes frequent reference to magical practice, while there is relative absence of magical allusion in the Psalter.¹

The apostolic writers also contended with those who engaged in magic. Elymas, the magician, was described as an enemy of all righteousness and full of deceit (Acts 13:10). Paul includes sorcery with immorality and other evils of the flesh (Galatians 5:19-21). Also Paul declares that those who practise magic oppose the truth just as the Egyptian magicians opposed Moses with their arts (II Timothy 3:8). Moreover, Revelation puts sorcerers on the same level with fornicators and murderers (Revelation 21:8).³

¹Dalglish, op. cit., p.102.
²I. Mendelsohn "Magic," IDB, III, 224f.
³Ibid., 225.
L. 37. Binu, "tamarisk," was a small tree or shrub whose wood could be used for making small utensils and tools; its wood was used for kindling and its ashes, being a rich alkali, served as a soapwort. The ashes and the seeds of the tamarisk are mentioned often in magic, purification rites, and in the remedies given in the medical texts.

Tamarisk was used in Islamic magic: a simple cure for a child stricken by the Evil Eye was to put alum, salt, incense, and tamarisk in a pan on the fire. While the pan was getting hot, an adult would carry the afflicted child around the fire seven times; as soon as there was a noise or crack in the pan the spell was broken. For similar situations in a Christian home, a piece of palm from Palm Sunday instead of tamarisk was added to the pan.

1 CAD, II, p.242.
3 Ibid., pp.279ff.
TEXT 3

Rawlinson IV, 9
TEXT 3

Rawlinson IV, 9

Introduction

This text vividly describes the attributes of Sin; it is followed by a poorly preserved prayer. Text 3 is a Sumerian and Akkadian bilingual inscription to the Moon-god. Sjöberg suggests that the original composition of this text must have taken place sometime after the OB period.¹ The date of the copying of this text may be set between 668-633 B.C. since this tablet may have been the property of Ištaršumereš, the chief scribe of Aššurbanipal mentioned on the reverse, lines 22 and 23. These statements probably led Langdon to suggest that this tablet did not belong to the palace library, but it was part of a private collection.²

The cuneiform text followed here is that of H. Rawlinson, The Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia, IV, 9. The text is taken from K.2861+4999+5066+5297.

Translations have been made by Morris Jastrow, The Religion of Babylonia and Assyria, II (1898), pp.303-4; E. G. Perry, Hymnen und Gebete an Sin, (1907), pp.1-12; Etienne Combe, Culte de Sin, (1908), pp.94-101; Heinrich Zimmern, ¹Sjöberg, op. cit., p.172.


This text appears to be one of the old liturgical erschema psalms which was separated from its series and used as a prayer.¹ Langdon suggests that this prayer was used in a ritual for the rebuilding of a temple,² cf. Thureau-Dangin, Rituels Accadiens, 44, 9. Also this hymn was employed at Erech in a festival celebrating the New Year, on the tenth day of month Tešrit, Rituels Accadiens, 98, 10. In the last lines of the hymn, (line 20 rev.), it is called a ŠU.Ó.LÁ. Undoubtedly this text was composed for employment in the great temple of Sin at Ur mentioned in line 6.

This text reaches for the literary heights; the mythological concepts attributed to Sin and nearly perfect idealizations. Though many of the old figures of speech remain, they may show higher spiritual insights. The moon is still likened to a bull, but it is the concept of strength that is

¹Langdon, op. cit., p.6. ²Ibid., p.6.
conveyed. The text describes the moon as a bearded man, but the beard is mentioned in reference to the rays and brilliance of the satellite. The ancient Babylonians shared with their neighbors the belief that the moon affected the tides, the seasons, and vegetation; these notions led the writer to praise the god for his goodness to mankind. It is Šin who renews energy in the coolness of the night; he gives life and extends mercy to all. Near the end of the text the gods of the heavenly and earthly realms join mankind in worship. Šin is superior; he follows an independent path in the heavens; no god requires his obedience.
Translation

1. O master, lord of the gods,
   who in heaven and earth is exalted alone.

2. Father Nannar, master Anšar, lord of the gods.

3. Father Nannar, great master Anu, lord of the gods.

4. Father Nannar, master Šîn, lord of the gods.

5. Father Nannar, master of Ur, lord of the gods.

6. Father Nannar, master of Egišširgal, lord of the gods.
Normalization

Obverse

1. bēl u etelli īlānī
   ša ina šamē u erṣetimtim ēdiššīšu śīru

2. abu dNannar bēl Anšar etelli īlānī pl.

3. abu dNannar bēl dAnum rabû etelli īlānī pl.

4. abu dNannar bēl dŠīn etelli īlānī pl.

5. abu dNannar bēl Uri etelli īlānī pl.

6. abu dNannar bēl Egišširgal etelli īlānī pl.

7. abu dNannar bēl agē šūpû etelli īlānī pl.

8. abu dNannar ša šarrūtam rabîs ūsuklu etelli īlānī pl.

9. abu dNannar ša ina tēdiq rubûtu išaddiḫu etelli īlānī pl.

10. būru ekdu ša qarnī kabbaru
    ša mešrēti ūsuklu ziqnī uqnī zaqnu kuzbu u lalā malû

11. enbu ša ina ramānīšu ibbanû
    šīḥa gatta ša ana naplusî asmu lalāšu lā eššebû

Translation

7. Father Nannar, glorious master of the crown,
   lord of the gods.

8. Father Nannar, who is grandly perfected in kingship,
   lord of the gods.

9. Father Nannar, who solemnly walks about
   in a princely garment, lord of the gods.

10. Ferocious bull, whose horn is thick,
    whose limbs are perfected, who is bearded in lapis-lazuli,
    and filled with attractiveness and pleasure.

11. The "Fruit" which was self-formed, grown tall in stature,
    beautiful to behold, of whose dignity no one becomes tired.
12. *ri-i-mu a-lid nap-ḥa-ri*
   ša it-ti šik-na-at na-piš-ti šub-tam Kūtim ra-mu-u

13. *[a]-bu réme-nu-u ta-a-a-ru*
   šá ba-laṭ nap-ḥar ma-a-ti qá-tuš-šú tam-ḥu

14. be-[lu₄]i-lut-ka ki-ma AN₆ ru-qu-ti
tam-tim ra-pa-āš-tam pu-luḫ-tam ma-lat

15. b[a-nu]-u ma-a-ta mu-šar-ši-du eš-re-e-ti
   na-bu-ú šu-me-šú-un

16. a-bu a-lid DINGIRMES u a-me-li
   mu-šar-mu-u šub-tum mu-kin nin-da-bé-e

17. na-bu-ú šar-ru-ti na-din ḫaṭ-ṭi
   šá šim-ti DIŠ u₄-me ru-qu-ti i-šim-mu

18. a-šā-ri-du ga-āš-ru šá lib-ba-šú ru-ū-qu
   DINGIR mam-man la ut-tu-u

19. .....la-as-mu šá bir-ka-šū la in-na-ḥa
   mu-pat-tu [ur-ḥi] DINGIRMES at-ḫi-šū

20. .....šá iš-tu i-šid AN₆ DIŠ e-lat
   .....pe-tu-u da-lat AN₆

21. šá-kin n[u-u-raq DIŠ kul]-lat UKÙ.....

   Translation

12. Womb that gives birth to all things,
   which dwells in a holy habitation with living creatures.

13. Father, compassionate, forgiving
   who holds in his hand the well-being of the whole land.

14. O Lord, thy divinity is as filled with terror
   as the distant heaven and the vast sea.

15. O creator of the homeland, who establishes sanctuaries,
   giving them their names.
12. rīmu ālid nāphari
   ša itti šiṅ patron na’išti šubtam elletimtim ramū

13. [ābu rēmēnū tāyyāru ša balāt nāphar māti qātuṣṣu tamẖu

14. bēlū] ilūtka kīma šamē rūqūti
   tēmtim rapaṣṭam puluṭtam malāt

15. b[ān]ū māta muṣarṣidu eṣrēti nābū šumēṣun

16. abū ālid ilānī Pl. u amēlī muṣarmū šubtm mukīn nindābē

17. nābū šarrūti nādin ḫattī ša šimṯi aña ūmē rūqūti iṣimmu

18. aṣaridu gašru ša libbašu rūqu ilu mamman læ uttū

19. .....lasmu ša birkāšu lā innaḥā
   mupattū [urğī] ilānī Pl. atṭīšu

20. .....ša ištu išid šamē anā elāt [šamē
   .....] pēṭu dalat šamē

21. šākin n[u]ra ana kul]lat nišē.....

Translation

16. O father, begetter of gods and men,
   who causeth the founding of shrines
   and establisheth offerings.

17. Namer of kingship, bestower of the scepter which
   determines destiny unto distant days.

18. O mighty prince whose unfathomable heart,
   no one of the gods discerns.

19. Swift.....whose two knees do not tire,
   who reveals the [way] for the gods, his brothers.

20. Who.....from the base of heaven to the heights of heaven
   .....who opens the door of heaven;

21. Who gives li[ght to al]l the people.....
22. a-bu a-lid nap-[a-ri....]
23. be-lu₄ pa-ri-is EŠ.BAR ANₑ u KItim
šá qí-bit-su mam-m[an la û-na-ak-ka-ru]
24. ta-me-e₇ dGIR.RI ù me-e mut-tar-ru-ú šik-na-at na-piš-tim
25. a-a-ú DINGIR ma-la-ka im-še
26. AŠ ANₑ man-nu ši-i-ru at-ta e-diš-ši-ka ši-rat.
27. AŠ KItim man-nu ši-i-ru at-ta e-diš-ši-ka [ši-rat]
28. ka-a-ta₆ a-mat-ka AŠ ANₑ i-zak-kar-ma
dĩ.GI.GI ap-pa i-lab-bi-nu
29. ka-a-ta₆ a-mat-ka AŠ KItim i-zak-kar-ma
da-nun-na-ki qaq qa-ru û-na-šá-qu
30. ka-a-ta₆ a-mat-ka e-liš ki-ma ša-a-ri
AŠ né-qel-pi-[ša ri]-i-tú u maš-qí-tum ú-da-ás-šá

Translation

22. O father, begetter of all,
23. O Lord, decider of the judgments of heaven and earth,
 whose command no one alters.
24. Who controls fire and water, guide of living creatures,
25. What god has equalled thee?
27. Who is exalted on the earth?
 Thou! Thou alone art exalted.
22. abu ālid naph[ari.....]
23. bēlu pāris purussē šâmēe u ērṣetîmtim
    ša qibîssu mamm[an] lā unakkaru
24. tāmeḥ dGirri u mē muttarrû šiknat napištîm
25. ayyu ilu malāka imṣi
26. ina šâmēe mannu šīru attā ēdiššīka šīrāt
27. ina ērṣetîmtim mannu šīru attā ēdiššīka [šīrāt]
28. kāta amatka ina šâmēe izzakkarma dIgigi appa īlabbinū
29. kāta amatka ina ērṣetîmtim izzakkarma
    dAnunnaki qaqqaru unāššaqū
30. kāta amatka eliš kīma šāri
    ina neqelpû[ša rī]tu u mašqītum udâšša

Translation

28. Thou! When thy word is proclaimed in heaven,
    the Igigi prostrate themselves.
29. Thou! When thy word is proclaimed on earth,
    the Anunnaki kiss the ground repeatedly.
30. Thou! When thy word drifts along in heaven like the wind,
    it causes abundance of pasturage and watering in the land.
Reverse

1. ka-ata₅ a-mat-ka AŠ er-se-ti AŠ šá-ka-ni
   ur-qí-tum ib-ba-an-ni
2. ka-ata₅ a-mat-ka tar-ba-su u su-pu-ru ú-šam-ri
   šik-na-at nà-piš-ti ú-ra-pa-ás
3. ka-ata₅ a-mat-ka kit-tam u mé-šá-ri ú-šab-šá
   ni-ši i-ta-mu-u kit-tum
4. ka-ata₅ a-mat-ka AN₆ ru-qu-ti
   Kitim ka-tim-tú šá mam-ma-an la ut-tu-u
5. ka-ata₅ a-mat-ka man-nu 1-lam-mad man-nu 1-šá-na-an
6. be-lu₄ AŠ AN₆ be-lu-tam AŠ Kitim e-tel-lu-tam
   AŠ DINGIRMES at-ḫi-ka ma-ḫi-ri ul ti-i-ši
7. šar šar-ri šá-q[u-u....ša] DINGIR-ti-šú DINGIR la maš-lu
8. a-šar eu-k[a..... tam]-gu-r[a.....]
9. a-šar ta.....
10. be-lu₄ šu[pu-u.....uš]-te₉-šér uš-te₉-sa
11. É-ka n[ap-lis URU-ka] nap-lis
12. ú-ru na[p-lis E.GIŠ.ŠIR].GAL nap-lis

Translation

1. Thou! When thy word settles upon the soil, green vegetation is produced.
2. Thou! Thy word makes fat the sheepfold and the stall; it makes the living creatures numerous.
3. Thou! Thy word causes truth and justice to be, so that men swear the truth.
4. Thou! Thy word is (like) the distant heaven, the hidden earth which no one discerns.
5. Thou! Who can comprehend thy word, who can compare?
Reverse

1. kāṭa amatka ina erṣeti ina šakāni urqītum ibbannī
2. kāṭa amatka tarbāṣu u supūru ušamri
   šiknat napisti urappaš
3. kāṭa amatka kittam u mēšari uṣabša nīší itammū kittum
4. kāṭa amatka šāme rūqūti
   erṣetimtim katimtu ša mamman lā uttû
5. kāṭa amatka mannu ilammad mannu išannan
6. bēlu ina šāme bēlūtam ina erṣetimtim etellūtam
   ina ilānipl. athīka māhiri ul tīšī
7. šār šarrī šaq[ù.....ša] ilūṭīšu ilu lā mašlu
8. ašar ēnk[a..... tam]gur[a.....]
9. ašar ta.....
10. bēlu šū[pû.....uš]tēšer uštēša
11. bitka n[aplis ālīka] naplis
12. Uru na[plis Egiššir]gal naplis

Translation

6. O Lord, in heaven dominion, on earth authority,
   among the gods, thy brethren, thou hast no rival.
7. King of kings, ex[alted.....whose] divine rank
   no god equals.
8. Where thy eye.....thou showest favor to me.
9. Where.....
10. Glorious Lord.....who sees that justice is done,
    who helps one proceed.
11. [Look upon thy] house, look upon [thy city],
12. [Lo]ok upon Ur, look upon [Egiššir]gal,
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 

Translation

Wife.....favor may say to thee, "Lord, be appeased."

Hero....."Lord, be appeased."

The Igig1....."Lord."

The Anunnaki....."Lord."

.....

d[....."Lord."
13. ḥırtum.....dameqtu bēlu nūḥ liqbiqa
14. etslu.....bēlu nūḥ
15. d[giɡi.....bē]lu
17. ...
18. d[.....bē]lu
19. 1smedil u......
20. niš qāti 40......
21. kimama labirīšu šatirma bari
22. ṭuppi Idīstarṣumereššē amēlra-tūpšarri
23. ša IdAššurbaŋipal šar kiššati šar mēt Aššurki
24. mār IdNabû-zēr-līṣir amēlra-pīt-uzni

Translation

19. The lock from......
20. Lifting of the hand, 40.....
21. According to its original
   it has been written and collated.
22. Tablet of Ištarṣumereš, the chief scribe
23. Of Aššurbaŋipal, king of the world, king of Assyria,
24. Son of Našûzērlišir, the scholar.
Commentary on Text

Obverse


[Bēlu etelli ilāni, "O master, lord of the gods," is an epithet of Nannar used often in the first nine lines of this text. Etellu, "prince, lord" is said of kings, too; note the following examples taken from Seux: ² etellu, "lord" (Adad-narari I), KAH, I, 5,2; etelliaku, "I am lord" (Esarhaddon), VS, I, 78, obverse 19; etellu qardu, "valiant lord" (Nebuchadnezzar II), CT, 37, pl. 21, 38346, obverse 3.

The epithet etellu or etelletu, which suggests more a meaning "prince" than that of "sovereign, overlord," is applied to the younger generation of gods, such as Šamaš, Marduk, Ninurta, etc., and only rarely to Anu and Enlil. Among humans it refers only to kings, to divine qualities or attributes. The adjectival use is rare; it may have originally been an attribution, as seen in the Sumerian phrase UN.BI U.NIR.GAL KU.U.DE UN.BI A.NIR.GAL NAG.NAG.DE to give his people fine food to eat, to give his people fine water to drink TCL 16 pl. 126:14f. ³

Distinguish between ēdissīšu "aloneness" found in this passage and eddešu meaning "constantly renewing itself, ever brilliant." See the commentary on text 2:2. Cf. the translation of line 1 with lines 26 and 27 below.

L. 2. Since the cuneiform text shows free space at the ends of lines 2-9, it is likely that ēdissīšu sīru may be restored here as an abbreviation of the longer expression ša ina šamē u ersetim ēdissīšu sīru.

¹ Cf. Sjöberg, op. cit., p.104.
² Seux, Epithètes, p.91.
³ CAD, IV, p.383.
With the words abu ṅannar, "Father Nannar," compare the commentary on abī ʾilānī, "Father of the gods," in text 1:2. The writer uses repeated expressions of parentage concerning the Moon-god to show both intimate union and reliance. Notice that Hammurabi in the prologue to the code calls himself: zēr šarrūṭim ša dŠin ʾibnūṣu, "The royal seed whom Šin created" (II, 13-15).

In lines 2 and 3 of this text, Šin is identified with Anṣer and Anu. After the existence of a moral purpose in the universe had been recognized, a trend toward henotheism was evident. This single purpose which began in the Old Babylonian period could properly be considered as the duty of one deity, rather than the domain of all Mesopotamian deities. At different times and in various places there were efforts to elevate one god above the others. This was true of Ninurta in Middle Assyrian times, and Nabû sometime later in Assyrian history. Moreover, Marduk on a number of occasions was raised above the gods of the pantheon; a hymn to Marduk says: šiptu dŠin ʾilūṭka dAnu mâlkūṭka dDagan bēlūṭka dEnlīl šarrūṭka dAdad gišrūṭka dEa eršu hasīsaka,

"Šin is thy divinity, Anu thy counsel,
Dagan is thy lordship, Enlīl thy kingship,
Adad is thy strength, Ea thy wise understanding."

Furthermore see KBo I 12 Vs. 9-12: [d]Šin dAnu ša

---

1 Cf. text 2:9.
3 Lambert, EWL, p.19.
4 KAR 25 ii 3-5.
same aplu rabu sa Enlil Sinnum rešu sa same u erseti [ā]lik pān ili ahhešu rubu sa qibissu [1]ā uttakkaru ilu namru šupu etellu,.....

"Sin, Anu of heaven, Enlil's great heir,
Sinhu, head of heaven and earth.
Who goes before the gods, his brethren,
The prince, whose command is unchangeable,
The glorious, radiant god, the noble lord,".....

Finally, note CT xxv 28,K.2115: đâ Sin dAnu dEnlil, "Sin (is) Anu and Enlil."

L. 6. Ē is followed by the ditto sign or sign for repetition; hence, this line of Akkadian duplicates the name Ē.GIS.ŠIR.GAL found in the previous line of Sumerian. Egisširgal was the name of the renowned temple of Sin in Ur.
Cf. line 12 rev.

L. 7. Bēlu used as a construct even though it is written in the status rectus form. Bēlu aga, "Lord of the crown" is the well known epithet of the Moon-god. According to III R 55 no.3, 21f. and IV r 32, 2b, the waxing moon from the eleventh to fifteenth day of the month was clad with aga tašrihi, "a noble crown"; the appearance of the moon at this time was seen as a "great" or "shining crown."

With šupu cf. commentary text 2:1, 16. Aga "crown, disk, corona" is from a Sumerian word AGA.

L. 8. Šuklulu is a Š stative subjunctive from kalālu "to perfect, to finish, to complete." Kalālu which occurs often in the Š form is related to Heb. יִמְלַכֵל "to complete, to perfect" and B. Aram. Shaphel יִמְלַכֵל "to complete, to finish."
L. 9. **tediqu**, "garment," from **edēqu**, "to put on" (a garment, a weapon, etc.) is especially used of "lordly garments" which clothe deities. Concerning the statue of Anūnītu the following is written: **uddīšma tēdīq īlūti uddiṣu**, "I restored and clothed her in a garment (becoming a) deity" *(VAB 4 276 iv 27)*. The next passage applies to Marduk:

[UD.IO.KAM] **tēdīq bēlūtīšu innādiq ināšī melamū**, "On the tenth day (Marduk) will be dressed in his lordly garment, he will carry the **melamū**-splendor" *(SBH p.145 ii 3)*. Cf. **TCL VI 51, 41**: **Pala.Nam.Ur.A.Sa Zalag. sư.EUN.Na.Ke₂ Alan.Bi Mu.Ni.Ib.Sù.Sù = tēdīq ūnūti šārūr šēn nāmirī lānušu ūtalih**, "With the dress of An-tum, the shining glory of Šīn, he (Anu) decorates her (Ištar's) figure."

The **tēdīqu** garment is frequently referred to in the religious texts, in the historical inscriptions of the Neo-Babylonian period, and in the syllabaries. The **tēdīqu** was oftentimes decorated with small golden bracteates and rosettes in various forms and sizes. These ornaments were sewn fast to woven garments and sometimes to leather and leather-coated objects.¹ Sometimes the designs were embroidered upon the garment with gold thread.

The origin of this form of decoration is obscure. However, some of the oldest evidence points to Elam which is outside of Mesopotamia proper.² These gold adornments were in use in Mesopotamia from as early as the twelfth century. The


²Ibid., 191.
use of various designs was endowed with special meaning: the rosette was known for its numinous value; the star design was associated with an apotropaic function; also the use of crenellation patterns along with plant and animal motifs had special significance. Garments decorated with gold were endowed with an aura of sacredness; these garments were restricted for the use of the images and the king. No secular use evolved. These golden garments appear as the earthly counterpart to the celestial gods clothed in the star-studded mantle of the sky.¹

These sacred vestments did not disappear. Instead, there was much imitation and widespread use throughout the ancient world. The Sassanian period and later the Byzantine period, carried the oriental influence into medieval Europe. Evidence of the spread of these traditions is witnessed in the coronation mantles of popes, emperors, and kings.²

L. 10. Bûru₃₅,kdu "ferocious bull" is used as an epithet of the gods especially Sîn,³ Šamaš, and Adad.⁴ Bûru represents a young bull just before full maturity, not quite three years old. Three-year-old animals are prominent in the sacrifice described in Genesis 15:9f. Abraham cut in half a three-year-old heifer, a three-year-old she-goat, and a three-year-old ram. It also should be noted that the Sep-

²Oppenheim, op. cit., 191f.
³For bull representations of Sîn see commentary below (line 10) on ziguₔu, "beard."
⁴Von Soden, A Hw, II, p.141.
tugint and Syriac versions\(^1\) of I Samuel 1:24 state that instead of three bulls, one three-year-old bull was brought to the sanctuary by Hannah at the dedication of Samuel. Speiser wrote concerning this problem:

> Obviously, therefore, the consonantal signs prnšlš had been resolved erroneously into părîm šēlōšā instead of păr mēšullas. The reason for the wrong division must lie in the comparative obscurity, in post-biblical times, of the idiom which involved the use of the multiplicative adjective for an elliptical reference to age.\(^2\)

The importance of the three-year-old sacrificial animal is also stressed in the Talmud\(^3\) and in a Hittite ritual.\(^4\)

It appears strange that mention is made here of the perfection and beauty of the limbs of the god. In Sumerian literature there are a number of passages emphasizing the same motif found in this line: UŠUM Á.Ú.R.SA₆ NITA USU.GAL. [TUKU], "Dragon with beautiful limbs, man who [possesses] great strength" (HAV 5,8); and A.Ú.R.SÁ.SÁ.MU, "My (god), who (possesses) extremely beautiful limbs" Martu (UMBŠ x² 3,7).\(^5\)

The Babylonians believed that they could be invigorated by embracing the feet of a deity; compare lullik šēp bēlīva lusbatma (1) lublut, "Would that I could go and grasp the foot of my Lady (Aja) and get well" (CT 6 21b:12).\(^6\)

---


\(^3\) Mishnah, Parah 1,1.

\(^4\) KUB xxx.15, vs.26; cf. Gaster, Myth, Legend, and Custom in the Old Testament, p.156.

\(^5\) Sjöberg, op. cit., p.173.

\(^6\) Cf. CAP, II, p.55.
Ziqnī, a dual form\(^1\) from ziqnu, "beard," probably refers to the image which is decorated with a beard which (shines like) lapis-lazuli. The following bilingual quotation shows similar use: \(\text{SU}_6\text{NUN.NA.ZA.GIN.NA A.RI.A: ziqn}u \text{ rubē ša riḫûtu elletu raḫû, (Sum.)}, \) "Decorated with a princely beard of lapis lazuli"; (Akk.), "A princely beard, produced by a holy masculinity" (Lugale I 10).\(^2\) These descriptions are beautifully portrayed by a number of lyres found in the royal cemetery at Ur. The sound-boxes of some of these lyres were decorated with a golden head of a bull with a lapis-lazuli beard.\(^3\)

Ziqnu sometimes refers to the rays of light radiating from heavenly bodies as in the following example: \(\text{mušḫnmit ziqn}a\text{ urru, (Šamaš) who makes glow the beard of light} \) (Lambert \text{BWJ} 126:18). Similar descriptions are attributed to Ištar and the planet Venus: \(\text{akî dAššur ziqn}î\text{ zagn}a\text{t, (Ištar) has a beard like Aššur} \) (Craig \text{ABRT I} 7:6); \(\text{ina KÁ.DINGIR. RAKî ziqn}[a zaqnâku], (In Babylon I (Nanâ) [have a] beard} \) (\text{LKA} 37:3); and \(\text{napbēt u SU}_6\text{ E.ÁT, (If Venus) is bright and has a beard} \) (A Ch. Supp.2 Istar 50 1 14). In star lore outside of Mesopotamia note the reference to a small constellation called Berenice's Hair which is north of Virgo and between Boötes and Leo.\(^4\)

\(^1\)For dual forms of ziqnu, see \text{CAD, XXI}, pp.125f.

\(^2\)Cf. \text{CAD, XXI}, p.125.


The words kuzbu and lalâ may mean "fullness" and "abundance"; however, these words may have a sexual connotation as demonstrated in the translation of the passage kuzbu u lalâ malû, "Filled with attractiveness and pleasure." Compare the following passage and the translation: ina 1slippi ID.HÉ.DU7 ša kuzba zanatu lalâ malatu, "In the boat (called) ID.HÉ.DU7, which is overlaid with attractiveness, filled with pleasure" (VAB 4 160:36 (N bk.)). Furthermore, lalû may sometimes mean "charm." In this line Nannar is likened to a powerful young bull as a symbol of virility and sexual potency.

L. 11. Enbu "fruit, offspring, attractiveness" is here used as an epithet of Sin, the "Fruit." The following is taken from 4R32 ii 3: enûma arbu aça tasrihtî nasû enbu hadû šarru ina müši nindabasu ana Sin ukan. The translation of this passage is taken from CAD, VII, p.146: "When the new moon wears a resplendent crown and the 'Fruit' is joyful, the king will make his food-offering to Sin at night." Other passages referring to the moon are the following: DUB 8.KAM GURUN bēl arhim, "Eighth tablet of the series 'The Fruit, lord of the new moon'" (4 R 33 iv 13); cf. ina libbi GURUN bēl arhi šatîr, "It is written in (the series) 'the Fruit, lord of the new moon'" (ABL 362 r.7). In the next passage enbu is written with the DINGIR-sign: dInbi innadirma, "The 'Fruit' was eclipsed" (YOS) 1 45 1 9). Enbu can refer to sexual attractiveness and power just as kuzbu and lalû in line 10; cf. CAD, VII, pp.14f. The meta-

1 CAD, XXI, p.48.

of the self-creating "Fruit" aptly represents the increase of the moon.

L. 13. Tayvāru is difficult to translate: Langdon¹ and Jastrow² translate "forgiving." Stephens translates the Akkadian by the word "forgiving"; he renders the Sumerian with "merciful in his disposing."³

L. 14. Ilūtka, "thy divinity," in this line may be compared with the following: ša ilūssa lā ʾissannānu, "Whose divine power cannot be equalled" (YOS 9, 35 1 26). Puluhtu⁴ is usually used in reference to human fear. In this regard note this quotation concerning human fear: kī lā pālih iliya u dištarīya anāku epšēk, "I am treated as one who does not fear my god and my goddess" (STC II, pl.76, 68).

L. 15. Eširtu, "sanctuary," is often used in parallelism with ekurru, "temple," and ekal ilī, "temple." Muṣaršidu ešrēti, "Who establishes sanctuaries" is ascribed to Šīn. Without using the exact words found in this text, similar benefits are attributed to various deities. It is said of Marduk: mušēši-b ālānī mūkin māhāzi pāgiḏ ešrēt ilānī kalīšina, "(He) resettles cities, establishes cult centers, provides for the sanctuaries of all gods" (Unger Bel-harran-belī-ussur 2); and in another passage: [pu]qodu ešrēti udušu māhāzi, "To provide for sanctuaries, to rebuild cult

¹Langdon, op. cit., p.7.
²Jastrow, op. cit., p.303.
³Stephens, op. cit., p.385, n.3.
⁴See A. Leo Oppenheim, "Akkadian pul(u)h(t)u and melammu," JAOS, OXIII (1943), 31-34.
centers" (PSBA 20 156:24).

The giving of a šumu, "name" brings something into existence. Cf. En.el. I, 8: Šuma lā zukkurū, "They had not yet been created." Again in En.el. I, 2 it is stated: šapiš ammatum Šuma lā zakrat, "Below the firm earth had not been called by name, i.e. had not existed." In praise to Ištar the poet said: škim lā Šumki, "Where is not your name?" In this passage šumu, "name," has the meaning of "existence." Moreover, Psalm 135:13 expresses the same idea: Ḳ y Ḳ y, "Yahweh, your name is forever." Likewise, the Scriptures present a similar concept in Genesis 2:20: Ṭ n y Ṭ n y Ṭ n y, "And Adam gave names." To know the name of an individual is the same as to know his essence. It is to be understood that the name is the soul. The name is the designation of character or hoped for character. To the Semitic way of thinking, the name represents the person. It was believed that God was present in a special way wherever the "Name of Yahweh" was placed. Deuteronomy 12:5 emphasized the fact that God chose Jerusalem that his name may dwell there. This formula or a shortened version occurs no less than twenty times in Deuteronomy. Moreover, it was to the name of Yahweh that Solomon built the temple. Jeremiah said that the day will come when multitudes

1 STC, II, pl.76, 15.
2 Cf. Ps. 72:17
4 Ibid.
5 I Kings 8:17, 20, 29.
will go up to the name or presence of Yahweh at Jerusalem.\(^1\)

Much that may be said about the "name" is true also of the term YHWH, "glory." There is especially a similarity where both terms present the underlying belief in the personal presence of Yahweh on earth.\(^2\) This use of YHWH is best illustrated by Exodus 40:34: YHWH Ṭ ה י ו ל י הנשׁ ת ב נ י א ר האל "And the glory of the Lord filled the tabernacle."


Mukīn nindabē, "causeth the establishing of offerings," is used here as an epithet of Śin; this same epithet is often used in reference to the king. Seux\(^3\) gives the following examples: mukīn nīdbē (Nabonidus), RA, XXII (1925), p.58, I, 23; mukīn nindabē (Esarhaddon), Borger, Ash., par. 63, obc. 8; mukīn nindabē (Aššurnasirpal I), ZA, V (1890), 66 and 79, 19 (a prayer to Istar of Nineveh).

L. 17.- This line is difficult to translate: nābu šarrūtī nādin ḥattī ʿa šālītī ana ʿumē rūqūtī isīmū. Langdon translates: "He that chooses for kingship, giver of the scepter, who decrees destiny unto faraway days."\(^4\) Perry renders line 17 thus: "Der zum Königstum beruft, das Zepter verleiht,

\(^1\)Jer. 3:17.

\(^2\)Pedersen, op. cit., p.246.

\(^3\)Seux, Epithètes, p.133.

\(^4\)Langdon, Babylonian Penitential Psalms, p.8, l.34; cf. Stephens, ANET, p.385.
der das Schicksal auf ferne Tage hinaus bestimmt!" It is possible to render this passage as follows: "Namer of kingship, bestower of the scepter which determines destiny unto distant days." The latter translation gives hattu, "scepter," an active sense. Note the similar emphasis in the following: ina ḫattakā sīri mukīn pellyku šamē u ērsetim, "Through thy (Nabû's) sublime scepter which establishes the borderlines between heaven and earth" (5 R 66 11 14, Antiochus Soter). In the preceding passage the scepter has power within itself; it is almost a separate entity. Also compare: ḫattu išartu murapišat māti, "The just scepter that enlarges the country" (OTP 2 117:5).

Cf. hattu, "scepter," with Ugaritic ḫt, "staff, scepter." The scepter was one of the distinguishing marks of authority; it was one of the standard elements in the insignia of the king. The expression nādin ḫatti, "Bestower of the scepter," is repeated a number of times: AGA GIS GU.ZA GIS PA NAM LUGAL SUM MU INANNA ZA KAM: āram kussām ḫattam ana šarrim nadānum kummakī, "It is thine, Inanna, to give the crown, the throne, (and) the scepter to the king" (IM 51554 r.7); and [GIS]GU.ZA GIS GAR PA BALA A: nādin ḫattu kussā u paly, "Who gives scepter, throne, and BAL-symbol" (TCL 6 53:7f.).

The scepter may be used as a symbol of kingship: bēlum simat hattim u arām, "The lord invested with scepter and crown" (CH iii 25), and passim with this meaning. Also,

1Perry, Hymnen, p.5; cf. Ebeling, AOT, p.241.
the scepter may be a synonym for rule: Šamaš išṭattātu lišik, "May Šamaš lengthen his rule" (CH xlii 14), and passim with this meaning.

A righteous scepter is mentioned frequently in Akkadian. Below are a few examples: ina ešarte išattīka mātkā rapiš, "Widen your land with thy just scepter!" (KAR 135 ii 12); išattu išartu murappišat māti, "The just scepter that enlarges the country" (OIP 2 117:5); and išat̄ti išarti kussū darū, "A righteous scepter, an enduring throne" (ABL 260:5). The concept of a just scepter is found in Ps. 45:7: ṣam la ḫiṣṣu ṭiṣṭu ṭiṣṭu waṣṣ, "Thy royal scepter is a just scepter."

The term šimtu, "fate," suggests the "nature" which is given to every individual at birth. The king or a private citizen, a country or a city, or even a tree may be endued with šimtu originating from some cosmic power or order. Often šimtu is translated by the Assyriologist as "destiny" or "fate"; these translations bear connotations that may be misleading. Generally, šimtu speaks of a disposition originating from a source of power able to confer rights and executive powers. Thus, the gods give the king power, understanding, and good fortune; in turn the king designates administrative power to his officers, assigns offerings to the temples, and sets apart farmland for the cities; and thus the individual may will his property to his sons and heirs. In Babylonian religion the šimtu connotes the allotting or disposition to each individual a definite share of fortune and misfortune. As a result, the order of events and the length of days are
disposed by an anonymous power that has ordained his šīmtu.¹

Moreover, the Babylonians said that Nabû, the divine scribe kept a Book of Fate. Similar ideas prevailed elsewhere in the Ancient Near East:

Among the Hittites, the goddesses who presided over individual destinies were called Gulses, a name which is probably to be derived from the verb GUL-, "write, inscribe." Similarly, both the Roman Parcae and the Teutonic Norns are said to have kept a written record of men's fates, the latter being sometimes designated Die Schreiberinnen. In the same vein, too, Tertullian tells us that at the conclusion of a child's first week of life, prayers were offered to Fata Scribunda.²


With libbašu rūqû, "his unfathomable mind," cf. libbu rapšu, "intelligent, understanding heart."³ Successive and regular transformations lent Sīn a certain mystery. For this reason he was considered to be one whose deep heart no god can penetrate. The heart and mind of Sīn are incomprehensible to the gods. A similar gap exists between Yahweh and mankind:

"For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways, said the Lord."⁴

The prophet continues by painting a picture in contrast stating that the thought and ways of God are higher than that of

¹See Giuseppe Furlani, La religione babilonese e assira, II (Bologna: N. Zanichelli, 1928-29), pp.87-97.
²Gaster, Myth, Legend and Custom in the Old Testament, p.764.
³A. Leo Oppenheim, "Idiomatic Accadian," JAOS, LXI (1941), 266.
⁴Isa. 55:8.

L. 19. Langdon restores agâlu, (an equid), at the beginning of the line. According to the cuneiform text, there appears to be room for two signs before lašmu: mu-ru, muru. "colt," is a possibility. For the restoration urhi, cf. the Ištar Hymn K.3447,8: šēru ša urḥāti upattû.

In ancient Mesopotamia one might tell how he feels by making reference to the condition of his knees. Poor health may be characterized by stiffness, paralysis, and tiredness of the knees. Good health and enduring strength are depicted by swift, tireless knees. Ša birkāšu lā innahā, "Whose two knees do not tire" and almost identical lines are found elsewhere in Akkadian literature: ša lā innahū birkāšu, "(Bunene) whose two knees do not tire out" (VAB 4 260 ii 34); and uth ānihā šēpāki lāsimā birkāki, "Untiring are your feet, fast are your knees" (STC 2 pl. 77:29).

L. 20. Išid šamē, lit. "base of heaven" may be translated "horizon"; this expression can refer to the rising and setting of the sun or moon: dšamaš ina išid šamē tānnuhammerma, "Thou, Šamaš, hast risen on the horizon"(4R 20 No.2:1f). In a similar manner elât šamē depicts the "zenith" of the sun or moon: ištu išid šamē ana elât šamē adāšunu utaddûnu, "Their daily tasks were assigned (to them) from the base of heaven.

1Langdon, Babylonian Penitential Psalms, 8, 39.
2See CAD, VII, pp.235ff.
up to the heights of heaven" (TCL 6 51 r.5f.).

Langdon restores šamê ittalakû nūrîšu.¹ Sjöberg reads the parallel Sumerian line: GISIG.AN.NA DA.[MA].AL.LA, literally, "Make wide the door of heaven."² It is also said of Šamaš: dalat šamê taptâ, "Thou openest the door of heaven" (4R 20 No.2:5f.). This expression possibly refers to the rising of the sun and the moon in the heavens. When Jacob was filled with awe at Bethel, he said, "This is the gate of heaven."³ Simeon Singer in the Authorized Daily Prayer Book, p.96, mentions the opening of the gates of heaven in an evening prayer.

L. 21. The restoration of this line may be aided by reference to the following lines: kullat nišê at[tä], cf. Craig I, 13,12; and cf. Ebeling I, 25,3: ina nürîka kullassina mätâti.⁴ Cf. the restoration given for line 21 with Perry, Hymnen, p.2. The restoration by Perry must be based upon a comparison with parallel lines in Sumerian. Langdon suggests the restoration n[ūra ana kīš]šat.

Cf. text 1:3 commentary.

L. 22. Langdon restores năp[har šiknat napištim ina amārîka ḫadâ nišê rapšātim nūraka ište'û].⁵

L. 23. One expects at the end of this line some form of nakāru "to alter, to dispute" since it is used frequently

¹Langdon, op. cit., 8,42.
²Sjöberg, Mondgott, p.176.
³Gen. 28:17; cf. Ps. 78:23; Job 38:10.
⁴Weir, Lexicon, pp.156-57. ⁵Langdon, op. cit., 8, 45.

Concerning the covenant of God it is written: "I will not violate my covenant, nor alter the word that went forth from my lips." Moreover, the commands and decrees of royalty were not to be altered: "Now, 0 king, establish the decree and sign the document, so that it cannot be changed."²


Cf. ḖGirri with text 2:6 commentary.

Tāmeḥ ḖGirri u ṣrē, "Who controls fire and water," probably refers to magical power wielded by Šīn. See also the following quotation attributed to Šīn: ana māqit mē u išāti liddākīma (Maqlû III, 101). The Chinese recognized that the moon affected the tides. The moon was the embodiment of the female principle called Yin which influenced the earth, water, darkness, and the female sex.³ Both fire and water were believed to be primal substances with unusual powers. Fire was used in magical practice: ki ša šalmu ša iskuri ina išāti išarrāpūni....ki ḫanne lānkunu ina girri liqmu, "As they burn this figurine of wax in the fire, so may they burn your body" (Wiseman Treaties 608 and 610). Also, water was a very powerful substance. If a man had a "dark" dream, he

¹Ps. 89:35. ²Dan. 6:9.

cast a lump of clay into the water. The lump of clay dissolved and the misfortune departed.¹

The belief that water is the primordial substance was not limited to the Hebrews and Babylonians; it is found among many peoples.² Primal water was pure, therefore, it possessed special properties and magical power. Flowing water appeared to be animate; it could roar or gurgle. Water was filled with special wisdom.³ Holy water may also be called "living water" or the "water of life" which brings fruitfulness and prosperity. Water produced fertility in the fields by rainfall, spring water, and floods. Countless stories speak of water that restores vitality, that imparts youth. Purifications by water were performed in ancient Egypt as well as in Roman Catholic rituals. Holy water delivered the one sprinkled from all types of evil. And in baptism, it was believed by many that water drove Satan away and infused everlasting life.⁴

Fire occupies a place between the powers of heaven and earth.⁵ Though heaven be a source of fire, yet it is man who kindles fire and supplies it. In ancient Rome the power of fire, especially the hearth fire, was the object in family worship. The living power of fire protects against evil.

¹Oppenheim, Dreambook, pp. 301-3.
²Gaster, Myth, Legend, and Custom in the Old Testament, p. 3.
³Ibid., p. 4.
⁵Ibid., p. 60.
Holy fire along with water was a great power for purification. Such a fire was the baptism with fire proclaimed by John the Baptist.¹


Lines 26-27. Instead of sīrat one might expect the stative 2 m.s. sīrāta, "Thou art exalted." However, the ending -āt is used in some dialects including rarely the Neo-Assyrian.²

Cf. to these lines the similar concepts and parallelism of heaven and earth given in Psalm 57:6, 12: "Be exalted, O God, above the heavens! Let thy glory be over all the earth!" With attā ēdīssīka sīrāt, "Thou! Thou alone art exalted." Compare the following Bible passage: "I know that greater is Yahweh than all gods."³

L. 28. The Akkadian has appa ʾilabbīnū, "(The Igigi) prostrate themselves;" the Sumerian counterpart has KA.ŠU.GÁL, lit. "to keep the hand at the mouth/at the nose." This expression refers to a typical gesture in prayer of the Babylonians. The Akkadian translation appa ʾilabbīnū suggests another prayer-gesture, namely, falling down before the god.⁴

¹Mt. 3:11. ²Von Soden, op. cit., par. 75b.
³Ex. 18:11; cf. Pss. 97:9; 135:5.
⁴Sjöberg, Mondgott, p. 177.
similar concept is expressed by the following: kid ša....... appi là enu šukinni là amru, "Like one who has not humbled (?) himself (lit.: who has not changed nose), who has not practiced prostrations" (Lambert EWL 38:14 Ludlul). 1

Appu is sometimes used meaning "countenance"; note the following: guddud appasū, "His countenance was fallen" (Descent II, 1). Similarly jŠN, "his nose," is written in Psalm 10:4 referring to "a proud countenance." The use of the Hebrew word jŠN differs from the Akkadian in that it is often used to express divine or human anger, while apparently appu does not express such a concept.

Lines 28-30. Here is a parallelism of heaven and earth; also a parallelism of the Igigi and the Anunnaki trembling and worshipping before Šin. Almost immediately after these lines there is mention of abundance, prosperity, and judgment from the god. A similar parallelism is evident in these two quotations: šumma ina digigi a'u mēhriki šumma ina dAnunnaki ali šaninki, 2 "Whether among the Igigi, who is thy rival, or among the Anunnaki, where is thy competitor?" And more fully: dAnum dEnlil u dEa ullūki ina išī usērbū bēšuškī ušasqūki ina naphar digigi usātirū manzazki ana ḫissat šumēkī šamē u ērsetim irubbū ilu irūbū inarrūtū Anunnaki. 3 "Anu, Enlil, and Ea have elevated thee; among the gods thy lordship is made great. They caused thee to be exalted among all the Igigi; they caused thy position to be pre-eminent. At the

2 KAR 250, 11-12
3 STC II, pl.76, 18-21.
mention of thy name heaven and earth quake. The gods quake; the Anunnaki tremble."

Amatu, "word, utterance," occurs from 0. Akk. times on. Amatka, "Thy word" said of Sîn, is very powerful in heaven and earth. Similar epithets are attributed to other members of the pantheon: E.NE.EM.ZU.ŠU AN.SU.UD.DA IM.BI NE.MA.AB.BI.GAM.AN = ina amatika šamû rugûtu ramânîšunu imâtu, "At thy word the distant heavens tremble of themselves" (Enlil, SBP 124: 19f.; cf. Nabu, BL 65:2, K.3238); and ina šamâ.....gibîtika širat ina Ešarra šurruhat amatka, "Thy order is supreme in heaven, thy command outstanding in Ešarra" (KAR 58:29). Likewise, the power of the command by King Assûrnaṣîrpal is irresistible: šarru ša gibît pišu uškarmatu šadê u tâmâte, "As for the king, the word of whose mouth destroys mountains and seas" (AKA 218f.). Sometimes the amatu of gods and kings is found in the same passage: ina amat ili u šarri lišallimûka, "May they keep you safe upon the command of god and king" (JRAS 1920, 567 K.2279-rev. 6).

The word of Sîn is here used as an hypostasis. The divine word is endowed with real existence and thus could be considered as an independent being. In Enuma Elis IV: 19-30, Marduk demonstrates the power of his word by destroying a garment and restoring it. The gods witness this exploit in

---

1Cf. Ex. 15:11; Ps. 89:7.  
2CAD, I, Part 2, p.29.  
3Engnell, *Divine Kingship*, p.179.  
4CAD, I, Part 2, p.35.  
5Engnell, op. cit., p.179.  
6CAD, I, Part 2, p.36.
their assembly and declare Marduk king.\footnote{Alexander Heidel, The Babylonian Genesis (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963), p.37.} Thus the word is considered as something concrete, which, having been spoken by the deity, attains separate existence.\footnote{Helmer Ringgren, Word and Wisdom (Lund: H. Ohlssons, 1947), pp.67-68.}

As in the Akkadian texts, there is in the Old Testament the hypostatization of the Divine Word. The references to hypostatization of the Word of God are not always as clear as those passages speaking of Wisdom. The Divine Word, working independently, is apparently separate from God and yet emanating from Him.\footnote{Ibid., p.157.} The familiar passage in Isaiah 55:10-11 describes how the Word spoken by God does not return until its work has been accomplished. Similarly the Word is represented as a divine agent in Psalm 107:20a:

\[
\text{\ldots He sent forth His word, and healed them.}\n\]

Similarly in Psalm 147:15:

\[
\text{He sends forth His commandment to the earth; His word runs swiftly.}\n\]

During the Hellenistic period a new emphasis was placed on the transcendence of God. To remove God from direct contact with the world there is more frequent reference to angelic intervention, and "Wisdom" and "Word" are personified as divine agents.\footnote{J. N. Sanders, "Word," IDB, IV, 868.} Next Philo made the Word or Logos the intermediary between God and the world. Philo in his per-
sonification of the Logos writes much that suggests John, yet it is debatable whether Philo gives a close link between the wisdom literature and John. Surely John goes beyond the personifications of Philo when he states that the Word became flesh—a concept which Philo probably would have opposed.

\[\text{Digigi appa ilabbinū, "The Igigi prostrate themselves."}\]

The Igigi are described thus: \[\text{Igigi ilūtu m āšibū šame dAnīm, "Oh Igigi, high (gods) who dwell in the heaven of Anu."}\]

Irnini is called \[\text{rabīt Igigi, "princess of the spirits of heaven."}\] The Igigi represent the Babylonian gods of the upper regions; their total number according to IV R 60, 32 is six hundred. Langdon suggests that \[\text{i-gi-gi}^{1}\] is probably for \[\text{i-ā, "five,}" and GIS plus GIS equals sixty plus sixty. The product is five times one hundred-twenty, or six hundred.\[2\]

\[\text{L. 29. dAnunnaki qaggaru unaššaqū, "The Anunnaki kiss the ground repeatedly."}\] The translation stresses the repetitive action suggested by the D stem of the verb \[\text{našāqu, "to kiss."}\] The name, Anunnaki, is of Sumerian origin. The chief duties of the Anunnaki are to found cities, to erect sanctuaries of the gods, to establish thrones of the kings, and to rule over canals, rivers, and roads. The Anunnaki are

\[1\text{Ibid.}\]
\[3\text{Erica Reiner, "Lipsur-Litanies," JNES, XV, (1956), 135, 1.67.}\]
\[4\text{E. Douglas Van Buren, The Flowing Vase and the God with Streams (Berlin: Hans Schoetz, 1933), pp.19ff.}\]
\[5\text{Deimel, P. Anton, Pantheon Babylonicum (Roma: Pontificii Institute Biblici, 1914), pp.139f.}\]
deities of the lower world; their number is difficult to determine.\footnote{Reiner, \textit{op. cit.}, 135, lines 68-69.} The number seven, probably meaning a much larger number, is used of the Anunnaki judges of the underworld. In the lower world, the number of the Anunnaki is said to be fifty. Elsewhere, the Anunnaki of heaven total three hundred and the Anunnaki of earth number six hundred.\footnote{Van Buren, \textit{op. cit.}, pp.19ff.}

L. 30. \textit{Negelpiša riltam} is restored by Langdon.\footnote{Langdon, \textit{op. cit.}, p.9, 1.62.}

\textit{Šaru}, "wind," is possibly related to the Hebrew words \textit{γυρ}, "storm," and \textit{γυρι}, "tempest"; however, the element of doubt arises, since the normal \textit{a} to \textit{e} shift in Akkadian representing the original Semitic \textit{y} does not occur here.

Reverse

L. 1. \textit{Kata amatka ina erseti ina šakani uriltum ibanni}, "Thou! When thy word settles upon the soil green vegetation is produced." Many people believe that the waxing and the waning of the moon affects the growth of all things. In Deuteronomy 33:14 it is said that both the sun and moon influence the fertility of the soil: \textit{iyor} \textit{irda} \textit{urin}, "With the choicest fruits of the sun, and the rich yield of the moons." In English folklore country people say that pigs should not be killed in the decrease of the moon, or the meat will shrink. In some districts seeds were planted so that the young plants would grow up with the waxing of the moon.\footnote{Christine Hole, \textit{English Folklore} (London: B. T. Batsford, 1940), p.64.} In Pennsylvania, a farmer
informed this writer that his father planted hops seeds during the waning of the moon against the unsolicited advice of his neighbors. It was observed that the seeds sprouted but the vines did not climb and entwine around the pole that was to support them.


L. 3 rev. Stephens translates nisī itammû kiṭṭum, "So that people speak the truth."² However, tamû means, "to swear"; it is better to translate, "So that people swear the truth."³ Because Sîn illuminated the night he became the enemy of evildoers whose criminal enterprises were favored by darkness.


For the thought expressed in this line cf. Isaiah 55:9; 40:13ff.


L. 7 rev. Langdon restores šašqû ša parṣēšu manman

¹ STC II, pl.82,90.
² Stephens, ANET, p.386.
Šar šarrānī, "king of kings," is a familiar epithet of the gods written syllabically here. More frequently this epithet is written logographically: LUGAL.LUGAL = šar šarrānī, said of Enlil (PSBA, 1912, 1537); LUGAL.LUGAL.LUGAL = šar šarrānī (King 62, 31); and LUGAL.LUGAL.MES = šar šarrānī.1

(Ebeling, MVG 16, 32 var.). In Daniel 2:37 there is a similar expression: "Thou, O king, the king of kings." Revelation 17:14 has the following: Ὑ εἶχεν Κύριος Κύριοις ἐστιν Καὶ βασιλείως βασιλεῶν "For He is Lord of lords and King of kings."2

Mašlu from the verb mašālu, "to equal," in the sense of resembling or being like someone. Compare the verb šanānu, "to equal," with the meaning "to rival, to compare with"; cf. line 5.

L. 8 rev. Cf. lines 11 and 12 rev.

Landsberger translates this broken line thus: "Wohin immer dein Augen [ge gnadig hinblickte,.....] war günstig."3 Sjöberg reads the Sumerian counterpart thus: "Wohin du deinen Blick erhobest.....ist Gunst."4 In the Bible there is frequent mention of finding favor in the eyes of God or in the eyes of some person. In this regard note Jeremiah 24:6a: "Ich werde meine Augen auf sie richten="5 "I will set my eyes upon them for good."

The damaged portion of this line may possibly be restored with some form of šakānu which with ūnka means "to be

favorable."¹ Ina šakānu is an Akkadian idiom which has the sense "to look, to direct one's eyes at a superior being," or to look at an inferior being, hence "to be obedient" and likewise "to be favorable." Similarly pānu, "face," may be found in idioms which are the exact parallel of those with Inu, "eye." This is understandable in the light of the fact that both pānu and Inu have the same ideogram IGI; IGI MES, pānu is used in pluralis tantum meaning "face" and IGI.MIN MES means "eyes."²

In the Bible the favor of God is mentioned in Psalm 33:18: ¹¹¹¹ ḫalāt ša rah ša ḫalāt, "Behold, the eye of the Lord is upon those who fear him." And in Psalm 34:16 is similar emphasis: ¹¹¹¹ ẖalāt ša rah ša ḫalāt, "The eyes of the Lord are toward the righteous."³

L. 9 rev. Landsberger translates this fragmentary line as follows: "Wohin immer deine [Hand gnädig ausgestreckt war, bewirktest du (?)].⁴ Sjöberg partially translates the parallel Sumerian line: "Wo du deine Hand erhebst.... ist ......"⁵ Langdon restores qātka, "thy hand," on the basis of the Sumerian in the previous line.⁶

L. 10 rev. For qānū as an adjective of Sīn see text 2:1. Uṣ restored to form uştēser because of parallelism with

¹A. Leo Oppenheim, "Idiomatic Accadian," JAOS, LXI (1941), 259.
²Ibid., 256. ³Cf. Ps. 80:15; 119:132; Deut. 26:15.
⁴Landsberger, op. cit., p.104.
⁵Sjöberg, op. cit., p.171.
⁶Langdon, op. cit., p.10, line 18.

L. 11 rev. For the restoration naplis älike, compare Sjöberg, Mondrutt, p. 169, 39.

L. 12 rev. Sjöberg reads: uru nap[lis egišnugal]
aplis.³

L. 13 rev. After hirtum, Langdon restores: parämtaka rīntu. Langdon translates the whole line as follows: "[May thy beloved] wife, [the merciful], the kind, say unto thee, 'Rest, 0 lord'."⁴ Sjöberg restores: [parämtaka sinništu da] mehtu.⁵

L. 14 rev. After etlu, Langdon restores: dšamas belum garrādu rabû, and he translates the entire line: "May the hero [šamaš, the valiant lord, the mighty one, say unto thee]; rest, 0 Lord."⁶ Probably lines 14-18 are abbreviated and should end—as in line 13. Sjöberg suggests that these lines should close with nūh liqbiša, "Herr, besanftige dich."⁷

¹Landsberger, op. cit., p. 105.
²Sjöberg, op. cit., p. 171.
³Ibid., p. 169, 40.
⁵Sjöberg, op. cit., p. 169, 41.
⁷Sjöberg, op. cit., p. 169, 42.
In Akk. lit. texts, *etlu* refers to the grown up man and is often used in addressing persons; in the pl. the word often has the connotation of soldiers capable of bearing arms; the feminine counterpart of the *etlu* is the grown woman, *ardatu*, and in the merism *etlu-ardatu*, reference is made to the entire adult population. When certain gods or kings are addressed as *etlu*, they are qualified as full grown males at the peak of their physical powers (as against Sum. *ABBA* and *UMMA*, used in addressing such elderly deities as Enlil and Ninlil).  

L. 15 rev. Cf. parallelism of Igigi and Anunnaki with lines 28 and 29, also see commentary.

Langdon does not restore but translates: "May the Igigi [say unto thee, 'Rest], 0 lord'."  

L. 16 rev. Langdon restores: *da[nunnaki ilāni rabûti bēllum], "May the Anunnaki, the great gods, say unto thee, 'Rest, 0 lord!'"  

L. 17 rev. This line is unintelligible, but probably continues in the same thought as the lines which immediately precede. Sjöberg reads: *[x bēlu n]ūh liqābīka.*  

L. 18 rev. Possibly the god Ningal is mentioned on the basis of the *dNIN* sign given in the previous line. Langdon restores: *dNin[gal aššatka bēllum]; and he translates: "May Ningal, thy consort, say unto thee, 'Rest, 0 lord'."  

L. 19 rev. Following *medîl*, Sjöberg restores: *[u]rī giššigar Ezišnugal ana] ašrišu litūr; he translates this line

---

1 *CAD*, IV, p.411.  
4 Sjöberg, *op. cit.*, p.169, 45; *cf. similar expressions in a "Psalms to Marduk,"* *ANE T*, p.389f.  
5 Langdon, *op. cit.*, p.11, line 35.
as follows: "Der Riegel von U[r, der Verschluss des Egišnugal]
mögen hergestellt werden."¹

L. 20 rev. Possibly a reference to the total number
of 48 lines in the prayer. The last six lines (19-24) give
title page information: the details include mention of the
times, the scribe, and the place of origin of this copy.

L. 21 rev. Cf. the identical expression: kīma
labīrīšu šātir ma bari (written ba-a-r1), "Copied from its
original and collated" (Delitzsch AL 136 r.27). Note also
kīma labīrīšu šātir ma barû (CT 34 50 iv 39).

¹Sjöberg, op. cit., p.169,46.
TEXT 4

K.3794+K1.1904-10-9,157
TEXT 4

K.3794+Ki.1904-10-9,157

Introduction


The study by Langdon includes a transliteration and translation of Ki.1904-10-9,157. In the Bezold catalogue entitled A List of Fragments Rejoined in the Kuyunjik Collection of the British Museum, p.22, it is stated that Ki.1904-10-9,57 has been rejoined to K.3794. Also the photograph of the tablet furnished by the British Museum shows the joining of K.3794 and Ki.1904-10-9,157. In correspondence, C. B. F. Walker, Research Assistant in the British Museum, informed this writer that the fragmentary texts K.2792 and K.7973 are now being joined to several other fragments by W. G. Lambert who is currently preparing a study of the ḫakib prayers;

therefore, the contents of K.2792 and K.7973 will not be included in this dissertation.

Carl Bezold, Catalogue, p.565, describes the condition of tablet K.3794; it is the upper, left half portion of the tablet, 4½ in. by 3 3/4 in. The preceding six lines of this text are addressed to Adad; the remainder of K.3794 is directed to Sin.

In this study K.3794 is represented in lines 1-13 and K1.1904-10-9,157 is found in lines 14-25. In line 25, the prayer in this tablet is called the ikribu type; a prayer which is essentially praise.¹ Many of the ikribu prayers give praise to Šamaš, Adad, and the gods of the starry heavens.² Usually the singular form, ikribu, refers to benedictions recited at cultic events, while the plural form, ikribû, is used both of prayer and (in OA and OB only) a votive offering.³

¹Kunstmann, op. cit., p.45.
²Falkenstein and von Soden, SAHG, pp.45f.
³CAD, VII, p.66.
Transliteration

1. d̄BA DINGIR DŪRU nam-ru d̄NANNA[R.....]
2. LUGALₙₜ kiš-šá-ti ta-be-e[l.....]
3. GAD MAHₙₜ taš-kan a-ga-a.....
4. e-tel-lu d̄BA nu-ri-šu.....
5. ša qi-bit-su la ut-tak-[a-ru.....]
6. d̄BA AŠ IGI.DUₙₕₜ-k[a.....]
7. d̄NANNAR d̄BA.....
8. u ZÁZA.GIN.DURUₙₘ na-na-[.....]
9. a-šib-ma d̄BA AŠ qé-reb ANₑ.....
10. NUN muš-ta-lu DUMU.US.....
11. na-nir ANₑ EN KUR.KUR MES ša.....
12. Aš NUN.KI INIM-su ma-ag-rat.....
13. ta-ad-di ŠES.UNUG.KI Aš pa-ra[k-ki] ...ar-ki.....
14. d̄BA d̄NANNAR ANₑ AN.ĐUL.....DINGIR KU.....
15. a-lik maḫ-ri d̄BA Aš IGI.DUₙₕₜ-ka GISₙₘ MES ANₑ t[u-patptį]
16. Aš IGI.DUₙₕₜ-ka UKU ḫa-da-a
   šal-mat SAG.DU DÙ-Ši-na i-[.....]

Translation

1. O Sin, holy god, shining Nannar.....
2. Kingship of the world, thou rule[est.....]
3. Thou clothest with a majestic linen, a crown.....
4. A lord is Sin; his light.....
5. Whose command cannot be altered.....
6. O Sin, at thy appearance.....
7. O Nannar, O Sin.....
8. And greenish lapis lazuli.....
9. Sin dwells in the midst of the heavens.....
1. ΔSin ilu ellu namru ΔNanna[r......]
2. šarrutút kiššati tabê[l......]
3. kitâ šîra taškan agâ.....
4. etellu ΔSin nûrîšu.....
5. ša qibîssu lä uttakk[aru.....]
6. ΔSin ina tămartîk[a......]
7. ΔNannar ΔSin.....
8. u abnuzagindurû nana-[.....]
9. ašibma ΔSin ina qereb šamêe......
10. rubû muštâlu aplu.....
11. nannir šamêe bêl mâtâtip1. ša.....
12. ina Eridu amassu magrat.....
13. taddi Ur ina parakkki)...arki.....
14. ΔSin ΔNannar šamêe andullu.....ilu ellu.....
15. alik mağri ΔSin ina tămartîka ışdalâtîpl. šamêe t[upatti]
16. ina tămartîka nišê ḥadâ şalmât qaqqadi kalîşîna ı[.....]

Translation

10. Prince, counselor, heir.....
11. Light of the heavens, lord of all the lands which.....
12. In Eridu his oracle is favorable.....
13. Thou hast established Ur, upon the high thr[one].....
14. O Sin, O Nannar of heaven, protection of.....holy god.....
15. Going before, O Sin,

at thy appearance thou [openest] the doors of heaven.

16. At thy appearing the people rejoice,

the dark-headed, all of them.....
17. ú-sap-pa-ka UKU' MES
te-ni-še-tum pa-aḫ-ra-nik-ka gi-[mir-ši-na]

18. MAŠ.ANSE na-maš-šu-u ša EDIN ka-liš pa-aḫ-ra-nik-[ka]

19. it-ta-ša-a dBA EN qar-ni su-pu-ri muš-te-šir ri-ti.....

20. 1-ziz-za-am-ma dBA
AS qe-[reb] ANE KU'MES KI-ka li-iz-zi-zu DINGIR'MES.....

21. KI-ka li-iz-zi-zu DINGIR'MES DI.KU5'MES
KI-ka li-iz-ziz KÁ [DINGIR]

22. dKABTA SUKAL-ka li-še-da-ak di-nu lib-lak-ka ta-[mit]

23. [DUMU] LÚHAL m[a-ḥar-k]a liš-kun
dBA DINGIR KÙ AŠ UDU.SIZKUR an-né-e [i-ziz-za-am-ma]

24. [AŠ] DUG₄.MU MU ŠU.MU AŠ mim-ma ma-la DÙ-šú
ta-mit a-kar-r[a-bu k1]t-ta lib-šī

25. [ik]-rib dBA ka-a-a-nu-u

Translation

17. The people pray to thee, mankind assemble unto thee, [all of them].

18. The wild cattle and creeping things of the field altogether assemble to thee.

19. Go out for me, O Sin, lord of the horns and the halo, that causest the pastures to thrive.....

20. Stand forth for me, O Sin, in the midst of the pure heavens may the gods stand with thee.....

21. With thee may the divine judges stand with thee may stand at the gate [of the god].

22. May Kabta, thy messenger, cause thee to know, may he bear judgment for thee. The inquiry
17. usappâka nišëpl. tenišêtum paḥrânikka gi[miršina]
18. bûlu nammaššu ša šerî kalîš paḥrânî[ka]
19. ittaṣa dSîn bêl qarnî supûri muštēṣîr rîti.....
20. izizzâmîma dSîn
   ina qe[reb] šamê ellûtipl. ittîka lizzizzû ilânîpl. ......
21. ittîka lizzizzû ilânîpl. dayânepl. ittîka lizziz bāb [ilim]
22. dKabta sukallaka lîsêdâk dînu liblakka tā[mit]
23. mār awîl bârî màḥarka liškun
   dSîn ilu ellu ina niqê annê [izizzãmma]
24. [ina] qibîtiya niš qâtiya ina mimma mala eppešušu
   tāmit akarr[abu kî]tta libšî
25. [ik]rib dSîn kayânû

Translation

23. of the seer may he place before thee.
   O Sîn, pure god, at this sacrifice [stand for me].
24. [In] my discourse, in my prayer, in whatsoever I do,
   in the inquiry which I sub[mit], let there be justice.
25. A prayer to steadfast Sîn.
Commentary on Text 4

L. 1. The expression *ilu ellu*, "holy God,"\(^1\) is applied also to Anu, Šamaš, Marduk, Ištar (elletu), and other gods.\(^2\) The combination *ilu namru*, "shining god," is also known.\(^3\)

L. 2. The development of the epithet *šarrūtut kissāti*, "Kingship of the world," is interesting. *Lugal kiš* meant literally "king of Kiš."\(^4\) The title "king of Kiš" became popular so that rulers took great pride in this title even though they ruled over other cities as well. This title appealed to rulers down into Old Babylonian times and it came into Assyrian titulary as *šarrūtut kissāti*.\(^5\)


The form *taškan* is difficult; if it is a verb from *šakānu*, it is not identical with the present tense *taškkan*, nor with the preterite which is *taškun*.


L. 5. Cf. Schollmeyer 110,6: *ša qibīṣu lā uttakkaru

\(^1\)Cf. L.14.

\(^2\)Weir, Lexicon, p.80; CAD, IV, p.105; Tallqvist, Götterepitheta, p.20.

\(^3\)Weir, op. cit., p.233.


and also text 3:23.

L. 8. Zagindurû, "greenish lapis lazuli" probably represents the appearance and coloring of the moon. A similar description is given of a star in astrological text:

\[\text{šumma.... kakkabu isruhma kīma ZA.GIN.DURUG ana imitti emēlī iritu, "If a star flares up and shoots towards the right of a man, (and is colored) like greenish lapis lazuli" (Bab. 7 pl. 17 ii 20). Later certain stones which the Babylonians held to be of gynecological value were passed into Greek medicine.}\]

L. 9. Ašibma d'Śīn ina qereb šamā, "Sin dwells in the midst of the heavens" and similar expressions are used of the gods.

L. 11. Delitzsch, HW, p.470 indicates that nannaru may also be written nan(n)eru or nan(n)iru. Nannir šamā bel mātātī pl., "light of the heavens, lord of all the lands."

Generally the major gods in Babylonia and Assyria concerned themselves with public affairs only, and not with the needs of individuals. The general welfare was considered and not individual desires. Major issues occupied the attention of the gods: warfare, uprisings, devastations, pestilence, and crops. When the individual was mentioned in the texts, it was oftentimes the king since what happened to the king was related to the good and evil fortune of the country.

The Babylonians certainly inherited from Sumerian religion the idea that the gods themselves are in the service

\[1\text{Cf. text 3:10.}\]
\[2\text{See Tallqvist, Götterepitheta, p.444.}\]
\[3\text{Lambert, BWL, pp.4f.}\]
of some world system. Therefore, the idea that the gods showed arbitrary power gradually slipped into the background. In spite of their strange and inexplicable ways, the gods wanted to preserve the world and its inhabitants. Nevertheless, the gods destined the death of every man and they did not soften the fear of men by promising a better life in the hereafter. ¹

L. 14. Andullu is probably followed by mătăti because of parallelism with šamê. Also the following examples suggest the restoration of mătăti: [rap]-šu andullaka sahip mătăti, "Thy protection extends over all the lands" (Lambert, EWL 128: 40) and andullum mătim, "Protector of the land" (CH Prol. II, 48).

L. 15. Restore tupatti since daltu, "door," is often used with some form of petû, "to open." Cf. dalat šamê taptâ, "You (Šamaš) opened the door to heaven," (4R20 No.2:5f.); cf. CAD, III, p.55.²

L. 17. Langdon in RA, XII, p.191 restores gi[mirsina].

L. 18. MĂŠ.ĂNȘE = bûlu, "wild cattle," is written MĂŠ.IR.KU in the text.³

L. 19. Esēru in the Št form may mean "to make thrive." (En.el.VII 63); cf. CAD, IV, p.362.⁴

L. 20. In the common expression ina ge[reb] šamê

¹Ibid., p.11.

²Cf. text 3:20 commentary.


⁴See text 3:30f.
ellūtípl., "in the midst of the pure heavens," one might possibly assume that one sign re₂b was omitted by the scribes; cf. L. 9.

L. 21. The "divine judges" are Šamaš and Adad. Restore ilim on the basis of passages like the following: bāb ilim ubbibṣu, "He declared him to be free at the gate of the god (i.e. Aššur)," (KT Hahn 31:5); bāb ilim išakkarma, "He will deposit at the gate of the god," (MVAG 33 No. 278:9); cf. CAD, II, p. 19.

L. 22. For a discussion of the name Kabta see Tallqvist, Götterepitheta, p. 340.

Probably restore ta-[mit] on the basis of paralelism with tāmīt in line 26.

L. 23. There is space on the tablet to restore DUMU. CAD, II, p. 125 states: "There is no meaningful difference between bārû 'diviner' and mār bārî 'member of the guild of diviners'."

Langdon in RA, XII, p. 191 suggests the restoration of izizzāmma.—

L. 24. The formula tamīt akarr[abu kil]ṭṭa lībṣi, "In the inquiry which I sub[mit], let there be justice," occurs frequently in queries for oracles.¹

¹ CAD, II, p. 152b.
TEXT 5
Rm. 288
TEXT 5

Rm.288

Introduction

This text is an invocation of Assurbanipal to the Moon-god. Because of the defective condition of the text, the situation which brought the utterance of this prayer has been lost. There is a possibility that this text is a consecration inscription. Carl Bezold, Catalogue, IV, p.1601 describes R.288 thus: it is a tablet of seventeen lines. The portion preserved is the upper, left half which is 2 7/8 in. by 2 in.

A study of this text was first published in 1907 by Perry, Hymnen und Gebete an Sin, pp.28-30. In 1908 E. Combe also included a study of this tablet in his book entitled Histoire du culte de Sin en Babylonie et en Assyrie, pp.133-34.
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Transliteration

1. a-na ₃EA na-an-nir AN₃[u Kît₅m]
2. a-pîr AGA ₃a-nu-ú-ti š[a.....]
3. [m]u-ad-du-ú u₄-me ITI u [šat-ti]
4. mu-kal-lim-ša-ad-di EN d[a-ba-bi]
5. na-din šip-ti TAR₁s ES.BAR DI[NGIRMEŠ]
6. mu-ni-ih liq-bi DINGIRMEŠ......
7. ga-mir ur-ti u ŏ-e-m[e.....]
8. ša e-la šá-a-šú DINGIRMES at-[hi-šu]
9. [₃] AS.ÎM.UD ZALÅG AN.TA MES [u šap-la-ti]
10. .....ša AŞ U₄.ZAL.A-šu KUR.[KUR.....]
11. [i-lit]-tu ša ₃A-num.....
12. [DINGIR re]me-nu-ú šá it-t[1.....]
13. .....ba-nu-ú.....
14. .....GIS₃HAD GIS₃GU.ZA.....
15. .....liq-bi UKU.....
16. [AS.Š]UR.DU.A.....
17. .....  

Translation

1. For Sin, the radiance of heaven [and earth].
2. Who is crowned with the crown of divinity.....
3. Who determines the days, the month, and [the year]
4. Who shows signs, adversary.....
5. Who gives judgment,
   who determines the decision of the gods.
6. Who comforts the heart of the gods....;
7. Who renders command and will[1.....]
8. Without whom the gods, [his brethren]en
Normalization

1. ana dŠîn nannir šámê [u ėrṣetimtim]
2. apir agê dÂnûti š[a.....]
3. mu'addû ūmê argi u [šatti]
4. mukallim šaddî bêl d[abâbi]
5. nâdîn šiptî pârisâs purussê il[ânipl.]
6. munîḫ libbi.bi ilânipl......
7. gâmir urti u ūm[e.....]
8. ša ela šâsu ilânipl. at[ṭišu]
9. dNamrašêt nur elâtipl. [u šapâti]
10. .....ša ina nâmirišu mât[āti.....]
11. [ilî]tu ša dÂnum.....
12. [ilu rē]mēnu ša iṭ[ī.....]
13. .....bânû.....
14. .....išhāṭtu iškussû
15. .....libbi nišê.....
16. [Âṣš]urbânipal.....
17. .....  

Translation

9. Namrašêt, light of upper regions [and lower regions]
10. .....by whose shining all the lan[ds.....]
11. [Offsp]ring of Anu.....
12. Compassion[ate god], who wi[th.....]
13. .....creator.....
14. .....scepter, throne.....
15. .....hearts of the people.....
16. .....Âṣšurbânipal
17. .....
Commentary on Text 5

L. 1. Restore uersetimtim on the basis of frequent parallelism with same "heavens"; cf. text 3:1, 23. Near the beginning of almost every text in this study reference is made to the power and radiance of Sin in heaven and earth. Here nannir same[uersetimtim], "Radiance of heaven and earth," is attributed to Sin. The Akkadians did not have a word for universe; similarly the Hebrews resorted to the expression "the heavens and the earth." ¹ The Sumerians, who were non-Semitic, tried to express the concept of "universe" by AN.KI, literally "heaven-earth." ²

L. 2. Cf. the following similar passages: apirat age bēlūti, "She (Ištar) crowned with a crown of lordship" (Jensen 124, 7) and agî bēlūti ēpiranni, "(When Aššur) crowned me with the crown of rulership" (Weidner Tn. 1 No.1 i 28).

L. 3. Šatti, "year," is restored in this sequence of days, month, and year. A similar function of the moon may be seen in Genesis 1:14ff.

L. 4. Saddu may generally mean "sign," but oftentimes saddu refers to ominous signs or portents of Sin, Anu, or the planet Jupiter.³

Bēl dabābi, "adversary," is restored in this context of judgment and decision. Bēl dabābi is used often of the

¹ Gen. 1:1; Ex. 20:11.


³ Cf. CAD, XVI, pp.56f.
person who sues an individual or accuses another in court.  

L. 5. Pāris puṛusā īll[āni]., "Who determines the
decision of the gods" should be compared with text 2:11 com­
mentary.

L. 6. Gāmir urti u tēme, "Who renders command and
will," suggests the concept of a judge rendering a final ver­
dict or decision.  


L. 9. Namrasēt, a name of Sīn, see introduction pp.
5ff.; cf texts 2:19 and 6:5.

Restore u ʾṣaplāti which often parallels elāti.  

L. 11. Perry suggests the restoration of ilittu,
Hymnen, p.30. Ilittu, "offspring," is frequently said of the
gods. The expression ilittu šā dʾAnīm, "Offspring of Anu"
was sometimes attributed to Sīn who was thought of as a son
of Anu.  

L. 12. [Rē]mēnâ, "compassionate," compare with text
6:9 commentary.

L. 17. This line is too short and fragmentary to
study.

1 Cf. CAD, III, pp.3f.

2 See examples in CAD, V, p.27; Weir, Lexicon, pp.381-82.

3 Cf. CAD, IV, p.78.

4 Cf. CAD, VII, p.72.

5 H. W. F. Saggs, The Greatness That was Babylon; a
Sketch of the Ancient Civilization of the Tigris-Euphrates
TEXT 6
K.10151
TEXT 6

K.10151

Introduction

This fragment containing eleven lines was first published in 1907 by Perry, *Hymnen und Gebete an Sin*, pp.30-32. In 1908, E. Combe made a transliteration, translation, and a brief commentary on this tablet in *Histoire du cult de Sin en Babylonie et en Assyrie*, pp.134-35. This tablet is the beginning of a prayer addressed to Sin. K.10151 is described by Carl Bezold, *Catalogue*, III, p.1068: the text is the upper, left-hand corner, 1 13/16 in. by 1 1/2 in.
Transliteration

1. EN ðBA Û₄.SAR.....
2. ðBA ed-di-1[š-ú.....]
3. DINGIR nam-ru DÙ K[Itim.....]
4. nu-úr ma-a-[ti.....]
5. dAS.IM.UD šu-[pu-u.....]
6. raś-bu ðBA.....
7. mas-su-ú GA[L.....]
8. kab-tu šur-b[u-u.....]
9. DUMU.ÚS git-m[a-lu.....]
10. .....reme-nu-[u.....]
11. [ð]BA.....

Translation

1. Incantation: O Šīn, O Nannar.....
2. O Šīn, ever renewing.....
3. Shining god of all the ear[th.....]
4. Light of the la[nd.....]
5. Namrašēt, glor[ious one.....]
6. Fear inspiring Šīn.....
Normalization

1. šiptu dŠîn Nannar.....
2. dŠîn eddi[šû.....]
3. ilu namru kali er[șetimtim.....]
4. nur mà[ti.....]
5. dNamrašt šû[pû.....]
6. rašbu dŠîn.....
7. masû ra[bû.....]
8. kabtu šurb[û.....]
9. aplu gitm[ālu.....]
10. .....rēmēn[û.....]
11. [d]Šîn.....

Translation

7. [Great leader.....
8. Mighty, exalt[ed.....]
9. Per[fect]. heir.....
10. .....mercifu[l.....]
11. .....Šîn.....
Commentary on Text 6

L. 2. ṣīn edāi[ṣu], "O Sin, ever renewing"; cf. 2:2 commentary.

L. 5. Namraṣēt ṣū[pû], "Namraṣēt, glorious one....."); cf. the reference to Namraṣēt in texts 2:19 and 5:9. See discussion on the name Namraṣēt in the introduction, pp.5f.

Cf. the use of ʾēpû, "glorious one," in text 2:1.

L. 7. Massû, "leader," is a title of Šamaš, Anu, Enlil, Nabû, and many other gods.¹

L. 9. DUMU.ŪS = aplu, "heir"; cf. text 1:8 where this word is used twice.² Perry reads and restores ʾēpû gīt-m[a-lu], "Per[flect] heir." Compare this line with the following epithet of Nabû: aplu gītmālum, "Perfect heir" (ORCT 6 pl.14 r.25), and passim.

L. 10. ʾēmēnu, "merciful," is used as an attribute of Sin in 3:13; it is partially preserved here and in 5:12. ʾēmēnu is often used as an epithet of the gods. Note the following examples: ʾēmēnu gīt-m[a-lu], "Marduk, merciful god," (Hehn, 364,7); ʾēmēnu rēmēnu, "Meroziful god (Marduk)" (ZDMG 69, 96, 12); ʾēmēnu gīt-m[a-lu], "Sin, merciful god" (ZDMG 74, 183, rev.8); and ʾēmēnu rēmēnu, "Ishtar, merciful goddess" (RA 13, 108, 19).³ Also ʾēmēnu is used in praise of kings in W 17259 w, 5-6: ana āšarrim ʾēmēnu, "To the compassionate king." In the Bible there are numerous references stating that

¹Tallqvist, Götterepitheta, p.130.
²See discussion on the derivation of aplu in CAD, I, Part 1, pp.176f.
God is ☪ₒₒₒ, "merciful."⁵¹ The Arabic rahmān, "compassionate," was used by Mohammad as a proper name for deity, later this term came to be used as one of the chief attributes of Allāh.²

¹Ex. 34:6; Deut. 4:31; 2 Chr. 30:9, and passim.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary and Conclusions

This dissertation has presented a transliteration, normalization, translation, and commentary on six texts. A number of tablets which have come to light in the past few decades have been found to be duplicates or partial duplicates of some of the major texts in this work. An original and important aspect of this investigation is the collation of five tablets in text one and the collation of three tablets in text two. A textual apparatus was formulated to show to the critical reader the variants from the basic text. The correlation of the textual material contributes to a fuller, updated text and a better understanding of each composition. These exercises in textual criticism have been a profitable part of the research. Hopefully, the methods learned will be applied to further textual studies in Assyriology, Old Testament, and New Testament.

The first three texts are classified as Akkadian ŠU.ÍL.LÁ prayers. This form of prayer is used particularly by the individual worshipper. This type of prayer was probably developed in the Cassite period around 1400 B.C. All extant copies of such prayers were probably made sometime after 800 B.C. The structure of the ŠU.ÍL.LÁ is regular; however, the poetic form may be interrupted by certain formulae. Usually an offering of very simple character accompanies each prayer. The name ŠU.ÍL.LÁ meaning, "lifting up of the hand," suggests that
originally this characteristic gesture was used in adoration of the deity. Furthermore, it was learned that the Hebrews may have come under the influence of the Cattung of the ŠU.IL.LA literature either through literary penetration or through cultural mediation of the Canaanites. Of the remaining texts, text four is an ıkribu prayer; a prayer of praise to Sin. Texts five and six are too fragmentary to be classified. Included with each text are photographic plates of the cuneiform.

It was discovered that Sumerian mythology forms the backdrop for this study of moon-worship in ancient Mesopotamia. Beneath the polytheistic adornments, the Sumerian texts present a rationally formulated cosmogony. Sin played a more important role in earlier times than he did just prior to the fall of Assyria. The decline in popularity of the Moon-god in Mesopotamia is apparent from the disuse of the name Sin as a theophoric element. Also, the rise to power of other deities of the Babylonian pantheon contributed to the decline of Sin. In ancient Palestine and Syria the worship of the moon was common. Worship of the heavenly bodies was opposed in the Pentateuch, nevertheless, pagan moon-worship was officially adopted by Manasseh.

The commentary in this study shows that many of the epithets of Sin are also characteristic of the other gods. Some of the epithets of the gods and kings are identical. Moreover, there are epithets found in these texts which may be traced back to early Sumerian times. At a number of points there is found a close correspondence between the words and art representations. Where possible, the religious motifs and trends
are compared to ancient Near Eastern literature and the Hebrew Bible.
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